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The Association President’s Message

2021 is quite a year! 

Firstly, I would like to 
thank all the executive 
members for their hard 
work over the past year.

We welcome Cliff Milley 
to the executive.

We are saddened by the loss of Regimental 
Association members. 

We would like to thank former Vice President Tom 
Reaume for the many years he has served on the 
executive of the association. Tom has retired from 
the executive this year.

The Association , due to COVID 19, cancelled the 
banquet for 2021 and we are planning  the banquet 
for fall of 2022. The theme of the banquet will be 
Afgahnistan. We hope to see maxium attendance at 
the 2022 Banquet.

Since March 2019 and onwards we have, and 
continue to have, germ warfare thrust upon us. 
Covid-19 affects everyone in our daily routines, yet 
it is inspirational to see members of the serving 
Regiment step up and offer help to members of the 
Regimental family. That is the spirit of the Regiment.

The Association has created a Forty-Niner sub-
committee to help with the future production of the 
magazine. 2Lt Joshua Badura has stepped up and 
will be co-editor.

We continue to work on our website, 
https://49thbnassociation.ca/, and invite all to 
check it out for the latest information. We try to 
update our website monthly.

From page___to ___of this Forty-Niner, we showcase 
a variety of RSM photographs, but the pictures are 

not in chronological order. The first RSM of the 49th 
Battalion was Arthur Robinson and the current RSM 
is CWO Mark Denney, MMM, CD. We’ve decided to 
create a contest based on pages 132 to 134 asking 
the regimental family to place the RSMs in order 
(and include their names) from past to present. The 
winner will receive a $150 gift certificate to the Kit 
Shop.  (We offered $100.00 last year, but no takers)
Please send your entry to president@49ler.com. 
The first entry that is correct will receive the gift 
certificate. This contest is open to all members of 
the regimental family and will close July 31, 2022.

The Remembrance Day for 2020  was  held at 
limited capacity, and even though I was honored 
to lay a wreath on behalf of the 49th Battalion, The 
Loyal Edmonton Regiment. The  city cermony was 
not adqueate enough for those that died during 
Canadain conflicts.

The Association members marched in the 2021  
Remembrance Day Parade at City Hall which 
wasconducted by the Regiment.

One of the  main association  objectives is  to increase 
our membership from the Regimental Family.

Fears No Foe

Cheers,

Jack Bowen, 
President 
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Letter to the Regiment 
and Regimental Family

31 March 2020

To all members of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment and Regimental 
Family,

It is imperative that we, in the Regimental Family, keep in contact with 
each other during this crisis.

The Association endeavours to aide anyone of the Eddies and their 
families.

You are not alone, and if you need assistance of any kind, please contact 
the following:

Please call 587-988-9644 and someone will assist you (provided 
by members of serving regiment) if you need assistance in 
getting medication, groceries, wellness checks on loved ones, 
and any other small task.

For Spiritual Help or to talk, please contact Padre Tony Pasolli at 
780-690-6706 (tp-pasolli@msn.com).

Veterans Affairs Emergency Fund call 1-866-522-2122

Do not hide away, we are here to help. Call me any time at 780-777-
5255.

Jack Bowen
president@49ler.com

EXECUTIVE

PRESIDENT
JACK BOWEN

VICE-PRESIDENT
TOM REAUME

SECRETARY
VINCE MOROZ

TREASURER
TERRY ALLISON

COMMANDING OFFICER
LCOL JON MCCULLY

RSM
CWO JAY REINELT

MEMBERS

JOSHUA BADURA
ED BOOTLE

RYAN FUNNELLE
MADOC FINCH
SANDY PARRY
MIKE RAROG

BRUCE RICHARDS
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Editorial

Well another year of Covid, however time marches 
on. We are late this year in producing the magazine. 
However  issue 120 will be out in spring 22.
It is important that we get stories in regulary  
througout  the  year  as  we  would  like to have all stories 
in by the end of July. This will give the editorial team 
time to edit and produce the 49er by September and 
have ready for distribution at the annual banquet.
The magazine is the history maker of the Regimental 
family. Not day passes that a member of the 
Regimental family is not making history, whether it 
is going on a course, being promoted, participating 
on an exercise, and involved in unit training. The 
magazine exists to provide some insight to what 
the Regiment and Regimental familyis doing on 
any given year. It is increditable that one can 
look back 10 or 20 years and say, i was there on 
that exercise and there I am getting promtoted.

That is why we need photos with names  and 
stories of your particpation in The Loyal 
Edmonton Regiment and the Regimental Family.

Every effort was made to credit sources  for photos 
and stories. If we missed someone, please contact 
editor@49ler.com

Cheers

Capt (ret’d) Jack Bowen

Editor-at-Large

The Forty-Niner has allowed the soldiers of this 
Loyal Edmonton Regiment share their stories over 
the past 105 years, creating a truly unique way 
of sharing our collective history. Each year the 
Forty-Niner encapsulates stories from our newest 
recruiters through to our retired veterans with 
each sharing stories of growth, connection, union, 
and fighting spirit. Despite the unique challenges 
of 2020, the Forty-Niner is once again achieving 
its mission of being our living record with some 
incredible content from the year past. 

As always, this is your publication. Start thinking 
ahead to 2022 and dig out some of those photos and 
stories. Despite COVID-19, we have accomplished 
much this year and there are more stories to be told. 

Fears No Foe 

2Lt Joshua Badura
Assistant Editor
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Commanding Officer’s Message
Written By: LCol Christopher Barr, CD

What a Year 2021 has been!  That being said, we 
can dwell on how difficult the journey has been, 
or, we can choose to focus on the positive things 
that have emerged from the adversity that 2021 
threw at us all.   Looking back now at 2021, we 
saw 41 CBG sponsored training cancelled, our 
Griesbach Dinner, Senior NCOs Mess Dinner and 
most of our collective training exercises were all 
cancelled.  There were no vaccines yet, whilst a 
series of Covid19 waves continued to hit Alberta 
and NWT.  However, I believe that the L Edmn R led 
within our Brigade to see that individual training 
courses, field exercises and care for our fellow 
soldier’s wellbeing continued so that the unit’s 
mission could be maintained.  Moving through it 
all, we have all “hit speed bumps” along the way, 
both personally and professionally.  However, 
we have also achieved a lot given the Covid-19 
challenges combined with the restrictive rules of 
training within the Covid-19 environment.

Expanding on this theme, I want to remind all on 
what we all have achieved as “Eddies”:

•	 we conducted a BMQ, a Basic MG Course, 
a DP-1 Infantry Course that also contained 
the Infantry Supplemental qualifications 
(conducted out of Jefferson Armouries – a 
first!);

•	 served as staff and students on the Reserve 
Summer Training;

•	 planned / built and conducted the Level 3 
(Enhanced) Live Fire Range in Wainwright 
for all 3 Canadian Division Infantry Reserve 
units during Exercise WESTERN SABRE;

•	 contributed “Eddies” to Operation VECTOR 
(support to the GOC vaccine program);

•	 planned and conducted the Basic Mortar 
Course,

•	 C Coy’s continuing support and training 
activities for Team North (JTFN) in the Yel-
lowknife, NT area; and finally

•	 Remembrance Day that saw the Home Sta-
tion parading in public for the City of Ed-
monton for the first time in 22 Months.

The RSM and I both agree that “We’ve Done Good!” 
in 2021.

As an institution (CAF), we all know that this past 
year has been tough on us all.  Nevertheless, we 
are now witnessing a fundamental military culture 
change which has forced us all to implement a 
“compass heading adjustment” (for the better I 
must state).  This “course correction” will ensuring 
that we all treat each other going forward with 
respect and professionalism ALWAYS.  We have 
also endured the ever-changing (but necessary) 
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Covid-19 rules that have forced us to remain 
flexible, to re-adjust events and training on the fly.  
We did this professionally and also served as an 
excellent example for our communities that we live 
in.

It is said that “change is constant” and that it is 
often for the good of an organization.  For example, 
we have had some changes in our Honoraries.  We 
saw:

•	 The retirement of HCol John Stanton who 
served the Regiment for 12 years and con-
tinues to be a huge supporter to the Regi-
ment and the CAF going forward;

•	 the advancement of HLCol Doug Cox to HCol 
as of 26 May 2021; and

•	 the welcoming of HLCol Mary Cameron as 
of 26 May.

I must state that we are so fortunate to have these 
prestigious Canadians / Albertans / Edmontonians 
as our Regiment’s Honoraries.  In recent days, 
the two serving Honoraries have been awarded 
significant accolades and positions within the 
business community.  Specifically:

1) HCol Doug Cox was inducted into Alberta’s 
JA Business Hall of Fame on 24 November 
2021; and 

2) HLCol Mary Cameron was appointed the 
new Chair of Habitat for Humanity (Inter-
national) where she now serves as the first 
non-American to be named for this presti-
gious position.

Obviously, as a Regiment, it goes without saying 
that we are very proud of our Honoraries recent 
achievements.  We know that they are both 
passionate to serve as our No.1 Supporters, our 
Mentors and our Champions for The Regiment 
within our communities (both here in Alberta and 
in the NWT).

Turning our attention forward, first and foremost, 
we all must proceed with caution as new Covid-19 
variants are discovered and dealt with.  In terms 
of soldiering, we have much to look forward and 
prepare for.  For example, we have:

•	 Exercise COYOTE BAYONET 3 (practicing 
winter skills / urban operations in January 
2022);

•	 Exercise FROZEN GRIZZLY in the Yellow-
knife area where the L Edmn R is the Bri-
gade lead for this winter survival / adven-
turous training;

•	 the potential RegF / PRes combined Mor-
tar live fire exercise (TBC) with 3 PPCLI in 
March 2022;

•	 to focus our efforts on increasing unit at-
tractions so as to bring-in new recruits to 
the Regiment;

•	 to keep an eye on potential domestic opera-
tions given the recent increase of adverse 
weather events in Western and Northern 
Canada; and 

•	 to continue to re-engage with Edmonto-
nians and Yellowknifers as the past 24+ 
months have forced us to remain somewhat 
in their shadows.  As an example, if the Ed-
monton Marathon can occur in person in 
2022, then the L Edmn R will again take the 
lead for the “Army 10K” course.

In conclusion, moving forward into 2022, the 
RSM and I would ask all “Eddies” (both serving 
and supporting”) to keep an eye out for “your fire 
team buddy(s)” during these difficult times, as we 
all continue to figure out how negotiate this “new 
normal.”  On top of that, we both wish you all the 
“Best of Soldiers’ Luck” for 2022 and that you all 
are able to soldier hard, maintain your health and 
that you remember to be Kind (especially to those 
who move in your circles who have less).

Fears No Foe
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Hon Col’s Report 
28 May 21
HCol Doug Cox
Hon. L Col. Doug Cox reports in that, 
due to COVID restrictions, it has been 
relatively quiet on the Hon. Col. front. 

Nevertheless, the Hon. Col’s have attended a few 
virtual conferences in past months including 
the 41 Canadian Brigade Group’s Ex ERUDITE 
GRIZZLY professional development symposium on 
May 1, 2021. The symposium offered an in-depth 
opportunity to educate and inform the brigade 
leadership using the best practices developed 
during the Afghanistan experience as a link to the 
Canadian Army Modernization Strategy (CAMS) 
and Force Development initiatives such as Force 
2025 currently being developed. There was an open 
dialogue that ensued as part of the symposium in 
which leadership of the Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
made meaningful contributions to highlight 
challenges and improve processes in the focus areas 
of recruitment, training, promotions, and retention. 

The Hon. Cols also attended the First Virtual Hon. Col 
Town Hall on September 18. 2020. A broad range of 
topics were covered including changes in the world 
order from the point of view of new conflicts and 
alliances, the decoupling of the world economy, cyber 
warfare and related security issues, social unrest, 
diversity and racism and gender issues as well as 
issues related to hateful and sexual misconduct 
- all of which are greatly impacting the Canadian 
Forces. Other issues discussed included initiatives 
related to increasing diversity, development of 
junior leaders and improved succession planning. 

Hon. L Col. Cox noted that he is excited to see the 
beginning of the end of COVID impacts and a 

return to in-person Regimental activities. There 
are numerous initiatives that have been on-hold for 
months and he is hopeful the second half of 2022 
will see great progress resume. Hon. L Col. Cox 
extended to congratulations to those members of the 
Loyal Edmonton Regiment family who weathered 
the COVID storm well and his sincere condolences 
to those who experienced losses or hardships. 
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Honorary Colonel  
Douglas A. Cox

Douglas (Doug) Cox is 
chairman and CEO of 
Touchstone Holdings 
Ltd.; a private investment 
company with its head 
office located in Edmonton, 
Alberta. He is President and 
CEO of subsidiary Nunastar 
Properties Inc., a property 
investor and manager, co-
founder, and chairman of 

subsidiary Grandview Exploration Inc., an oil and gas 
exploration and production company. Touchstone 
also invests in private and public growth-oriented 
companies through its private equity subsidiary 
AstroHill Ventures Ltd. 

Nunastar is one of the largest property owners 
and hospitality industry operators in Canada’s 
Territories. It is engaged in the development, 
acquisition, ownership, and management of 
hospitality, residential, and commercial income 
properties centred in the capital cities of Iqaluit, 
Nunavut, and Yellowknife, NWT.

A native Edmontonian, Doug earned his Bachelor 
of Science in Mechanical Engineering from the 
University of Alberta in 1983. He worked as 
a consulting engineer in Edmonton and was 
designated as a professional engineer in Alberta 
in 1985. Doug lived in Boston, Massachusetts from 
1985 to 1987 and earned a Master of Business 
Administration degree from Harvard Business 
School.

Doug is currently a director of the Edmonton 
Economic Development Corporation, a director 
of the Edmonton Eskimo Football Club, and a 

member of the Blatchford Redevelopment Advisory 
Committee on behalf of the City of Edmonton. He 
is also a past chair of the Alberta Chapter of the 
World President’s Organization (2015), the Young 
President’s Organization (2007), the Edmonton 
Chamber of Commerce (1998), the Brookview 
Community Association (2004), and a past board 
member of several other community-based, non-
profit organizations in Edmonton. He was president of 
the Harvard Business School Club of British Columbia 
in 1994 when he resided in Vancouver.  Doug has a 
strong interest in leadership, architecture, fitness, 
adventure travel, and philanthropy. In 2008, Doug 
created the Nunastar Fund for Northern Children; a 
significant endowment fund exclusively dedicated 
to the health, education, and well-being of northern 
youth that he personally oversees. Doug and his wife, 
Karen, were key benefactors of the Peter Lougheed 
Leadership College at the University of Alberta and 
recently established the Cox Charitable Foundation. 
Doug resides in Edmonton with his wife and their 
three children Ben, Mariel, and Alison. Honorary LCol 
Cox was appointed as such on May 13, 2016.
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Honorary  Lieutenant Colonel  
Mary Cameron

Mary Cameron, ICD.D is a principal of Ozone 
Advisory Group, a company formed to assist 
companies achieve their purpose through high 
performing boards. Mary is an independent 
corporate director on several private companies in 
the lumber, automotive parts, and machine learning 
sectors. She is an active member of the Institute 
of Corporate Directors (ICD) and serves on the 
executive committee of the Edmonton Chapter. 
Over her career she has served as a director or 
Chair on dozens of private company and crown 
boards. She was a founding member of the Glenora 
Rotary Club, and the founding Chair of Edmonton 
Global (the Edmonton Metropolitan economic 
development entity). After serving terms as Chair 
of Habitat for Humanity Edmonton, and Chair of 
Habitat for Humanity Canada, she was appointed 
to the board of Habitat for Humanity International, 
the first Canadian to serve on that board in over 
ten years, and is now the Chair of HFHI. She has 
served as CEO of the Workers Compensation 
Board Alberta, as Deputy Minister Housing in two 
provinces, and as CEO of several private companies. 
Mary has been recognized with numerous awards 
for her community and business service including 
the Queens Jubilee medal, Woman of Vision, 
twice named one of Alberta’s 50 most influential, 
and Consumers Choice Business Women of the 
Year. She has also recently been appointed as the 
Hon. Lt Colonel of the Loyal Edmonton Regiment.
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Affilated Regiment (PPCLI)

2020 and 2021 have been busy for Princess 
Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI). The 
usual gamut of operations and exercises have 
kept the tempo high, while keeping soldiers 
engaged in training and deployments alike. 

1st Battalion Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light 
Infantry (1 PPCLI)

1 PPCLI saw Charlie Company return from 
Latvia’s Op REASSURANCE in mid-2020, just as Al-
pha Company stepped out the door to Iraq on Op 
IMPACT. In total the 1st Battalion deployed 308 sol-
diers to four operational areas in seven countries.

Charlie Company worked as part of the 
LdSH led Enhanced Forward Presence Battle Group 
(eFP BG) in Latvia on Op REASSURANCE. While 
deployed the company participated in Exercises 
CRYSTAL ARROW, GRIZZLY GUNCAMP, URBAN 
STEELE, and NATO exercises GRIZZLY NIGHTMARE, 
and GRIZZLY DAWN. Charlie Company handed 
over their Latvian AO to 2 RCR out of Oromocto, 
NB for Roto 14 between June and July of 2020.

Op IMPACT saw the 1st Battalion provide 
Training and Coordination Unit (ITCU), a 
headquarters responsible for national command 
and supporting Iraq, as well as the Canadian Training 
and Advisory Team – Jordan (CTAT-J), and several 
staff augmentees to Joint Task Force-IMPACT (JTF-I) 
Headquarters in Kuwait. Alpha Company provided 
NATO Mission Iraq (NMI) Force Protection Company 
in Baghdad and other areas, and conducted over 350 
moves in the International and Red Zone of Baghdad.

October 2019 to April 2020 saw a team de-
ploy to Ukraine as part of Op UNIFER Rotation 8. Op-
erations were highly dispersed with the Patricia’s 

operating in small teams across Ukraine. Capt Filis, 
WO Sullivan and Sgt Fortier focused their attention 
in Desna, north of the capital of Kyiv. MCpl Goettel 
was based out of Vasylkiv, several hours south of the 
capital. Maj Long operated out of Kyiv itself although 
also splitting his time between Stare and Zolochiv. 
Capt Crosbie worked initially with the Armed Forces 
of Ukraine (AFU) 49th Recce Battalion near Lviv in 
Western Ukraine before moving south to Odessa for 
the latter half of the tour. Divided between the AFU 
and National Guard of Ukraine (NGU) Development 
Groups and the Combined Arms Training Group, they 
spent seven months working beside our Ukrainian

counterparts, with the mission of advising and 
mentoring both organizations to bring them 
closer to North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) standards, increasing NATO 
interoperability and combat effectiveness.

2nd Battalion Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light 
Infantry (2 PPCLI)

Though difficult given the current operating 
climate, 2 PPCLI as a whole undertook every pre-
caution to enable the continued training of our sol-
diers throughout the summer of 2020. This saw the 
decentralized completion of a number of Infantry 
Battle Task Standard (IBTS) ranges as well as Pri-
mary Combat Function (PCF) courses, ensuring that 
readiness was maintained to the highest standards 
possible despite restrictions due to the pandemic.

The CO of 2 PPCLI and his Tac were deployed 
as a part of Op LASER 20-01 to Shamattawa, 
MB, to conduct a reconnaissance due to a COVID 
outbreak and a possible request for assistance. 
Their reconnaissance yielded the requirement 
for a platoon-sized Multi-Purpose Medical 
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Assistance Team (MMAT) element to assist the 
First Nations community, and Alpha Company 
was called to the front. Led by Maj Caleb Gray and 
MWO Jayson Kapitaniuk, 40 personnel deployed 
to Shamattawa, MB on 12 December 2020.

The ties between PPCLI and our allied 
UK regiment, The Rifles, are strong. During Op 
UNIFIER Rotation 9, PPCLI soldiers from the 2nd 
and 3rd Battalion in the Combined Arms Training 
Group (CATG) had the opportunity to work 
alongside soldiers from The Rifles who deployed 
as part of Operation ORBITAL, the British Armed 
Forces training mission to Ukraine. Together, 
they supported Combat Training Centre – Yavoriv 
(CTC-Y) on Exercise RAPID TRIDENT (Ex RT), a 
Ukrainian organized, multinational brigade level 
field and computer assisted training exercise. A 
combined advisor group from CATG and Op ORBITAL 
provided both mentorship and direct training to 
the Security Forces of Ukraine which included the 
Armed Forces Ukraine Military Police, the National 
Guard and Border Guards. Although they provided 
advice and mentorship throughout, the highlight 
of the exercise for the soldiers of The Rifles and 
PPCLI were during the first three days at sub-unit 
directed training stands for reacting to enemy fire, 
breaking contact, and cordon and search. Building 
on the strong historical bond and professionalism 
of The Rifles and PPCLI, the advisors worked well 
together to improve the technical and tactical 
proficiency of the Security Forces of Ukraine.

3rd Battalion Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light 
Infantry (3 PPCLI) 

3 PPCLI was active throughout 2020 with 
deployments on Op Impact and Op UNIFIER 
In early 2020, Alpha Company (Para Coy) 
remained deployed on Op IMPACT, contributing 
to two missions within Iraq. The majority were 

employed as the NATO Mission Iraq (NMI) Force 
Protection Company, while a platoon sized 
element made up the Directorate of Strategic 
Communications (DSC) Security Force (SECFOR) 
Platoon as part of Op INHERENT RESOLVE (OIR).

Members from 3 PPCLI deployed for Roto 9 
Ukraine 14 June-07 Oct 2021.  The departure was 
delayed due to COVID-19 and once they were there, 
they worked with some restrictions but were able 
to effectively provide mentorship to their Ukrainian 
counterparts. Capt Glover, WO Girard, Sgt Doyle, 
MCpl Drover-Fortin, MCpl Appleby and Cpl Scott J. 
were part of the CATG (Combined Arms Training 
Group) as Infantry Team Advisors. Infantry Team 
2, as they were called, worked and lived at Central 
City at the International Peace Support Center 
near Yavoriv. They mentored Ukrainian OCT’s 
that were delivering training to Armed Forces 
Ukraine to help them learn interoperability within 
NATO.  During Roto 9 they were able to observe 
Ukrainian Mechanized Infantry doing mounted 
and dismounted dry and live training from Section 
level up to Brigade level.  The team also took part 
in Exercise RAPID TRIDENT, with the help of other 
Patricia’s, WO Finkbeiner and Sgt Pongracz. With the 
help of linguists, over three days they gave lessons 
on cordon and search, react to enemy fire and break 
contact drills to the Security Forces of Ukraine 
which included the Armed Forces Ukraine Military 
Police, the National Guard and Border Guards.
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The Allied Regiment
Duke of Lancaster’s Regiment 

(Kings, Lancashire, and Border)
Editor’s Note: All stories and pictures have been taken from the Regimental Handbook of the Duke of Lancaster’s 
Regiment and is verbatim.

A SHORT HISTORY OF THE REGIMENT 
(CONTINUATION)

The Napoleonic Wars 1803-15

Peace with France came in 1802, but lasted barely 
a year. Under the threat of invasion by Napoleon 
Bonaparte the British Army expanded rapidly and all 
our predecessor regiments raised secon battalions. 
The initial priority was home defence, but from 
1805 the emphasis switched to expeditionary 

warfare in support of a succession of alliances.

Northern Europe. In 1805 the 1/4th, 1/8th and 
1/30th were sent to the Elbe in northern Germany 
but, comprromised by unreliable allies, were 
shortly withdrawn. In 1807 the 1/4th , 1/8th and 
1/82nd captured Copenhagen and secured the 
Danish Fleet, while in 1808 the 1/4th were sent 
to Goteborg in Sweeden. In 1809 both battalions 
of teh 4th, together with the 2/59th,2/63rd, 
2/81st and 2/82nd , were dispatched with ill-fated 
expedition to Walcheren, at the mouth of the 
Scheldt, where battle casualties were few but fever 
took a heavy toll.

Italy. In 1860 the 1/81st were part of an 
expeditionary force which, having occupied Silicy, 
routed a French Army at the batlle of Maida in 
southern Italy.

South Africa. Also in 1806, the 1/59th took part 
in the capture of the Cape of Good Hope from the 
Dutch. This was not the first regimental visit to the 

cape, for the 1/81st had seen active service there 
1799-1802 during the Third Cape Frontier War.

South America. In 1807 the 1/40th and 1/47th 
were in South America, adding Monte Video to the 
Regiment’s battle honors.

West Indies. In 1809 teh 1/8th captured the 
French Island of Martinique, while the following 
year the 1/63rd having occupied Maderia, again 
took Guadeloupe.

THE PENINSULA WAR 1808-14

But the main arena for British arms was to be 
Spain  and Portugal, the Iberian Peninsula, where 
the 1/40th, 1/82nd and teh former Minorca 
Regiment(now numbered 97th) landed in 1808 
under Sir Arthur Wellesley, Later Duke of Welling-
ton, and helped gain his early victories at Rolica 
and Vimiera. Later that year the 1/4th, 2/59th, 
2/81st and 2/82nd took part in Sir John Moore’s 
audacious advance into spain and his subsequent 
retirement to and Victorius stand at Corunna, 
where the 4th, 59th and 81st gained particular 
distinction, before evacuation to England.
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The Battle of Corunna, 16 January 1809
The 81st Regiment of Foot advance to meet the French attack near the village of Elvina. Together with the 4th and 59th Regiments, They 

played a major part in the tactical victory that enabled Sir John Moore’s army to embark.

The Battle of Vittoria, 21 June 1813
The 4th, 34th, 40th, 47th, 59th, and 82nd Regiments all took part in the Duke of Wellington’s decisive victory which expelled the french armies 
from Spain. This painting shows the 4th, 47th and 59th attacking the village of Gamarra Mayor.
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Meanwhile the 40th had remained in Spain 
(indeed they were one of only three regiments 
to serve throughout the six year campaign) , and 
in 1809 they earned frsh laurels at the battle of 
Talavera. In 1810 they were present, with the 97th , 
at the battle of Busaco and took part in the strategic 
withdrawal to the Lines of Torres Vedras. British 
reinforcements in 1809-10 included the 1/4th, 
2/30th, 2/34th, 2/47th and 1/82st. In 1811 the 
4th and 30th were present at the battle of Fuentes 
d”Onoro, the 34th and detachments of the 40th and 
97 played took part in the bloody battle of Albuhera, 
and teh flank companies of the 81st and 82nd 
played a prominent part in the hard fought victory 
of Barossa, At Arroyo dos Molinos, on 28 October, 
the 34th routed the French 34Th Regiment and 
captured its drums and Drum Major’s Mase, earning 
an unique battle honour which is commemorated 
by the 82nd, replused a French assault on the town 
of Tarifa.

Before he could advance to Spain in 1812 Wellington 
had to capture the frontier fortresses. The 40th took 
an active part in the seige of Ciudad rodrigo, and 
then the 4th and 30th(brigaded together), and teh 
40th displayed great gallantry and sustained secere 
casualties in their successful on the grim fortress 
of Badajoz, one of the fiercest fights in the history 
of the Army. Later that year all three Regiments 
again distinguished themselves at the battle of 
Salamanca, where the 30th captured a French 
Eagle. The campaign ended with another retirment 
on Portugal, during which teh 4th and 30th 
fought a sucessful delaying action at Villa Muriel; 
likewise the 47th at Puente Largo. Meanwhile 
the 81st were engaged on the east coast at Denia.

The following spring Wellington advanced to drive 
the French out of Spain, and with hin marched 
the 1/4th, 2/47th and 2/59th (together forming 
Robinson’s Brigade), and the 2/34th, 1/40th and 
1/82nd.  All were heavily engaged at Vittoria, where 
Robinson’s Brigade carried the Village of Gamara 
Mayor in the day’s heaviest fighting. The 34th and 
82nd than fought a desperate defensive battle at 
Maya, while the 40th greatly distinguished itself 
by routing a Fench Brigade at Sorauren, for which 
they were awarded the battle honour Pyrenees. 
Meanwhile Robinson’s Brigade was in action at San 
Sebastian, which they stormed with the utmost 
gallantry, leaving 865 casualties inn the breach, one 
of whom was Ensign Maguire of the 4th who fell at 
the head of the Forlorn Hope on his 21st birthday.  
Meanwhile the 40th and 82nd were engaged on 
the Heights of Salain.  Wellington then entered 
France where the Regiments saw hard fighting at 
the crossing of the Bidassoa and the battles of the 
Nivelle, Nive and St Pierre before winter brought 
the campaign of 1813 to a close. Meanwhile the 
1/81st took part ina diversionary operations on the 
east coast of Spain, weeing action at the Battle of 
Castalla, the seige of Tarragona and the combat of 
Villafranca.

In 814 the 34th, 40th and 82nd fought at Orthes 
and teh 34th and 40th were appropriately in 
action at Toulouse, the last battle of the Peninsular 
War, while the 4th, 47th and 59th were besieging 
Bayonne when news came of Napoleon’s abdication.

Holland. Also in 1814, the 2/30th, 55th and 2/81st 
joined an expedition to open up a second front in 
the Low Countries and besiege Antwerp, in the 
course of which the 55th had the misfortune to 
be involved in a disastrously managed attemp to 
storm the strong fortress of Bergen-op-Zoom.
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La Harve Sainte, Battle of Waterloo, 18 June 1815

Officer & Private 30th 
Foot, 1815

Light company 30th 
following the rout of 

Sergeant, Grenadier 
Company 40th Foot, 
1815

French Cavalry charging a British square, Waterloo
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The East Indies.  Meanwhile the 1st Battalions of 
the 30th, 34th, 47th and 59th were serving in India, 
from where expeditions were mounted against the 
colonies of France and her allies. In 1807 the 30th 
again saw active service at sea against warships 
of the Dutch East Indies, while in 1809 the 47th 
was sent to deal with pirates in the Persian Gulf, 
Also in 1809 the 59th took part in the capture of 
Mauritius from the French and subsequently the 
same Regiment played a leading role in the capture 
of Java, Sumatra, Bali and the Celebes from the 
Dutch and local princes. The hard-fought battle of 
Cornelis in Java, 1811, stands as on of the greatest 
achievements inn the history of the 59th Regiment.  
The 30th, 34th and 47th, meanwhile, where fully 
extended in maintaing the security of British India 
and dealing with several insurrections and muntinies.

WAR WITH THE UNITED STATES 1812-14

Peace in Europe brought no respite for the 
Peninsula veterans, for the 4th, 40th, 81st and 
82nd were at oncve dispatched to North America, 
where the 8th had been stationed on the Canadian 
frontier since 1810. The 4th fought at the battle 
of Bladensburg, which led to the capture of 
Washington (and the buring of the White House), 
but then suffered heavy losses in the attack on New 
Orleans. The 40th was present st the subsequent 
capture of Mobile. The 8th fought throuhout the 
war on the Canadian frontier, at York, Stoney 
Creek, Chippewa, Lundy’s Lane and elsewhere, 
while the 82nd repelled a final attack on Canada 
to share with the 8th in the battle honour Niagara.

WATERLOO 1815WATERLOO 1815

In 1815 Napoleon retuned from exile and he In 1815 Napoleon retuned from exile and he 
1/4th, 2/30th. 1/40th, 2/59th and 2/81st joined 1/4th, 2/30th. 1/40th, 2/59th and 2/81st joined 
Wellington’s army for the Waterloo campaign. The Wellington’s army for the Waterloo campaign. The 
30th took part in thge initial engaement at Quarte 30th took part in thge initial engaement at Quarte 
Bras, where they steadily formed square to repluse Bras, where they steadily formed square to repluse 

French calvary charges, and were with the rear guard French calvary charges, and were with the rear guard 
when Wellington fell back to his chosen ground at when Wellington fell back to his chosen ground at 
Waterloo. The 4th and 40th returned from America Waterloo. The 4th and 40th returned from America 
just in time to join the army at Waterloo shortly just in time to join the army at Waterloo shortly 
before teh battle commenced on 18 June 1815. The before teh battle commenced on 18 June 1815. The 
59th were with a brigade detached to Wellington’s 59th were with a brigade detached to Wellington’s 
right flank while the 81st, despite their entreaties, right flank while the 81st, despite their entreaties, 
could not be spared from their duties in Brussels.could not be spared from their duties in Brussels.

The 30th occupied a position in the right centre of The 30th occupied a position in the right centre of 
the British front line throughout the day and for the British front line throughout the day and for 
six hours sustained the attacks of massed cavalry six hours sustained the attacks of massed cavalry 
and infantry supported by murderous artilley and infantry supported by murderous artilley 
fire. Eleven times they charged by Marshall Ney’s fire. Eleven times they charged by Marshall Ney’s 
Cavalry but the square was never broken. Towards Cavalry but the square was never broken. Towards 
the end of teh day they advanced in line to meet the end of teh day they advanced in line to meet 
the Grenadiers of Napoleon’s Imperial Guard and the Grenadiers of Napoleon’s Imperial Guard and 
routed them with one volley. By evening nearly routed them with one volley. By evening nearly 
half of the battalion had fallen and the survivors half of the battalion had fallen and the survivors 
were commanded by the officer 6th in seniotity, were commanded by the officer 6th in seniotity, 
all his seniors having been killed or wounded.all his seniors having been killed or wounded.

The 4th and 30th were at first in the reserve but The 4th and 30th were at first in the reserve but 
later were moved into the center of the allied line. on later were moved into the center of the allied line. on 
Wellington’s ‘vital ground’ near the farm of La Haye Wellington’s ‘vital ground’ near the farm of La Haye 
sainte. There, like the 30th, they withstood repeated sainte. There, like the 30th, they withstood repeated 
attacks by cavalry and infantry and were ponded by attacks by cavalry and infantry and were ponded by 
cannon, but they too stood firm. Towards the evening cannon, but they too stood firm. Towards the evening 
they drove back Napoleon’s final attack by massed they drove back Napoleon’s final attack by massed 
infantry. Shortly afterwards the Duke of Wellington infantry. Shortly afterwards the Duke of Wellington 
personally ordered them to advance, at which they personally ordered them to advance, at which they 
charged, swept away tthe French infantry to their charged, swept away tthe French infantry to their 
front and took part in the recapture of La haye Sainte.front and took part in the recapture of La haye Sainte.

For their steadfastness and discipline at Waterloo For their steadfastness and discipline at Waterloo 
the 4th, 30th and 40th were permitted to encircle the 4th, 30th and 40th were permitted to encircle 
their badge with a Laurel Wreath. The battle is their badge with a Laurel Wreath. The battle is 
commemorated annualy as a major Regimental Day.commemorated annualy as a major Regimental Day.
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After Waterloo the 59th took part in Storming 
Cambrai and, with the 4th, 30th, 40th, 81st and 82nd 
the occupation of Paris. The camaign had a tragic 
sequel for the 2/59th and 1/82nd when those two 
veteran battalions were wrecked off the Irish coast 
with the loss of some 500 men, women and children, 
the greatest disaster in the Regimnet’s long History.

OUTPOSTS OF EMPIRE 1815-54

In the 40 years between waterloo and teh outbreak 
of the Crimean War our predecessors had few 
home postings, spending long periods in overseas 
garrisons guarding British trade routes and 
the frontiers of teh rapidily expanding Empire. 
Their stations spanned the world from Canada, 
the West Indies and Bermuda to Gibraltar, Malta 
and on the Ionian Islands, and on via Arabia, 
Mauritius, South Africa, India, Ceylon, Afghanistan, 
China and Burma to Australia and New Zealand.

Third Mahratta War. In 1817-18 the 30th, 34th, 
47th and 59th campaigned against the turbulent 
Pindaris of Central India and the 30th took part in 
the reduction of their last stronghold at Asseerghur.

Ceylon. In 1818 the 59th were 
in Ceylon for the Kandyan War.

Perisan Gulf.  In 1819 the 47th were sent on 
an expedition which captured the pirate lair 
of Ras-al-Khyma on the Straits of Hormuz.

Ionian Islands.  Meanwhile the 8th 
saw action against the Greeks at Corfu.

First Burmese War.  War with Burma in 
1825-26 involved the 47th in much arduous 
campaiging and several sharp encounters, 
earning them the battle honour AVA.

Bhurtpore.  Meanwhile the 59th took part in a war 
with the jats in India, during which they displayed 
great gallantry at the storming of the previously 
imprengnable fortress of Bhurtpore, 1826.

Portugal.   In 1827 the 63rd were part of the British 
force which briefly intervened in Portugal, where 
their very presence sufficed to restore stability.

Coorg.  In 1834 the 55th took part in an expedition 
against the rebellious Rajah of Coorg which 
involved them in severe fighting at Soamwar Pettah.

First China war.  In this punitive campaign of 
1840-42 the 55th stormed Amoy, Chusan, Ningpo, 
Chapoo and Nankin, carrying all before them and 
compelling the Emperor to sue for peace. For 
theirgallant part in tghese operations, during which 
they captured an Imperial Standard, the 55th were 
awarded the distinction of a Dragon inscribed ‘ 
China” which is borne on the Regimental Colour.

Canada.  In 1838 the 34th assisted in quelling 
a republican rebellion in Upper canada.

First Afghan War.  In 1839 the 40th were present at 
the capture of Karachi and were then heavily engaged 
in Afghanistan, earning the battle honours Candahar 
1842, Ghuznee and Cabul 1842 for their unbroken 
string of victories in an otherwise distarous war.

First Maroi War.  The 96th fought throughout 
the first campaign in New Zealand, 1845-47.

Australia.  In 1854 the 40th faced insurgency in the 
goalfields of New South Wales and took part in the 
only  ‘battle’ on Australian soil when they stormed 
the rebel entrechment at the Eurkea Stockade.
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The ‘Fighting Fortieth” in company square, Lucknow. India, 1874

Offficer & Colonel 30th Foot, India 1818

Indian Munity 1857-58 (82nd Foot)New Zealand 1845-47 (96th Foot)

Bhurtporte, !8 Jan 1826 (59th Foot)
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I would like to take this time to thank the Association executive members for all their hard work over 
the last year and I look forward to working with them in the future. Below you’ll find our most current 
(2021/2022) executive members. Our new Associaton website is currently up and running at www.49ler.
com, and you’ll be able to email us directly from the site if you have questions or suggestions.

Association President 
 Capt (Ret’d) Jack Bowen

Treasurer
 Capt (Ret’d) Terry 

Allison

Secretary
  Sgt (Ret’d) 

Vince  Moroz

Vice President
WO (Ret’d)Mike Rarog

Executive Member
  Cpl Ryan Funell

Kit Shop Manager
WO  Madoc Finch

Executive Member
2Lt (Ret’d) Ed Bootle

The Association Executive 2021/2022
 Written By: Capt (Ret’d) Jack Bowen

Executive Member
Bruce Richards

Executive Member
2Lt Joshua Badura

Executive Member
CWO Cliff Milley  Ret’d
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The Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
Association Minutes

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting 
(AGM) of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal 
Edmonton Regiment, held on 6th November 
2021 at the Italian Cultural Center.

49th Battalion, the Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
Association

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

6 Nov 2021, 1400h, Italian Cultural Center

                                             Agenda

•	 Circulation of an Attendance 
List

•	 Call to Order

•	 Adoption of the agenda

•	 Moment of Silence

•	 Adoption of the Minutes of 
the previous meeting.

•	 Business arising from those 
minutes.

•	 Reports of Executive 
Committee Members

•	 Presentation of the 
Financial Statements.

•	 Reports of any Sub-
Committees

•	 COs Report

•	 49er Report

•	 Museum Report

•	 LERAC Report

•	 Kit Shop Report

•	 Membership Report

•	 Web Site

•	 Banquet

•	 New Business

◦	 Election of Executive 
Committee members

◦	 Motions and/or 
presentations of any new 
business

◦	 Proposed By Law 
Changes

•	 Adjournment

Meeting begins at 1405h. Ted Howard made 
a motion to accept the agenda as presented, 
Kim Whitaker seconded, motion passed. 

Act of Remembrance read by Jack 
Bowen, a moment of silence observed. 

Minutes reviewed from 2019 AGM (last AGM). Ted 
Howard made a motion to accept the minutes as 
presented, Dave Bittman seconded, motion passed. 

Business Arising from Past Minutes:

Dragon Boat – Jack Bowen asked the question what 
we should do with it as it is too heavy to compete 
with so can’t be used by the Regiment or sold to 
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compete. Cliff Milley says if the group that currently 
is using it has funds then we should attempt to sell 
to them, but we should also be open to donating 
it given it has little competition value. Cliff Milley 
made a motion to sell or donate the Association’s 
dragon boat to the organization that currently has 
use of it presently, Mark Wankewicz seconded, 
motion passed. Executive will look into disposing of 
the dragon boat. 

Black Hackle Request for Funds – we will need to 
contact the group to understand current need since 
the public health restrictions started. Item tabled. 

Benevolent Fund – Jack Bowen shared the proposed 
details of BF to the membership, noting that other 
Regiments have a similar fund. We would need 
to raise money in order to fund this over the 
next couple of years as we don’t have the funds 
at present. Ed Bootle brought up the point that 
we need to consider charitable status in order to 
raise funds of this magnitude. Jack said there is a 
move afoot to have the Association take over the 
current charitable status of another Regimental 
Family entity, but this is in the beginning stages. 
Other methods of fundraising will also need to be 
considered. 

Reports of Executive Committee Members:

President – Jack Bowen thanked Mike Rarog for 
use of his classroom for Executive meetings. On 
November 11th veterans will be marching with 
the Regiment at City Hall for Remembrance Day 
ceremony, parade timings were provided; Jack 
advises to dress warm as the morning will be chilly; 
it is unknown if we will be able to attend the Mess 
following parade. Potential Association events were 
brought up for discussion, including our annual 
banquet, a scotch tasting and Lestock Day; no firm 
dates for any of these appear possible due to public 
health restrictions. 

Vice President – nil. 

Secretary – Vincent Moroz stated the website has 
been up and running on the new format reliably for 
the past year, our Association posting are put there 
and linked to the Regiment’s group on Facebook.  
Due to our lack of casino assignments due to 
the public health orders we have been unable to 
fulfill the last two serials of our bursary program, 
all applicants have been notified; as we are now 
awaiting funds from AGLC we hope to be able to pay 
out the winter 2022 bursary serial. 

Treasurer – The financial reports for 2020 and 2021 
were circulated as paper copies, Terry Allison spoke 
about the individual revenue and expense lines 
for 2020; Cliff Milley asked about the discrepancy 
in the records, Terry said it was due to the delays 
between kit shop sales and financial reporting, 
rather than shrink, best understood as time-based 
reconciliation; Jack Bowen commented that we 
continue to work on a better financial reporting 
system for the kit shop based on Quick Books so 
these reconciliations are not present in the financial 
records; Ian Edwards asked if the inventory at the 
kits shop is really over $30k, Terry replied yes, that 
is the cost of goods; Terry Allison made a motion 
to accept the 2020 financial reports as presented, 
seconded by Ed Bootle, motion passed. Discussion 
on 2021 financial report, Cliff Milley asked if we 
had made any kit shop sales in 2021 as the financial 
report would suggest not; Terry Allison says yes we 
did but with the reporting being behind from the 
kit shop we don’t have up to date information yet; 
Terry notes that the Museum has been paying for 
the Archivist position that the Association had been 
looking after previously, but with our casino funds 
depleted, has not been able to; when our casino 
funds are finally received we will ask AGLC to allow 
us to pay the Museum for the cost of the Archivist; 
Cliff asks additionally why our funds have depleted 
so much over the last year, Terry replied that it is 
largely due to the loss of our casino funding which 
cannot be made up with other revenues; Cliff Milley 
made a motion to accept the 2021 financial report, 
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John Matthews seconded, motion passed. 

CO  Report– nil.

FortyNiner – Jack Bowen says this will likely be out 
in December, 2021, as there were late submissions 
from the Regiment. Jack would like to set a deadline 
of June for Regimental submissions so the magazine 
can be published sooner, typically it comes out 
around October. 

Museum – Terry Allison says the museum is now 
open for fully vaccinated people. Operations have 
been ongoing through the public health orders even 
when the doors were closed to the public.  New 
Board members have come on within the last year, 
some others have left. A grant has been provided to 
update the Museum’s financial reporting system to 
match what other organizations who provide grant 
funds want to see. Another grant was received to 
update the display cases, a project that is on-going. 

LERAC – no meeting has been held for over a year. A 
2023 celebration will be planned plus a battlefield 
tour. Mary Cameron is the new Honorary Lt. Col. 

Kit Shop – Madoc Finch says that with no parading 
over the last two years due to the armoury being 
closed sales have been online only, with permission 
required to enter the building to make orders. Some 
orders have been left at the RQ for pickup by  the 
troops instead of shipping them out. The kit shop 
was opened at the request of the CO in October so 
the troops could get DEU items for Remembrance 
Day parade. Not much stock has been purchased 
recently due to the reduced sales. Darcia Arndt is 
now permitted to attend the kit shop to assist with 
administrative functions and assemble orders, 
weekdays only, she will also assist with the setup 
of Quickbooks. Mike Rarog suggests getting the 
assistance of a professional for Quickbooks setup 
due to the complexity of setting up accounts. 

Website – Ted Howard says 40 more of the old 

FortyNiners have been refurbished and will soon be 
available to post on the website. He says the quality 
has been much improved from the original PDFs. 

Banquet – Mike Rarog notes that we have postponed 
it for now given the public health orders, but will 
look to set a new date as early as January of 2022. 
Rick Dumas is writing some of the program and 
is looking to see if one of the Afghan interpreters 
can attend as a special guest. Mike has a call out 
for memorabilia and photos from anyone who has 
a tour in Afghanistan; Mike also asks if we should 
look at going back to a format with a DJ and a dance 
as we used to in the past. Tour knives to be handed 
out at the banquet to the troops who earned them. 
Banquet will be held again at the Italian Cultural 
Center. 

Membership – Ed Bootle says we have 64 active 
members of the Association and wonders aloud 
how to get the troops today interested in joining 
the Association. We have  wanted to have a table at 
the yearly DAG, Ed floated the idea of giving a free 
membership to the new troops for their first year to 
get them into the Association. Ed notes that the RSM 
needs to be a force for the Association, Jack Bowen 
says the Regimental leaders all need to be behind 
the Association. Madoc Finch says he will poll the 
Snr NCO’s to see why they are not in the Association 
and why they are not promoting it once the Mess 
reopens. If the Mess was open to civilians again we 
should consider a table there for memberships on 
November 11. Cliff Milley wonders if the CO would 
send a mail-out for us since we cannot have access 
to the Regimental nominal roll, Madoc feels we 
could put something in one of the armoury display 
cases to this effect but says the CO is supportive of 
giving more information to the troops about the 
Association. Terry Allison says we need to answer 
the question of why the troops would want to join, 
Cliff asks if having an Association membership 
could qualify the troops for a kit shop discount as 
part of the why. 
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New Business:

Election of Association Executive Members – 
Jack Bowen provided a list of current Executive 
members, and asked if anyone else wanted to join 
the Executive, notes all current members of the 
Executive, minus Tom Reaume, will stand for the 
coming year. Terry Allison made a motion to accept 
the current Executive members for another term, 
moving Mike Rarog to VP, seconded by Madoc Finch, 
motion passed. Cliff Milley said he will stand for 
Executive committee also. Mark Wankewicz made 
a motion to allow Cliff Milley to be an Executive 
committee member, seconded by Terry Allison, 
motion passed. 

Proposed By-Law Changes – Jack Bowen notes the 
Executive committee will work on updating our By-
Laws to allow for online meetings in the future if 
required. 

Other – Cliff Milley suggested the Executive seek 
other methods of funding outside AGLC. 

Ian Edwards spoke about his new book – Our 
Quarrel With The Foe – which is for sale at Indigo/
Chapters and other places in Edmonton. He also 
sells them individually now and hopes to have some 
at the kit shop in the future.

Jack Toy made a motion to adjourn the meeting, 
seconded by Terry. Meeting ended at 1543h. 

DID YOU KNOW

According to the Commonwealth War Graves 
Commission 2,763 soldiers under the age of 
18 were killed in action. and are buried or 

commerated in Belgium and France . 111 From 
Australia, and 306 Canadaians

Age 14- 2; age 15-52; age 16 -447, age 17 -2262
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Regimental Band
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Band has had to, in 
essence, stand down over the years that the COVID 
pandemic has made several resurgences. The band 
has continued to parade, often online to keep up 
the morale and cohesiveness of the members. 
All the musicians have longed to get back to their 
trade and doing what they signed up for. The band 
has had a very limited public exposure, but the 
drumline section represented the band and the 
unit, supporting the Rededication ceremony of the 
city of Edmonton Memorial cenotaph for those who 
fell or gave their lives in the War in Afghanistan. 
Due to COVID restrictions the drumline could not 
attend the ceremony in person but did the piling 
of the drums before the event, recorded to air 
during the televised Rededication. The Piling of 
the drums traditionally was to provide a field alter 
for services. With the regimental battle honours 
emblazoned on the drums they serve as a reminder 
of those who have sacrificed all for our country. It 
was a privilege to pile the drums at the cenotaph 
rededication to pay respect. Additionally Warrant 
Officer Dave Bergt played the Mons Bugle for the 
ceremony, the same bugle that played the cease fire 
at the end of the great war. Warrant Officer Lance 
McFadzen played pipes as well for the rededication. 
The L Edmn R Band is now back to doing rehearsals 
and we are working to rekindle our skills to get 
back to supporting the military in the near future. 

WO Dave Bergt, WO Lance McFadzen

 MCpl Alex Cysouw, Mcpl Sloan Pierce, Pte Hee Young Joe, 
Pte Andrew Sinding, WO warren Rubin

                                Above  drums take position

                                 Below piling of drums
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The Loyal Edmonton Regiment  December 2021
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B Company

Admin Company
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Officers of the Regiment

Senior NCO’s of the Regiment
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CO  LCol Chris Barr Address to  the troops

Capt  Brideay-Thombs talks to  the troops
2 New Sgt’s recieve their Senior NCO Sash

L-R- CO, Sgt PJ Chlebex, HLCol Mary Cameron, Sgt AW Weir
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Padre Tony Pasolli talks to the troops

Eddie Mortarman
Sgt Josh Wallace recieves his CD from the CO & RSM
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Sgt Nilson recieves CD 1 from CO and RSM WO Price recieves CD1 from CO and RSM

WO Rubin recieves CD1 from CO & RSM Cpl Raju recives CO’s Commendation from CO & RSM
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MCPL Alex Cysouw recives CO’s Commendation from CO & RSM MCpl Dougals Graham Recieves CO”s Commendation from CO & 
RSM

Sgt Chris Alden recieves CO’s Commendation from CO & RSM Capt Brideau-Thombs recives CO’s Commendation from teh CO & 
RSM
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Sgt Lobkowicz recieves Top Seaargenat award from CO & 
RSM

Cpl Doug Jacquard recieves Top Solider award from CO, HCol 
Doug Cox,Capt Keith Jacquard & RSM

MCpl Paley recieves  Top JUnior NCO Award from CO, HLCol 
Mary Cameron & RSM SGT Cheble recives TOP Shot award from CO, HLCol Mary 

Cameron & RSM
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Cpl NM Kubik Recieves Spirit of LER Award from CO,HCol 
Doug Cox and RSM

MWO Bruce Zawalsky speaks  to the troops

MWO Kai Tam talks to the troops L-R- Pte C Barr, LCol Hilliker, CWO Antoniuk, Cpl M Denney
Christmas soldier’s Dinner Tradition
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Hon Col Doug Cox talks to the troops. RSM Mark Denney talks to the troops

RSM Assembles the troops
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HCol Doug Cox serves the Christmas meal. Soldiers Xmas Tree

Padre serves Christmas meal

MCPL Alex Cysouw pipes in the troops
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L EDMN R UNIT NOMINAL ROLL – 31 DECEMBER 2020

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

SERIAL
RANK SURNAME INITIALS POSITION # APPOINTMENTS

(a) (b) (c ) (d) (e )
1 LCOL    BARR CB 111516 CO  
2 MAJ    KUERVERS SJ 111518 DCO  
3 MAJ     WRIGHT BM  111526 OC A COY  
4 CAPT    ALLISON RE 111532 ADJT  
5 CAPT    BRIDEAU-THOMBS R 111778 FIN-O  
6 CAPT    DEEGAN BAR 111737 OC ADM COY  
7 CAPT    FILLATRE G.A 353348 OC C COY  
8 CAPT    HOTTIN LK 353530 OPS O  
9 CAPT RUTHERFORD DJ 131753 BAND O  

10 CAPT BORODY LW 111771 OC CBT SUP
11 LT BENKE KPS 111574 2IC A COY  
12 LT ROGOZINSKI FP 111638 1 PL COMD A COY  
13 LT DIXON MR 111790 2 PL COMD A COY
14 2LT BADURA JA 096115 4 PL COMD CBT SUP  
15 2LT BASARABA RW 111521  D MUS  
16 2LT NELSON AFO 111604 5 PL COMD CBT SUP  
17 2LT ORTEGA RO 096030   
18 2LT PAGANELLI FC    
19 2LT PASOLLI NA 111544 2IC CBT SUP  
20 OCDT    DRANGSHOLT R  2 IC ADM COY  
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WARRANT OFFICERS

Serial
RANK SURNAME INITIALS POSITION # APPOINTMENTS 

(a) (b) (c ) (d) (e )

1 CWO     DENNEY MR 111523 RSM  

2 MWO     ZAWALSKY BD 111704 CSM CBT SUP  

3 WO CUNNINGHAM TJ 353351 CSM C COY  

4 WO      BUJTAS JS 111575 CSM ADM COY  

5 WO      GAUTHIER WA 111533 OPS WO  

6 WO      HOCKETT DC 131757 PRIN MUSCN  

7 WO      RUBIN WM 131756 PRIN MUSCN  

8 WO      THIR JR 111792 CSM A COY  

9 WO      YUILL BO 111542 CQMS A COY  
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SERGEANTS

SERIAL
RANK SURNAME INITIALS POSITION # APPOINTMENTS

(a) (b) (c ) (d) (e ) (f)
1 SGT     ALDEN CC 111719 Det 1 MFC  
2 SGT ALLOOLOO DET 303491
3 SGT     BELL AL 111666 1 Platoon 2IC A Coy  
4 SGT     BLAIS PJ 111793 1 Platoon 1 Sect Comd A Coy  
5 SGT BREESE MG 111775 HRM  
6 SGT     DOUGLAS JM    
7 SGT     ECKERT LA 111566  1 Pl 3 Sect Comd  
8 SGT     DUCLOS LC 353356 CQMS C COY  
9 SGT     HARRINGTON JR 111588  2 Pl 2 Sectt Comd  

10 SGT     HARVEY BT    
11 SGT     IVERSON MRA 111726 2 Platoon 2 Sect Comd A Coy  
12 SGT JACQUARD JG 353352 C COY HRS
13 SGT     KENNEDY K 333431 Asst RQMS  
14 SGT     KNEE JW    
15 SGT     LOBKOWICZ MDJ 111658 2 Platoon 3 Sect Comd A Coy  
16 SGT MESINA E 111721
17 SGT     MORIN M 111558 1 Pl 2 Sect Comd A Coy  
18 SGT     NILSON MA 234953 Rctg NCO  
19 SGT     PANTEL JR 111696 1 Platoon 3 Sect Comd A Coy  
20 SGT     PRICE BA 111618 GP1 Det A CPO  
21 SGT     SNOWDEN JE 111689  5 Pl 2 Sec IC  
22 SGT     SUNNUS EE 111787 Fin Sgt  
23 SGT     TARDIFF DD                 111517  Comd Dvr / Comms  
24 SGT     UNIAT ZJ 111566 1 Pl 3 Sect Comd  
25 SGT     WALLACE JD    

NON-COMMISSIONED MEMBERS

Serial
RANK SURNAME INITIALS POSITION # APPOINTMENTS

(a) (b) (c ) (d) (e )
1 MCPL ACHESON T 111589   
2 MCPL    BAIN TA 111676 5 Pl Wpn Det Comd  
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3 MCPL    BROWN BR 111597 2 Pl 3 Sect 2 IC A Coy  
4 MCPL    CHLEBEK PJ  111646 4 Pl Wpns Det Comd  
5 MCPL    CHOMA ARJ 111599 2 Pl 3 Sect RFMN  
6 MCPL    DONISON S 111760 A Coy Tpt  
7 MCPL    DREW GA 111758 Tpt Dvr  
8 MCPL GOMES JMA 111567   
9 MCPL    KOELEWYN ADJ 111789   

10 MCPL    LIAW AV 111689 4 Platoon 1 Sect Comd Cbt Sup  
11 MCPL    MacDougall CA    
12 MCPL    MARSHALL WJD 111606 4Pl 2 Sec 2IC  
13 MCPL PALEY JL 111614  
14 MCPL PIERCE S 131764  
15 MCPL    RICE CJ    
16 MCPL    RIEHL CE 111740 Fin NCO
17 MCPL    ROBINSON TAL 111619 3 Platoon 2 Sect 2IC A Coy
18 MCPL    TANNER W.G.  127352 Tpt NCO  
19 MCPL    THOMAN RF 111653   
20 MCPL    THUROO WL 370561 1 Platoon 2 Sect Comd C Coy  
21 MCPL    WEIR AW 111546  Wpn Det Comd  
22 MCPL WILCOX JW  
23 CPL     ABBOTT SE 111554  
24 CPL     ANDERSON DA 111561 1 Pl 2 Sec A Coy RFMN
25 CPL     ANTONIUK AP 111759 Stmn
26 CPL     ARCANA VL 111702 5Pl 3 Sec RFMN
27 CPL     BARUA K 233964 1 Pl 3 Sec A Coy RFMN
28 CPL     BELAND JM 370676 HRA C Coy
29 CPL     BÉLEC AR 111664 4Pl 2 Sec RFMN
30 CPL     BERGERON P 111568  
31 CPL     BISHOP RS 233978  Det 2 Mor #2
32 CPL     BOON KDF 111667 4Pl 3 Sec 2IC
33 CPL     BRAICH PS 111763 Fin Clk
34 CPL     CLARKE MA 111764 B Coy Stmn
35 CPL     COLLIER RL 370541 HRA C Coy
36 CPL     COLLINS MW 111540 Comms
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37 CPL     COREY FG 131786 Band Muscn
38 CPL     CYSOUW AS 234964 4 Pl 3 Sec RFMN
39 CPL     EKLOF ER 111648  4 Pl Wpns Det
40 CPL     ENGEL DA 111762 A Coy Dvr
41 CPL     EWEN MWR 370567 1 Platoon 1 Sect C Coy
42 CPL     FOUILLARD CV 111598 2 Platoon 3 Sect A Coy
43 CPL     FUNNELLE RT 111577  Dvr / Stmn
44 CPL     GARCIA PM 111633 G2 Det B Mor #3
45 CPL     GEARY SF 131780 Band Muscn
46 CPL GESSNER L 111670
47 CPL     GRAHAM DC 111774 OR Clk
48 CPL HARRIGAN P 111591
49 CPL     HAUK NT 111564 1 Pl 2 Sec A Coy RFMN  
50 CPL     HIEBERT JD 111692  5Pl 2 Sec RFMN  
51 CPL     HILL RF 131775 Band Muscn  
52 CPL     HOCKETT DR 131785 Band Muscn  
53 CPL     HOELL AP 233980  G2 Det C Mor #1  
54 CPL     JACQUARD DJ 111651 4 Pl 2 Sect 2IC  
55 CPL     JOHNSTON JG 111613 RFMN  
56 CPL     KENNETH TM 111683 5Pl 1 Sec  RFMN  
57 CPL KLOMPAS GK 111663
58 CPL     KOLESNIK ECNM 111695  5Pl 2 Sec RFMN
59 CPL     KUBIK NN 111684 5Pl 1 Sec RFMN  
60 CPL     LEE SP 111621 G1 Det A Mor #2  
61 CPL     LIENG RAG 111687 5Pl 1 Sec RFMN  
62 CPL     LOGAN MSC 111637 Cbt Sup Comd Comm / Dvr  
63 CPL LOWERISON G 111795  
64 CPL MAGNI R 111613
65 CPL     MANN TJ 111652 4 Pl 1 sec RFMN
66 CPL     MARNER SA 111616 G1 Det C Mor #2  
67 CPL     MARTIN MT 111583 Coy Comms  
68 CPL     MERRITT ZS 111612 Commms / Dvr  
69 CPL     MILLER SJ 111743 Stmn  
70 CPL     MILLER BJ 111617 G1 Det C Mor #3  
71 CPL     MINOZA K    
72 CPL     MOHAMED EE 111553 Rfmn  
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73 CPL     MORCK CL 111552 Rfmn  
74 CPL     MORRIS TW 111547 Wpn Det  
75 CPL     MOTIUK ML 111640 B Coy Comms  
76 CPL     MOUZAFFAR H 111578 Dvr / Stmn  
77 CPL     MURPHY MJN 234969 5Pl 3 Sec RFMN  
78 CPL     NEILSON CA 131770 Band Muscn  
79 CPL     NG DY 234963  4 Pl 3 Sec RFMN  
80 CPL     OSHIRO-LUCAS DW 332705 1 Platoon 1 Sect C Coy  
81 CPL     PARKER AN 111781 Pay Clk  
82 CPL     PATENAUDE MG 111693  5Pl 2 Sec RFMN  
83 CPL     PEARSON AW 233965  1 Pl 3 Sec A Coy RFMN  
84 CPL     POST PH 111560 1 Platoon 2 Sect A Coy  
85 CPL PROANO NS 233972  
86 CPL     PRODANIUK DR 111671 4Pl 3 Sec RFMN  
87 CPL     PUNJABI SK 111631 G2 Det B Mor # 1
88 CPL     PYE QW 234954  B coy Wpns Det  
89 CPL     RACHKEWICH DJ 111629 G2 Det C Mor #2  
90 CPL REITER BT 111686  
91 CPL     ROBERTSON CB 131773 Band Muscn  
92 CPL     SANDER DJ 111624  Comms/Dvr Group 2 Comd
93 CPL SCHAFERS IT 111695  
94 CPL     SCHELL JDN 233977 G1 Det D Mor #3  
95 CPL     SHORT KE 111592 2 Platoon 2 Sect A Coy RFMN  
96 CPL     SMALE MP 071602 Band Muscn
97 CPL SONI TV 111656  
98 CPL SPOONER LM 370562  
99 CPL SZOBER-WILLIAMS CW 111595  

100 CPL     THISTLE-BOUCHER J 233960 1 Platoon 3 Sect A Coy
101 CPL     TOMOZER J 111565 1 Pl 2 Sec A Coy RFMN
102 CPL     TYMCHYNA BJ 234967  5Pl 2 Sec RFMN  
103 CPL     WALSH YL 233963 1 Pl 2 Sec A Coy RFMN  
104 CPL     WILTON ED 111641 B Coy  Comms / Dvr  
105 CPL     WONG MX 111657 4Pl 1 sec RFMN  
106 CPL     WU Z 111647 4 Pl Wpns Det  
107 CPL     YACKIMEC JR 111672 4Pl 3 Sec RFMN  
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108 PTE (T) BEAR TLW 111643 B Coy Stmn / Dvr   
109 PTE (T) DENCHUK DJW 111673  
110 PTE (T) FURBER DJ 233959 Wpn Det  
111 PTE (T) GILROY SAS 111630 MFC Det 2 Dvr / Comm  
112 PTE (T) HAMEL-KITAGAWA K 111700  
113 PTE (T) HEICHERT W  
114 PTE (T) HOLMES-FICKO LEM 111662 4 Pl 2 Sec RFMN  
115 PTE (T) JOE H 131782  Band Muscn  
 116 PTE (T) LAFANTASIE JP 111562  
117 PTE (T) MAHEUX ECN 111685 5Pl 1 Sec RFMN
118 PTE (T) MARUSZCZAK JL  
119 PTE (T) MASTERS SN 131779 Band Muscn
120 PTE (T) NELSON JR  
121 PTE (T) NELSON AE 111625  
122 PTE (T) RAJU AK 234965
123 PTE (T) SKEPPLE MJ 131784  Band Muscn
124 PTE (T) SOETAERT TV    
125 PTE (T) VOGEL JH 111701  
126 PTE (B) AUGER D 111699
127 PTE (B) BELTER JG 111679  
128 PTE (B) BOLLANA M 233977  
129 PTE (B) BOULOS MB 233973 HRA  

130 PTE (B) BRANDENBURG-
KENNEDY DGG

131 PTE (B) BRENNEMAN TN 111678 5 Pl Wpn Det  
132 PTE (B) BROUILLETTE MD
133 PTE (B) BULLOCK MR 111582
134 PTE (B) BUMBRA GA 233961 RFMN  
135 PTE (B) BUSAT HH 111615 G2 Det C Mor #1  
136 PTE (B) BUTYNIEC L 234959  
137 PTE (B) ELKINS A  
138 PTE (B) FAWCETT EK 111603  
139 PTE (B) FORD-CONDE CL 111584  
140 PTE (B) FORTIN S  
141 PTE (B) HEIN D  
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142 PTE (B) HUI K 111677   
143 PTE (B) JARVIS NW 111623   
144 PTE (B) KORODIMAS VP 234966  
145 PTE (B) KUDAGE DMS 234955  
146 PTE (B) LAMAREUX RAP  
147 PTE (B) LY K 111620
148 PTE (B) MACKENZIE JE  
149 PTE (B) MANKASINGH XC
150 PTE (B) MCDERMOTT AP 111628 
151 PTE (B) MCNEIL DA 111682   
152 PTE (B) MILLER GR 233966   
153 PTE (B) OLSON ER  
154 PTE (B) OULETTE T 234959  
155 PTE (B) PATON 234960  4 Pl 1 Sec RFMN
156 PTE (B) POWER GB 111694  
157 PTE (B) RAIN-KOOTENAY RJ   
158 PTE (B) REYES TURINO A 111661 
159 PTE (B) SANTIAGO JN 111643
160 PTE (B) SCHWANKE J
161 PTE (B) SHARMA R   
162 PTE (B) SIEMENS PAWL 370536   
163 PTE (B) SINDING AP 111604   
164 PTE (B) SINGH A 233979   
165 PTE (B) TOMA SC  Det 2 Mor #3  
166 PTE (B) TYMKOW J 233976  
167 PTE (B) VANDER HEIDE ZJ  
168 PTE (B) WANG YL 111780
169 PTE (B) WHITEHALL MA 234970   
170 PTE (B) YIN A 233975
171 PTE (R) BARINK A 111776
172 PTE (R) BIELENY SS  
173 PTE (R) BORYS HJ 233981  
174 PTE (R) BRANDLY M 111586  
175 PTE (R) BURGESS LP 111690  

PTE (R) CAREEN P 370566
176 PTE (R) CROWSTON R 111602
177 PTE (R) DOUBLEDAY D  
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178 PTE (R) DAHMER A 111648   
179 PTE (R) DUPRE-LEPAGE E 111607   
180 PTE (R) FRADETTE OD 234962   
181 PTE (R) GILLIS AC 111703   
182 PTE (R) HOLLAND DB
183 PTE (R) HSIUNG Y
184 PTE (R) ILOPOULOS G 234961   
185 PTE (R) KENNEDY M 111653   
186 PTE (R) KORBA ML   
187 PTE (R) KOROBKO E 111608  
188 PTE (R) KUNKA B   
189 PTE (R) LEDUC AJ    
190 PTE (R) LOUGHEED W    
191 PTE (R) LYSENKO N    
192 PTE (R) MCKAY JA  
193 PTE (R) MARCOUX C 370565
194 PTE (R) MELLOY EA 233974   
195 PTE (R) MILLS CAV 111691
196 PTE (R) MURRAY JM 234968
197 PTE (R) NELSON JS
198 PTE (R) PAYNE K 111678  
199 PTE (R) PENNEY RA    
200 PTE (R) ROOKE-SMITH KRF 111655 4 Pl 1 sec RFMN  
201 PTE (R) ROWE P
202 PTE (R) SCOTT P 111632  
203 PTE (R) SEEBACH EG 111600   
204 PTE (R) SPAULDING s 111647   
205 PTE (R) STANIFORD i 233973   
206 PTE (R) SUTHERLAND M  
207 PTE (R) TAHIR DD
208 PTE (R) TOO DA 111767
209 PTE (R) WEBB BFH 111601

210 PTE (R) WELSFORD-
WITRUP AW 111587

L EDMN R UNIT NOMINAL ROLL – 31 DECEMBER 2020
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AWARDS/ CITATIONS/ DECORATIONS RECEIVED IN 2020

PERSONNEL FROM EDMONTON - L EDMN R HOME STATION
SERIAL NAME HONOURS & AWARDS REMARKS

(a) (b) (c)
1  MCpl MacDougall CD
2  Cpl Kubik SSM-NATO

PERSONNEL FROM YELLOWKNIFE – CHARLIE COMPANY, L EDMN R
3  Cpl Oshiro-Lucas SSM - NATO
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OPERATIONALLY DEPLOYED PERSONNEL 2020

SERIAL RANK NAME INITIALS OPERATION/THEATRE DATES
FROM TO

(b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
1 LCol Barr CB OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 

20
30 Aug 20

2 Capt Deegan BAR OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

3 Lt Dixon MMR OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

5 Jul 20

4 Lt Rogozinski FP OP LASER / LENTUS 29 Apr 
20

3 Jun 20

5 2Lt Pasolli NA OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

5 Jul 20

6 MWO Zawalsky BD OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

7 WO Rubin WM OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

15 May 20

8 Sgt Lobkowicz MDJ OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

13 Jul 20

9 Sgt Pantel JR OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

28 Apr 20

10 Sgt Price BA OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

11 Sgt Tardiff AWG OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

12 MCpl Boon KDF OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

3 Jun 20

13 MCpl Castel CB OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

14 MCpl Chlebek PJ OP LASER / LENTUS 24 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

15 MCpl Drew GAD OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

16 MCpl Liaw AV OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

17 MCpl Paley JL OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

18 MCpl Thoman JM OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

19 Cpl Arcana V OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

3 Jun 20

20 Cpl Barua K OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

21 Cpl Clarke MA OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

3 Jun 20

22 Cpl Cysouw AS OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

23 Cpl Hockett DR OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20
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24 Cpl Holmes-Ficko LEM OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

25 Cpl Klompas GK OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

3 Jun 20

26 Cpl Maheux EC OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

17 Jun 20

27 Cpl Marner SA OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

28 Cpl Miller BJ OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

29 Cpl Mohamed EE OP LASER / LENTUS 13 May 
20

30 Aug 20

30 Cpl Murphy MJN OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

31 Cpl Ng DY OP LASER / LENTUS 16 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

32 Cpl Post PH OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

33 Cpl Proano NS OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

17 Jun 20

34 Cpl Short KE OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

3 Jun 20

35 Cpl Smale JM OP LASER / LENTUS 16 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

36 Cpl Soni TV OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Par 
20

2 Aug 20

37 Cpl Szober-
Williams

CA OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

38 Cpl Thistle-
Boucher

JR OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

3 Jun 20

39 Cpl Wong MX OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

40 Pte(T) Maruszczak JL OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

41 Pte(T) Nelson JR OP LASER / LENTUS 25 May 
20

30 Aug 20

42 Pte(T) Nelson AE OP LASER / LENTUS 28 May 
20

30 Aug 20

43 Pte(T) Phillips TP OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

44 Pte(T) Plaskett JG OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

45 Pte(T) Soetaert JE OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

46 Pte(T) Vogel JJH OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

47 Pte (B) Bullock MR OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

3 Jun 20

48 Pte (B) Ford-Conde CL OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

49 Pte(B) Kudage DMS OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

50 Pte (R) Mills CAV OP LASER / LENTUS 5 May 
20

3 Jun 20
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51 Pte(R) Kennedy MJP OP LASER / LENTUS 5 Apr 
20

30 Aug 20

52 Capt Deegan BAR OP LASER / VECTOR 18 Dec 
20

30 Apr 21

53 2Lt Pasolli NA OP LASER / VECTOR 18 Dec 
20

30 Apr 21

54 MWO Zawalsky BD OP LASER / VECTOR 18 Dec 
20

30 Apr 21

55 Sgt Alden CC  
OP LASER / VECTOR

18 Dec 
20

10 Feb 21

56 Sgt Mesina E OP LASER / VECTOR 18 Dec 
20

30 Apr 21

57 MCpl Chlebek PJ OP LASER / VECTOR 18 Dec 
20

15 Feb 21

58 Cpl Belec AR OP LASER / VECTOR 18 Dec 
20

30 Apr 21

59 Cpl Kubik NN OP LASER / VECTOR 18 Dec 
20

30 Apr 21

60 Cpl Lieng RAG OP LASER / VECTOR 18 Dec 
20

30 Apr 21

61 Cpl Maheux EC OP LASER / VECTOR 18 Dec 
20

30 Apr 21

62 Cpl Ng DY OP LASER / VECTOR 18 Dec 
20

28 Feb 21

63 Cpl Walsh JD OP LASER / VECTOR 18 Dec 
20

30 Apr 21

64 Cpl Wilton ED OP LASER / VECTOR 18 Dec 
20

30 Apr 21

65 Pte(T) Soetaert JE OP LASER / VECTOR 18 Dec 
20

30 Apr 21

66  Sgt Harvey BT OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

67 Sgt Kennedy K OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

68 MCpl Donison S OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

69 MCpl MacDougall CA OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

70  MCpl Rice CJ OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

71 Cpl Belec AR OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

72 Cpl Gilroy SAS OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

73 Cpl Graham C OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

74 Cpl Hauk NT OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

75 Cpl Kubik NN OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20
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76 Cpl Lieng RAG OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

77 Cpl Oshiro-Lucas DW OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

78 Cpl Prodaniuk DR OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

79 Cpl Tymchyna DA OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

80 Cpl Walsh JD OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

81 Cpl Wilton ED OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

82 Cpl Yackimec JR OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20

83 Pte(T) Schafers IT OP Reassurance 27 Jan 
20

15 Jun 20
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WHY JOIN THE REGIMENTAL ASSOCIATION

            

  (i) To promote Good Fellowship and Esprit-de-Corps: to maintain and increase 
interest and liaison with the Regiment.

     (ii)    To foster research bearing on Regimental History, and to help to safeguard 
and maintain Regimental records, customs, traditions and memorials.

 (iii)   To encourage a spirit of comradeship and goodwill among all units forming 
part of, that have formed part of, are allied with or are affiliated to The Loyal 
Edmonton Regiment, and with this object in view, to arrange, from time to 
time, dinners and such re-unions as may appear desirable.

  (iv)   Hold an Annual Dinner 

  (v)  Hold an Annual Parade, Picnic BBQ with the serving Regiment 

  (vi)   To arrange for memorial services and anniversaries as necessary and to send 
wreaths to the funerals of all ex-members of the Regiment.

  (vii)  To foster the formation of branches at suitable centres.

  (viii)  To bring the Regiment into close touch with local authorities as well as with 
ladies and gentlemen who, though not of the

    Regiment, may yet be willing to assist in furthering the objectives of the 
Association and the welfare of its members. 

  (ix)  To administer and or assist charitable institutions which may be organize 
within the Regimental Association. 

  (x)  To assist administering and developing the Regiment’s Museum and to collect 
and safeguard historical records of interest to the Regiment.

  (xi)    To assist the Regiment with the custody of their colours, trophies,  and other 
valuable property when necessary.

  (xii)   To assist in the preparation, publication and maintenance to date of  a 
Regimental History and for the editing and publication of a Regimental 
Journal, known as the “Fortyniner”. 

  (xiii)  To assist ex-Members of the Regiment to obtain employment.

WHAT THE ASSOCIATION IS ALL ABOUT AND WHAT WE DO
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  (xiv)  To assist deserving cases of ex-Members of the Regiment and their families in 
distressed circumstances.

  (xv)    To maintain contact with affiliated Regiments.

  (xvi)   To maintain an information bureau dealing with:

     - General publicity,

     - Enquiries from next-of-kin, relatives and friends.

  (xvii) To administer the funds of the Association.

  (xviii)To publish via new spapers,emails, web , and facebook memorial notices 
in remembrance of our gallant dead on the anniversaries of certain 
engagements from both world wars.

   

     

  (xix) To arrange, (if requested) and attend all funerals of ex-Members of the 
Battalion.
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An Eddie in the Desert
Captain Keith Jacquard

2ic Adm Coy
Loyal Edmonton RegimentPerformance 
Measurement Coordinator

3rd Canadian Division

In May 2019 I was enjoying all that Wainwright 
had to offer as the Influence Activities Coordination 
Centre (IACC) officer on Ex MAPLE RESOLVE 19. 
This was a good fit as I had been working as a Class 
B Eddie, in the G9 (IA) branch at 3rd Canadian 
Division Headquarters for the past four years. The 
Ex was over a month long and I was looking forward 
to sleeping in my own bed versus the eight to a room 
accommodation that I was currently experiencing 
as the Ex wound down. We were used to seeing 
other Division HQ staff in and out on the Ex as our 
Commander had put all hands-on deck to ensure 
that 1 CMBG received the best training possible, so 
I was not surprised to see the Division G34 come 
by. What did surprise me was his suggestion that 
there was a deployment available if I was interested 
as it was late in the year to fill international tasks. 
Thinking that he obviously meant a deployment 
on wave 2 later in the year I told him I would pitch 
this to my wife Janice, telling her that I would likely 
deploy in January for six months. Knowing that I 
was getting close to the end of my career and that 
this may be my last opportunity to deploy, Janice 
gave me the thumbs up, although begrudgingly. 
Once I let the G34 know that I was good to go, things 
started moving quick as I was going on Wave 1, in 
July, not Wave 2 in January. Since I sweetened the 
deal with a promise to bring Janice to Greece during 
my leave block, she signed off on the new dates.

After a whirlwind month of drawing arid pattern 

equipment and uniforms plus getting all the 
specific pre deployment training completed I 
found myself in the air for the Hashemite Kingdom 
of Jordan to meet up with the other members 
of the Combat Service Support Mobile Support 
Team. As luck would have it, Maj Doug T, an ex-
Eddie and current regular force officer, that most 
of the unit members from my generation would 
know, was the lead for the outgoing team and 
was able to provide me with some great insight 
into what I would be doing and what to expect.

Once in country the teams were quickly put 
together, each team would have one officer and one 
Warrant Officer. My Warrant Officer, James W, was 
from the signals unit in Red Deer and he and I had 
worked together on occasion as he was a member 
of the 41 Brigade Influence Activities Company. The 
teams would be distributed to three Quick Reaction 
Force (QRF) infantry battalions, one in the north 
near the border with Syria, one in the centre near 
the capital city of Amman and one in the south in 
the vicinity of the city of Aqaba. I felt very lucky 
to be given the south team for several reasons 
which will become apparent as the story unfolds.

After less than 24 hours in country our team was 
moved by road to the QRF battalion we would 
be supporting. Introductions to the Battalion 
Commander and his key staff along with a farewell 
ceremony for the outgoing team followed. We 
were immediately put to work as I would be 
mentoring the battalion logistics officer, and the 
WO would be mentoring the CQ and Combat 
Service Support (CSS) platoon WO. The battalion 
was in the middle of a planning cycle for a major 
multinational Ex involving their high readiness 
Company and a Gurkha Company from the UK.

As we were four hours from our HQ and our other 
teammates, the WO and I were put up for the duration 
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of our tour in a four-star resort hotel in the city of 
Aqaba. The other teams were co located in a residence 
in the city of Amman as the other two battalions 
were situated close to each other. The commute to 
work every day was 110 km and took approx. 70 
minutes one way. I would not be lying to say that the 
most dangerous thing I did for the entire tour was 
be on the road every day. If you haven’t experienced 
driving in an Arab Country, it is not for the faint of 
heart. Unlike the other teams we managed to get 
through our time in country without an accident.

During my six months with the QRF battalion, I 
met a lot of very good officers and NCMs from the 
Jordanian army. Working with them we managed to 
move the goal posts on setting up a CSS component 
capable of supporting a light infantry capability 
which was lacking when we arrived. With support 
from the battalion commander and his training 
officer we stood up a basic CSS platoon and managed 
to convince the leadership to man it and provide it 
with integral lift. We spent most of our time bringing 
this organization up to speed along with mentoring 
the logistics staff on how to employ this capability. 
Without the buy in from the senior leadership at the 
Battalion we would not have had the success we had.

We were not the only mentors at the Battalion, we 
worked along side international partners, a team 
from the USMC who were on a similar six-month 
rotation, a mountain operations instructor from 
the French Army who was on a five-year task and 
the backbone of the mentoring team, a British army 
Major who was on a three-year attached posting to 
the battalion. Each group had specific tasks, but we 
were lucky to have a great group of soldiers who 
had the success of the battalion as their key goal.

To round out our capabilities, both the USMC team 
and our team were assigned language assistants 
(LAs). The WO and I shared a pair of LAs who were 
some of the best I have ever had the privilege to work 
with. Both were retired LCols and were well known 

in the Battalion. I knew I had a good thing going 
when the Battalion Commander used the word Sir to 
address my LA. Our level of success was enhanced by 

having these two professionals as part of our team. 

I am proud of what the WO and I managed to 
accomplish during our six months. We worked 
closely with our international partners and the 
Jordanian soldiers and conducted training on 
dismounted and mounted navigation, planning 
road moves, battle procedure and local security to 
name a few. There is one event, however, that I look 
back on and reflect on how we as Canadian infantry 
soldiers approach challenges. Our team was very 
successful building relationships and establishing 
rapport with Battalion and Company staff along 
with any local Bedouin we came across. I attribute 
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that success directly to our training as Civil Military 
Cooperation (CIMIC) operators. This skill set 
would come to the front during the run up to the 

battalion’s version of Maple Resolve. During one of 
our many days of conducting training with the CSS 
Platoon a resupply task to an OP on a high feature 
inaccessible to the CSS platoons trucks came up. I 
used the opportunity to gather the platoon together 
to see if I could draw out of them different courses 
of action other than man packing the supplies 

up the feature. After some head scratching and 
a few attempts to solve the problem, I pointed 

out the Bedouin camp nearby and the camels 
wandering around as a potential local resource. 

That’s how it started. The platoon seemed keen 
to give it a go, and as luck would have it, a few 
members were from local Bedouin tribes. With 
a bit of trepidation, I approached the Battalion 
training officer to tell him I had a good idea. I 
wasn’t sure if I would be laughed out of his office, 
but figured, what have I got to lose. I suggested 
conducting a re supply during the Ex using local 
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Super Puma picking sling load u

The team with the Battalion Commander at the end of the 
mission

Elements of the CSS Platoon in a Forward Support Area 
(FSA), the smaller trucks are gun trucks for security of 
the FSA, this is one type of terrain in the Battalion Area of 
Operations

A typical morning commute from Aqaba to the Battalion
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Another view of the training area within the battalion area of operations

Battalion Tactical Operations Centre (TOC) during the Ex
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Regimental Association Bursaries

The Association bursary program was created 
to assist serving members of the Regiment, the 
regimental family, and the general public with the 
cost of post-secondary education. Awarded bi-
annually, each bursary has a value of $500 and is 
named after a member of the Regiment. Bursaries 
can be applied for throughout the length of one’s 
post-secondary education and so are not meant as 
a one-time award. Only individuals who meet the 
eligibility criteria and fully complete the application 
will be accepted to receive a bursary. 

As our application form has changed, please 
download it from the Association website 
(https://49thbnassociation.ca/wp-content/
uploads/2019/04/49th-Bn-Bursary-Application-
Form-2019.pdf) and be sure to read it thoroughly. 
Please do not send originals of any forms as these 
unfortunately cannot be returned to you. 

The submission deadline is October 15th for the 
fall session, and, February 15th for the winter 
session. Applications received after the deadline, or 
incomplete applications, will not be considered and 
will have to be reapplied for at the next biannual 
period.

Please email your completed bursary form to 
vincent.moroz@49ler.com.

Eligibility

To be eligible for a bursary you must be: 

• enrolled full-time at a post-secondary institution 
in Alberta;

• an Association member or immediate family 
member of an Association member (spouse, 
children, sibling);

• a serving member of The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment in good standing and provide Company 
Commander recommendation;

• a serving member of an affiliated cadet corps 
with The Loyal Edmonton Regiment and have a 
cadet unit CO recommendation;

• applications from the general public do not 
require affiliation with the Association or The 
Loyal Edmonton Regiment; no less than one 
bursary will be provided to the general public per 
bi-annual award. Applicants must also provide:

• proof of post-secondary admission;
• a copy of their academic record (if applicable);
• tuition receipts; and 
• a completed application essay.

Application Essay

Applicants must write a short essay of between 300 
and 500 words on one of the following three topics:

1. What role does The Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
play in the community? How does an active 
military reserve force support domestic and 
foreign policy of the federal government? What 
role could The Loyal Edmonton Regiment play in 
maintaining international security? 

2. Write a biography on one of the Regiment’s 
historical figures. 
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3. Write a synopsis of one of the battles the 
Regiment fought in; discuss the outcome. 

The Association has named bursaries for the 
following former Eddies: 

• Major General William Griesbach – the 
Regiment’s first CO and Edmonton’s most 
distinguished soldier.

• Lieutenant Colonel Leonard Harris – the 
Regiment’s WWI medical officer and post-war 
CO.

• Major Henry Hobbs – the Regiment’s second 
WWI RSM who later became an officer and was 
awarded the MC.
 
• Sergeant Dave Barbour – WWI soldier who was 
wounded three times and was awarded the DCO 
and MC.
 
• Private John Chipman Kerr – WWI solider and 
first VC winner of the Regiment.
 
• Private Cecil John Kinross – WWI soldier and 
second VC winner of the Regiment.
 
• Brigadier James Curry Jefferson – CO of the 
Regiment during the Battle of Ortona.
 
• Colonel James Riley Stone – rising from private 
to LCol in WWII, he was awarded the MC at the 
Battle of Ortona.
 
• Colonel Gordon Armstrong – WWII officer who 
remained with the postwar Militia unit.
 
• Regimental Sergeant-Major Ran Bowen – WWII 
RSM who was awarded the MC at the Battle of 
Ortona.

 • Private William Shaw – WWII veteran who was 
active post-war with the Association.

 • Private Roland Castagner – WWII veteran who 
actively supported the Regimental Museum.
 
• Private Melville McPhee – WWII veteran who 
actively supported the Regimental Museum.

• Lieutenant Alon Johnson – WWII scout platoon 
commander at the Battle of Ortona.

• Captain John Dougan – WWII MC winner and 
active supporter of the Regiment.

• Lieutenant Colonel Ed Boyd – WWI Officer who 
remained with the postwar Militia unit.

• Lieutenant Colonel Bernard Stanton – first CO 
of the Regiment post-WWII.

• Sergeant Les Wharton – a fine Senior NCO and 
leader who passed away unexpectedly in 2005.

• Master Corporal Raymond Arndt – Afghanistan 
War soldier killed in the line of duty.

• Private Zach McCormick – Afghanistan War 
soldier killed in the line of duty.

• Corporal Joshua Baker – Afghanistan War 
soldier killed in the line of duty.
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Regimental Benevolent Fund

Forty-Ninth Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment Association

1 September 2020

Benevolent Fund
*Appendices presented on page 114.

The Regimental Benevolent fund was created 
through The 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment Association. Its purpose is to financially 
help Association members and their immediate 
family, members of the serving Regiment, and other 
members of the regimental family that are in dire 
need.

The aim of the Regimental Benevolent Fund is to 
provide a means of financial support to help our 
Regimental and Association members that other 
agencies do not cover, or inadequately cover. Please 
see Appendix B (page 117) for other suggested 
agencies.

The objectives of the Regimental Benevolent Fund 
are as follows: 

• Foster, maintain, and promote the welfare of 
all members of the regimental family;

• Enhance the esprit de corps in the Regiment; 
and

• Promote the welfare of the dependents of 
members of the regimental family.

The following benefits can be offered:

• provision of benevolent loans;

• provision of benevolent grants; and

• provide recognition to members who have 
passed away on-duty.

The following categories can be funded:

Loans  

Hardship loans can be granted by the Regimental 
Benevolent Fund authority based on need and 
availability of funds.

Grants

Hardship grants can be granted by the Regimental 
Benevolent Fund authority based on need, 
availability of funds, and the recipient’s inability 
to pay back the funds without causing undo 
financial hardship.

Condolence Cards, Scrolls, and Letters

The Regimental Benevolent Fund can provide 
condolence cards, scrolls, and letters for all 
members of the regimental family and their 
dependents.

The following individuals will qualify, for 
consideration, of support from the Regimental 
Benevolent Fund:

Serving Members

All officers, Warrant Officers and Non-
Commissioned members of The Loyal Edmonton 
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Association Member’s Dependents

Dependents of members of The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment Association.

To apply to the Regimental Benevolent Fund, all 
members must submit the following:

• A cover letter detailing the reason for 
assistants.

• An application form filled out with as much 
detail as possible as per Appendix A (located 
on page 114).

All information can be sent by email or mail. 
If submitting electronically, please email  
sectretary@49ler.com and president@49ler.
com, ensuring that  Regimental Benevolent Fund  
Application appears on subject line. You can mail 
your cover letter and application to:

 Secretary of The 49th Battalion, 
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association. 
C/O The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military 

Museum, 118 Prince of Wales Armouries 
Heritage  Center; 10440 - 108 Ave, Edmonton, 

Alberta, T5H 3Z9. 

Mark Confidential on the envelope.

Your cover letter and application  will be distributed 
to other members of the Association executive 
and/ or the Benevolent Fund Committee once it is 
received.

A special meeting may be held to discuss, approve 
or disapprove your request. A vote may also be 
held, by electronic means, and or your application 
will be addressed at the next Association Executive 
meeting.

A majority of executive committee members must 
authorize the expenditure from the fund.

All applications are held with strict confidence.

Every application will be reviewed promptly and a 
decision rendered as per the applicant’s situation.

Funding of the Regimental Benevolent Fund will be 
from regimental family members or organizations 
of the regimental family, private donors, and 
fundraising.

The administration of the fund will be the executive 
of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment Association.

A separate account will be established and a monthly 
financial statement will be provided to confirm the 
status of the fund.

The Secretary of the Association will maintain all 
records of the Regimental Benevolent Fund.

Charitable receipts can be given for all donations.

Regiment who are currently serving in the unit;

Dependents
Dependents of currently serving members;

Association Members
Association members of The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment Association; and
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Regimental Kit Inventory

The Kit Shop will Eventually be open every Wednesday evening from 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. out of the 
Brigadier James Curry Jefferson Armouries and will open for special occasions or upon special request.  We 

can be reached at:

Phone: 780-973-4011 ext. 5662
Email: sales@49ler.com

Website: https://49thbnassociation.ca

The Kit Shop is opened from 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Various hoodies and shirts of all sizes, please contact 
us for more information.

Athletic gear for all types of weather, please contact 
us for sizes.

Books, badges, and plaques!
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Notice of Kit Shop reopening will be 
through social media.

Wall decals, ties, statues, and more!

Grey L Edmn R hat. Black L Edmn R hat.

.
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Chaplin’s Corner, “Others First” 
Written By: Padre, Capt Tony Pasolli

“Freedom Is Not Free!”
For over a year the world has been faced with the 
challenge of a pandemic.  With all the difficulties 
and hardships associated with Covid-19, there is a 
clear light at the end of the dark tunnel.  To the Loy-
al Eddies I congratulate you on your efforts to adapt 
and train in a difficult environment.  Your leader-
ship and support to Canada and Alberta is worthy 
of the regiments history and many Canadians have 
been served well with your efforts.  Bravo Zulu!

   This coming September will mark the 82 anni-
versaries of Canada’s declaration of war with Ger-
many; September 9, 1939.  Canadians, hardened by 
the First War and the Great Depression faced the 
sober reality of World War Two and resigned to 
defend Canada and support its Allies against a to-
talitarian enemy.  Canadians were well aware that 
there would be a cost to pay:  Freedom is not Free!

   The contribution of the Loyal Eddies during the dark 
days of World War Two are proudly displayed on 
the Regimental Colors; Ortona, Gothic Line, Adrano, 
Liri Valley, Pisciatello, Rimini Line to mention a few. 

 The battle honors representing the cost, cour-
age, endurance, and sacrifice of our comrades.

   In the early days of December, 1944, the Canadians 
were tasked to break through the rivers and canals.  
The Hastings and Prince Edward Regiment had man-

aged to gain a foothold across the Naviglio Canal.  
After surviving fourteen German counter-attacks 
the Hasty Ps were forced into a few farmhouses, ex-
pecting to be taken out shortly by German armour.  

   C and D companies from the Loyal Eddies, along 
with a few tanks from the British Columbia Drag-
ons arrived in time to provide much needed relief 
to the Hasty Ps.  It was recorded that the Hasty Ps 
remarked, “…what was just as welcome a sight (as 
the tanks of the British Columbia Dragons) was 
the marching infantry of the Loyal Edmonton—
the only outfit in the Army that we ever consid-
ered might be as good, or better, then ourselves.”

   When World War Two ended, five thousand had 
served with the Loyal Eddies.  And as some might 
say; the rest is history.  Yet, this is more than his-
tory.  The courage and sacrifice of the Loyal Ed-
dies during the dark times of World War Two 
came with cost; 334 Loyal Eddies were killed.  And 
let’s not forget the sacrifice of the families left 
without their loved ones.  Freedom is not Free!

   As our Regiment moves into a more hope-
ful future let us never forget our comrades 
who have paved the way for us today, “At the 
going down of the sun and in the morn-
ing, we will remember them.”   Fears No Foe  
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Shot at Dawn

The Shot at Dawn Memorial is a monument 
at the National Memorial Arboretum 
near Alrewas, in Staffordshire, UK.

It commemorates the 309 British Army 
and Commonwealth soldiers executed 
after courts-martial for desertion and 
other capital offences during World War I.

The memorial is to servicemen executed by 
firing squad during the First World War. It has 
been argued that soldiers accused of cowardice 
were often not given fair trials; they were often 
not properly defended, and some were minors.

Other sources contend that military law, being 
based on Roman rather than Common law, appears 
unfamiliar to civilian eyes but is no less fair.

It was the court’s role to establish facts, for example, 
not for prosecutors and defenders to argue their cases; 

Defendants often chose to speak in their own 
defence. The usual cause for their offences has been 
re-attributed in modern times to post-traumatic 
stress syndrome and combat stress reaction. 
Another perspective is that the decisions to execute 
were taken in the heat of war when the commander’s 
job was to keep the army together and fighting.

Of the roughly 200,000 men court-martialed 
during the First World War, 20,000 were 
found guilty of offences carrying the death 
penalty. Of those, 3000 actually received it, 
and of those sentences, 346 were carried out.

The families of these victims often carried the 
stigma of the label of “coward”. Another side to this 
form of justice is the lasting emotional pain caused 

to those who were in the firing squads, shooting 
those found guilty, often comrades of each other.

Of the 346 men executed, 309 were post-
mortem pardoned, while the remaining 37 
were those executed for murder, who would 
have been executed under civilian law.
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Sitting: Henry Vanperpyl (drove in from Coaldale for Luncheon) Doug Flint (drove in from Yukon) Mike Rarog, Warren Garbutt
Standing: Madoc Finch, Tiny(Warren) Hall, Pat Grier, Jack Bowen, Terry Allison, Fred Rolland.

battle of ortona anniversary luncheon
by Capt (ret’d) Jack Bowen, Picture by Royal Pizza Staff

Fred Rolland organized another Battle of Ortona Luncheon at the Royal Pizza  (west End) on 22 Dec 21. 

This is the 8th time the luncheon was held.(No luncheon was  held in 2020 due to Covid). We thank 
Madoc Finch for hosting this event. Stay tuned via social media for the next Ortona Luncheon. 
It was great to seel old comrades, and like always, the food and wine were excellent.

FEARS NO FOE
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Valour Place
Written By: Martin St-Onge 

What is Valour Place?

Valour Place is a temporary residence with 12 
private barrier-free bedrooms, each equipped with 
a private bathroom, TV, and internet. There is a large 
kitchen where 3 - 4 families can prepare their meals
at any one time. Other common areas include a 
large dining room, living room, and family room. On 
the lower level guests will find a recreation room,
children’s play area, exercise equipment, games 
area, library, and arts and crafts area.

Other resources include local telephone service, 
computer work stations, and laundry facilities. 
Transportation is available to and from medical 
appointments and, if necessary, to the Edmonton 
International Airport or other transportation 
terminals. 

Valour Place is located in Edmonton’s Kingsway 
District, known as Edmonton and Western Canada’s 
medical, health and wellness destination.

Background

Accessing state of the art medical and rehabilitation 
therapies is imperative for injured and ill Canadian 
Forces (CF)members, RCMP, and veterans, but 
could be expensive for families living outside of 
Edmonton. Successful rehabilitation is dependent 
as much on medical care as family support. 

In January 2010, Dennis Erker, the Honourary 
Colonel of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, recruited a 
committee of supportive members of the Edmonton 
community to address the issue of military family 
separation during the rehabilitation process of 
an injured or ill CF Member. The committee put 
together a plan to raise funds to build, furnish, and 
operate what is now called Valour Place.
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Who Can Stay at Valour Place?

We provide a temporary home away from home 
for eligible guests and/or their family members 
who require medical treatments in Edmonton, 
Alberta, and live outside of city/area. This service is 
provided at no cost to guests.

Eligible guests include:
• CF members
• RCMP members
• Veterans Affairs Canada clients
• Military & RCMP veterans
• Families of the Fallen
• First Responders (subject to availability)

How to Book

Serving CF – Contact your local transition centre or 
CF Health Services Case Manager.

RCMP Members – Contact the House Manager 
directly.

VAC Clients – Contact your VAC Case Manager or 
Client Service Agent.

Veterans (not on VAC claims) – Contact your local 
branch of the Royal Canadian Legion or the House 
Manager directly.

Families of the Fallen – Please contact House 
Manager directly.

Our House Manager oversees the day-to-
day operations of the house, coordinates 
accommodations and can be contacted at:

Tel: 780.455.7707 
Fax: 780.455.7740
E-mail: info@valourplace.ca

Written By 
Our Own

Best seller, ‘Canadian Wilderness Survival’ by MWO Bruce 
Zawalsky. Available at the Kit Shop.

The highly anticipated book by Capt (Ret’d) 
L Edmn R Association member, Ian Edwards, is 
comlpleted is available through book stores in 

Edmonton and from the author himself.
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Winston Churchill loved paraprosdokians, figures 
of speech in which the latter part of a sentence 
or phrase is surprising or unexpected.

1. Where there’s a will, I want to be in it.

2. The last thing I want to do is hurt you, but it’s 
still on my list.

3. Since light travels faster than sound, some 
people appear bright until you hear them speak.

4. If I agreed with you, we’d both be wrong.

5. War does not determine who is right - only 
who is left.

6. Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit. 
Wisdom is not putting it in a fruit salad.

7. They begin the evening news with ‘Good 
Evening,’ then proceed to tell you why it isn’t.

8. To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism. 
To steal from many is research.

9. I thought I wanted a career. Turns out, I just 
wanted pay checks.

10. In filling out an application, where it says, ‘In 
case of emergency, notify:’ I put “DOCTOR.”

11. I didn’t say it was your fault, I said I was 
blaming you.

12. Women will never be equal to men until they 
can walk down the street...with a bald head and 
a beer gut, and still think they are sexy.

13. Behind every successful man is his woman. 
Behind the fall of a successful man is usually 
another woman.

14. A clear conscience is the sign of a fuzzy 
memory.

15. You do not need a parachute to skydive. You 
only need a parachute to skydive twice.

16. Money can’t buy happiness, but it sure 
makes misery easier to live with.

17. There’s a fine line between cuddling and...
holding someone down so they can’t get away.

18. I used to be indecisive. Now I’m not so sure.

19. You’re never too old to learn something 
stupid.

20. To be sure of hitting the target, shoot first and 
call whatever you hit the target.

21. Nostalgia isn’t what it used to be.

22. Change is inevitable, except from a vending 
machine.

23. Going to church doesn’t make you a 
Christian any more than standing in a garage 
makes you a car.

24. I’m supposed to respect my elders, but now 
it’s getting harder and harder for me to find one.

paraprosdokians
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“Man shall not live by bread alone”
Edmonton’s military chaplains in the Great War 

1914-1919

 by Maj (ret’d ) John Matthews, CD2, BA Hist., RMC, R22eR, 
LEdmnR

INTRODUCTION

On the declaration of war in 1914 Albertans 
answered the call to arms with evident gusto.  
Ten battalions of infantry, each of about 1,000 
strength, were raised from Edmonton and region.  
Answering the call were many clergy and most 
battalions shipped overseas with a chaplain with 
the rank of Honorary Captain on strength.  In a 
search to identify those Edmonton clergy that 
answered the call nineteen individuals have been 
identified so far: 17 clergy, one lay evangelist, 
and one student living in a mission house.  Of the 
seventeen clergy, one went overseas as a trooper 
with the 19th Alberta Dragoons, was sent on officer 
training in England in 1915 and then promoted 2nd 
Lieutenant and posted to the 2nd Battalion, Royal 
Dublin Fusiliers.  One priest with previous service 
in the French army resigned in Montreal.  Of the 
15 that went overseas as chaplains one eventually 
surrendered his Honorary Captain rank to became 
a line lieutenant in the infantry.  Of the remaining 
fifteen three were awarded the Military Cross, one 
Mention in Despatches, one Order of the British 
empire, one recommended to the Secretary of War 
for “Valuable Service in connection with the war”.  
One was killed in action, three were wounded.

The study has used three main data sources: 

a. the chaplains who served with the 49th Battalion 
Edmonton Regiment (not all were from Edmonton) 
as mentioned in the Forty-Niner of 1951;

b. the chaplains that went overseas with other 
battalions raised in Edmonton as culled from the 

passenger manifests of Edmonton CEF battalions 
proceeding overseas; some of these were not from 
Edmonton;

c. clergy listed in the Edmonton Bulletin of 29 July 
1916 pp 12-13 featuring a “Roll of Honor of the 
Churches of Edmonton”.

In 1914 Edmonton had barely moved beyond the 
pioneer era.  The first Anglican missionary, The Rev. 
William Newton, had arrived here on 28 September 
1875 after a three month horse and wagon trek 
from Winnipeg.  His biography, Twenty Years on the 
Saskatchewan, vividly portrays hazards shared by 
anyone heading to the Edmonton area to homestead 
in the era before the arrival of the railway.  He had 
expected to find settlers but instead found, in his 
own words, only Indians, Métis, and fur traders, 
very few settlers.  Things changed quickly.  By 1879 
the telegraph had reached the settlement and the 
telegrapher, Alexander Taylor, was producing a 
hand written news sheet.  Local merchant Frank 
Oliver, a printer by trade, who arrived about the 
same time as Newton via a similar overland trip, 
teamed up with the telegrapher, purchased a 
simple printer, and converted the hand written 
news sheet into a print newspaper, The Edmonton 
Bulletin, to serve the mere two hundred or so souls 
in the settlement.  It is a goldmine of information 
for anyone researching Edmonton’s early years.  

Prior to the extension of the CPR to Calgary settlers 
and supplies heading to the Edmonton area 
travelled overland from Manitoba with horse or ox 
carts like Newton and Oliver.  The arrival of the CPR 
in Calgary in 1883 shortened the trip considerably.  
The Calgary and Edmonton Railway reached 
Strathcona (South Edmonton) in 1891 removing the 
last major impediment to the influx of immigrants.  
The population of the town grew from 263 in 1881, 
700 in 1892, 4,500 in 1902, 17,000 in 1906, and 
72,516 at the time of declaration of war in 1914.  
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Edmonton raised ten infantry battalions and each 
would have a chaplain assigned in the rank of 
Honorary Captain, Protestant or Catholic according 
to the makeup of the unit.  Chaplains were 
attached to a battalion from higher headquarters 
and were not integral members of the unit.  To 
date 17 clergy recruited from Edmonton or who 
were assigned to Edmonton raised units have 
been identified.  Of these 16 served as chaplains 
and one went overseas as a trooper with the 19th 
Dragoons, took officer training and was posted to 
an Irish infantry battalion.  Also identified was a 
lay evangelist and a student living at the Edmonton 
Mission House.  The Edmonton Mission House was 
located next to St. Faith’s Church on 93rd Street 
just south of 118 Avenue.  It housed clergy when 
not on rural circuits in the country and was the 
headquarters for a mission intended to extend 
the word of the Church to the new communities 
springing up in the area around Edmonton .

Of the seventeen clergy twelve were Anglican, 
two Catholic, two Presbyterian, and one Salvation 
Army (no Methodists or Baptists).  Examination 
of the troopship passenger manifests indicates a 
predominance of recent immigrants, especially 
British, in the ranks of all units.  This explains 
the large number of Anglican clergy.  The Church 
of England had instituted an Archbishops’[of 
Canterbury and York] Fund for Western Canada 
that planned to recruit large numbers of clergy 
and lay missionaries to serve the influx of recent 
immigrants.  There was a group of seventeen sent 
out to the Edmonton Mission in 1910 and many 
of the clergy volunteering for the chaplaincy were 
from this group.  It is not surprising therefore 
that several of those that enlisted here took their 
release in the UK rather than returning to Canada 
after the war.  They were a microcosm of the British 
Empire.  Most were born in England or Ireland but 
others in various far corners of the Empire.  They 
generally came through the English public school 

and university system.  Addresses of next of kin 
on enrolment manifest the imperial connection.

The Rev. Roger Hugh Ingoldby who emigrated to 
Canada 23 May 1913, probably the first clergyman 
to enlist here, joined as a trooper in 19th Alberta 
Dragoons, the cavalry squadron of the 1st Division, 
on 23 Sep 1914.  In June 1915 he was sent to “Cadet 
School”, promoted to 2nd Lieutenant and on 10 July 
was transferred to the 2nd Battalion, Royal Dublin 
Fusiliers.  His file states that he was commissioned 
into the “New Army”, Lord Kitchener’s massively 
expanded British army raised for service in the war.  
After the original battles of the British Expeditionary 
Force in 1914 it was apparent that a much larger 
force was required to confront the German army.  
There are interesting parallels between how both 
Kitchener and Sam Hughes appealed to various 
sectors of society to recruit their respective armies.

Ingoldby gave distinguished service as an officer, was 
awarded a Mentioned in Despatches in January 1916 
and was killed 1 July 1916 at the start of the Somme 
offensive.  Prior to emigrating to Canada he had 
served the church of St. Peter’s, North Somercotes. 
Lincolnshire.  The memorial service for him there 
recorded the highest number of communicants in 
its history.  The Vicar for St. Peter’s spoke of him as 
“ . . . one of the greatest friends I ever had.  No one 
but me knew the difficulties he had to contend with 
in ill health at St. Thomas’ [Dublin?]; no one knew 
so well his deep attachment to St. Thomas’ people 
and his longing to help and serve them.  Careless 
of himself and his own welfare; giving his property 
away recklessly; spending himself in labour for the 
good of the suffering, erring and unfortunate—Mr. 
Ingoldby lived his brief career in our Parish.”  A letter 
to his family by a hospital “visitor” gives details of 
his death.  A soldier, Pte. Leeson, had recounted to 
her how he had been wounded in the right arm and 
buried by shellfire.  He credited the officer for saving 
his life: “Lt. Ingoldby – though in supreme danger 
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all the time, dug for 1/2 an hour to rescue Leeson, & 
deceased in so doing, immediately afterwards being 
killed himself.”  It is interesting to note that the 
action of Ingoldby’s battalion had a direct impact on 
the Royal Newfoundland Regiments operations at 
Beaumont Hamel.  The writer of the letter referred 
to herself as a hospital “visitor”.  A soldiers could 
end up an any hospital that had capacity to accept 
him.  Normally no family could visit.  “Visitors” 
from the local community were designated 
to visit wounded soldiers in local hospitals.

The Rev. Thomas Langlois Bruce enrolled on the 
same day as Ingoldby to be chaplain of the 9th 
Battalion Canadian Expeditionary Force (CEF).  
The 9th was the first of about 10 battalions formed 
in Edmonton from Northern Alberta recruits.  Of 
all those recruited locally he perhaps wears the 
strongest Imperial stamp.  He was born in India and 
his brother, the designated next-of-kin, was serving 
as a Major in the 19th Bengal Lancers in India.  He 
stated previous military service as a gunner in the 
Western Australia Volunteer Garrison Artillery.  
Bruce was a member of the 101st Edmonton 
Fusiliers and volunteered for service with the 
9th Battalion in September 1914.  Of the 10 CEF 
infantry battalions raised in Edmonton only the 49th 
became a fighting unit so the rest like the 9th were 
broken up to provide reinforcements.  In England 
the chaplains of such units would be reassigned.  On 
18 October 1915 Bruce was attached as chaplain to 
the 1st Canadian Field Artillery Brigade in France 
but after a bout of influenza he was assigned to 
a series of units including the 79th, 17th and 30th 
Battalions CEF in England.  All were reinforcement 
units and perhaps fatigued of not being involved 
at the front on 20 May 1917 he reverted from Hon. 
Capt. to be a temporary Lieutenant “combatant 
rank”.  He was posted to the 124th Pioneer Battalion.  
In 1918 the 124th was used to augment the 10th, 
11th, and 12th Battalions Canadian Engineers and 
Bruce was sent to the 11th.  He suffered a shrapnel 

wound to the right shoulder in the Cambrai area 
on 27 September 1918.  His discharge medical 
assessment from the Spadina Military Hospital in 
Toronto records that on being wounded he spent 
one day in France, two months in England and 
then shipped to Canada on 14 December.  Late in 
the war his next of kin was changed to his mother 
living in Folkstone England.  His original next of kin, 
his brother, had been killed on 25 May 2918 and is 
buried in Tehran War Cemetery. He was discharged 
in Toronto and died in Port Hope ON 20 Oct 1939. 

Part 1: The chaplins who served with 
the 49th Canadian Battalion(Edmonton 
Regiment)

The 49th  Battalion, Edmonton Regiment, was 
authorized in November 1914.  Maj William 
‘Billy’ Griesbach, commanding the 19th Dragoons 
squadron in England, was appointed to be CO and 
returned to Edmonton to raise the 49th.  Recruiting 
commenced on 4 January 1915.  On 22 February The 
Rev. William Albert Richard Ball was attested and 
appointed chaplain to the 49th.  As with all officers 
of the 49th Ball was probably recruited by Griesbach 
himself – the Griesbach family were members of the 
All Saints parish which has two Greisbach family 
memorial stained glass windows.  All chaplains 
assigned to the 49th during the war were Church of 
England.  Five chaplains served the 49th during the 
war but he seems to stand out most in the long term 
memory of the regiment.  He had been appointed 
Hon. Capt. chaplain to the 101st Edmonton 
Fusiliers 15 Dec 1914, and previously had served 
as “temporary Sergeant”.  He was a typical British 
Empire man: born in the British Embassy in Vienna 
and on enrolment his next of kin was his father, The 
Rev. AE Ball, living in Quette, Baluchistan, North 
India.  He was one of a group of 17 clergy and lay 
missioners sent here about 1912 under the auspices 
of the Archbishops’ [of Canterbury and York] Fund 
for Western Canada and was assigned to a mission 
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centred on Greencourt [Mayerthorpe] and it is 
interesting to note that the last chaplain to serve 
the 49th, Whitaker, was about 50 miles East of Ball 
in the same mission area-- Ball’s mission area was 
carved of Whitaker’s.  These missioners came out 
on a regime of being given “living expenses” which 
meant room and board, a monthly allowance of $10 
for clothing and other personal needs, and $15 for 
two weeks’ summer holidays, a regime not unlike 
army life.  By 1915 Ball may have finished his time 
as missioner and may have been assigned to the 
Edmonton parish of St. Michael’s when he enlisted.

Reverand W.A.R. Ball ( Center)

First Padre

Ball shipped overseas with the battalion on the SS 
Metagama on 3 June 1915.  The Forty-Niner has 
several mentions of him in battalion life in England 
prior to the 49th’s deployment to France.   The first 
issue, p. 8, “Sporting Comment” p. 8 reported that 
there had been two cricket games with local English 
teams since arrival in England both of which were 
“easy wins for the 49th.  Captain Ball and Sergeant 
Merritt were the big hitters . . . “  He officiated at 
the funeral of the wife of Major Justus Willson who 
died on 25 July.  She was a veteran of the South 
African War holding the rank of Lieutenant, one 

of the first nursing sisters to obtain a commission.  
And page 26 of that first edition the forty-niner 
reported on Capt. Ball’s marriage on 10 August.  

He was reassigned from the 49th to 2 Casualty 
Clearing Station in France on 22 September.  The 
second edition of the forty-niner in a p. 18 
column “notes on going to press” commented: 

The battalion sustained a great loss when Captain 
W. Ball left us to take up other duties in France.  
He has done great work amongst the boys here, 
more especially among those in hospital, whom 
he visited on all occasions when he had a minute 
to spare.  He was very popular both with officers 
and men, and took a great interest in the welfare 
of the battalion.  He is now at the second casualty 
clearing station in France, but it is said in high 
places that we may have the fortune to have him 
with us when we get to our destination.  Where’er 
he be we wish him the very best of luck in all his 
undertakings.  

The 49th itself shipped to France two and a half 
weeks later on 9 October.  Ball’s absence from the 
49th was brief – on 1 December he reappeared as a 
replacement for Hon Capt Buckland evacuated with 
influenza and gastritis.  It must have been shortly 
after reuniting with the battalion that he penned 
this article for the Xmas 1915 issue of the The 
Forty-Niner, written for those on the home front

IMPRESSIONS IN THE TRENCHES

 It has been suggested by numerous friends of 
the Battalion who read the magazine, The Forty-
Niner, would like to know how we live in the 
trenches, so I will try to give a small description as 
seen by me, a non-combatant officer.

 After a certain amount of questions put to the 
much employed guides, I find that the approach to 
the front line occupied by us was easy and even safe 
in daylight: on the first trip it came as a distinct 
surprise to find that one was in the front line, and 
the Germans but a few yards away.It was a world of 
sand bags, mud, and water.  During our first trip I 
had expected a rather tense atmosphere, but there 
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was nothing of the kind, everywhere cheerfulness 
abounded, and everyone seemed well contented.  
The sentries were on the alert, continually looking 
through the indispensable periscope, while behind 
were our men talking and cracking jokes with 
one another, although at the same time working 
hard filling sandbags with earth of a particularly 
heavy nature.  These are used to improve the 
parapet, or to make dug-outs more shell-proof.  
Some thousands of bags were filled by the boys 
during our short stay of eight days.  Hard work 
was cheerfully undertaken by every man, and after 
a few days, helped by fine weather, the trenches 
had a very different appearance, and where was 
originally 2 ft. of water now one was able to walk 
on dry land, and waders could in these spots be 
dispensed with.  And then the dug-outs.  I wish I 
could describe them adequately.  Some of them 
were surprisingly comfortable with table, home-
made chairs, a stove made from from a biscuit tin, 
and even a cot, but the majority were very small 
and the men much crowded.  

 Even if the accommodation was better there is 
so much work of every kind to be done that it is next 
to impossible for the men to get sufficient sleep.  To 
these disadvantages must be added the fact that 
the enemy are not idle, and daily some part of the 
trench has to be put in shape after bombardment.  
Living in comfort at Battalion headquarters, I could 
not help but admire all the men, right through their 
morale was splendid, their only complaint being 
that the Germans would not attack.  Two things 
largely brought about this satisfactory result—
the excellence of the food, bacon, fresh beef, bread, 
butter, potatoes, tea, and the daily issue rum—let 
the temperance people talk all they will, this rum is 
vitally necessary to the men, as they are for hours 
standing in water inches deep, and then at night 
sleep in damp dugouts.  In many respects life goes 
on just as usual.  You see men warming water over 
a little fire and having their daily shave.  Letters 
are written and sent away, and there is the regular 
delivery of mail from home, and how eagerly it is 
awaited and how disappointed are those who get 
none. You may wonder what the Chaplain 
can do up there.  True, not much.  But one tries 
to make life appear as natural as possible by 
wandering around and chatting with the men, 
knowing that friends and relatives are always 
anxious, he, therefore, urges them to write every 

day, and offers to take their mail out and expedite 
its departure.
 There is the more sombre side of this life that I 
have not touched upon, and after much time spent 
in the dressing-station I know that our M.O. and his 
assistants skilfully tend every case and send them 
on down the line with cheery words.  A few of our 
comrades we have left behind; they lie buried in the 
little soldiers’ cemeteries dotted over the country.  
In thinking of them the old Latin proverb comes to 
my mind, which may perchance comfort those who 
mourn, “Dulce et decorum est pro patriâ mori.”  

This article must have been comforting to those 
at home and gives us an insight into life at the 
front at this stage of the war.  The July 1930 issue 
of the The Forty-Niner, p. 20, included another 
contribution to the historical record of the 49th 
from Padre Ball.  In a letter to Colonel Weaver, 
who had commanded the 49th, Ball reminisced:

“I remember the night of March 23rd, 1916.  You, 
Colonel Griesbach and myself were in a dugout in 
the Sanctuary Wood line.  We were having a meal 
with coffee.  The coffee pot got jammed and would 
not pour so Michaleffe (I never knew how his 
name was spelt) said, ‘That’s all right,’ and took 
the pot and blew down the spout.  That cleared it 
and old Michaleff poured out the Colonel’s coffee.  
‘You dirty devil,’ said the Colonel, ‘give that cup to 
the chaplain, I’ll have the next.’”

 The narrative then comments

“Padre Ball “got his” while kneeling beside a dying 
man a few days later just outside the dugout which he 
speaks about.”

Indeed, Ball was wounded by shrapnel on 25 March 
suffering wounds to his left arm and forearm.  
The July 1940 issue of The Forty-Niner has an 
account of the incident and an indication of Ball’s 
mettle as padre – Sgt. Ernie Sharp, an original 49er, 
narrates the incident in his write up of a reunion 
in England of veterans of the wartime regiment:

  Captain Ball seems to have stolen a march on 
the march of time and discovered the secret of 
perpetual youth.  He still retains the old 49er spirit 
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that used to urge him to go wandering about the 
front line chatting to the boys, when really he 
ought to have been away back with the transport.  
I had not seen Captain Ball for 24 years and 6 days, 
to be exact, and then he was staggering along the 
communication trench in Sanctuary Wood, badly 
wounded.

The January 1936 issue, p. had another account:

During a bombardment of our trenches in the 
early stages of our garrison of Ypres Chaplain 
Ball who was up in the front line—where he 
usually was—had the misfortune, some the 
boys called it “good Luck”, to be wounded.  The 
late Colonel Weaver was helping him along the 
trench when they were met by Perry Barton and 
J.E.L. Jones who were returning from the cook 
house, having taken back a dixie.  On seeing the 
chaplain the Curly Wolf threw up his hands and 
said:

“        My God, Sir, you’ve been hit.”
“        Yes, Barron.”

   Well how are the boys going to get to Heaven now?             
said Perry.” 

He was evacuated to England and after exten-
sive treatment resigned his commission on 7 Nov 
1916.  But then, a year later, 25 December 1917, 
he reenlisted.  After serving in the London area 
he was noted in his file as “Proceeding Overseas 
for Duty” with No 3 Canadian General Hospital 
in France.  He returned to the “London Area” on 
12 Nov 1918 and resigned on 15 Jan 1919.  He 
was granted a pension for his wounds which re-
sulted in a 10% disability for his left forearm.

The tale about the coffee pot incident that preceded 
Ball’s wounding merits a postscript.  LCpl Micallef, a 
waiter by trade and Maltese by origin, was another 
Imperial manifestation.  On enlisting he declared 
previous service in the Royal Navy 2 years and in 
the Maltese militia 6 months.  His trade made him a 
natural as a batman for the CO and steward.  It is re-
ported in his military file that he he was killed in ac-
tion “ . . . between following dates June 11th and June 

12th 1917” [i.e. they weren’t of sure the exact mo-
ment of death].  He is featured in a George Brown 
caricature in Christmas 1915’s the The Forty-
niner where he is seen issuing the rum ration.

 

Hon Capt Ball’s replacement was Hon Capt Alfred 
W. Buckland.  He led a storied life.  He served as a 
private in the 5th Battalion Royal Scots of Canada 
[today’s The Black Watch] from 1886 to 1896 
but most of this time he was in fact serving as a 
missionary to the Eskimo.  As a Missionary/Lay 
Minister from 1887 to 1897 he ministered across 
the Diocese of Rupert’s Land – Fort Chimo, York 
Factory, Moose factory, Ungava, Chesterfield Inlet, 
and Cape Fullerton. According to information from 
the family he was a “Minister in Training” when 
he married in Winnipeg in 4 September 1890.  He 
had graduated from the Montreal Diocesan College 
in 1885, but ordained Deacon only in 1898 then 
Priest in 1899.  His wife died in 1907 while he was 
serving The Good Shepherd Mission,  Athens, Ohio.  
He remarried in 1909.
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Padre,(Major) A.W. Buckland
He enlisted as chaplain for the CEF on 10 August 
1915 at age 47 in New Carlisle PQ where he was a 
parish priest.  He sailed for England on 4 Septem-
ber and was assigned to the 49th on 6 October.  He 
became a casualty on 1 November.  While his mil-
itary service record simply records influenza an-
other source identifies a gas attack as being the 
cause.  We have a real insight into the sophistica-
tion of the medical system: admitted initially to 6 
Cdn Fd Amb close to the front, he was then trans-
ferred to 7 Stationary Hospital at Versailles on 
the 21st, transported to England via Hospital Ship 
Newhaven on the 26th with final destination Mrs. 
Arnoldi’s Hospital, 47 Roland Gardens, South 
Kensington, London.  Mrs. Arnoldi’s Hospital is an 
example of how civilians responded to meet the 
overwhelming demands for the treatment and con-
valescing of sick and wounded by allowing hospi-
tals to be established in their own homes or estates.  
 
His obituary in the July 1933 issue of The Fort-
Niner serves us up a colourful character sketch.

Padre Buckland Passes

Major, the Reverend A.W. Buckland, L.S.T., V.D., died 
at Cookshire, Quebec, in December, 1932.  Padre 

Buckland joined us vice Ball at Shorncliffe the day 
before we left for France.  We hadn’t much time to 
look him over before we sailed.  I noticed him first 
particularly when we were closing down in the 
Rest Camp outside Boulogne.  We were in the same 
tent.  We had been issued with two blankets and a 
ground sheet and the trick consists of making those 
go as far as possible.  The Padre was busy folding 
and adjusting his bedding and when the job was 
done I observed that he had made an envelope hav-
ing two thicknesses over and two under.  He put his 
breeches, boots, and leggings under his head for a 
pillow and charged his pipe, then kneeling down, 
said his prayers.  He inserted himself cunningly 
into his blankets, lit his pipe, and took stock of us.  
Meanwhile we had taken stock of him.  “Excuse me, 
Padre,” I said, “Have you ever soldiered before?”  
“No, no, never,” he replied.  “Where did you learn 
all those little tricks?”  “Missionary to the Eskimo 
for ten years”–and that was that.  With him anyday 
was Sunday and every day was a good day for his 
work.  He could rig up any place as a Chapel and 
would celebrate the Holy Communion continuously 
as the men turned up.  I can see him now walking 
up and down outside his Chapel in full canonicals 
smoking a long pipe, a curious mixture of priest 
and hard bitten pioneer and strange to say, or per-
haps not strange to say, there was always a con-
gregation.  He never was in the way and yet he was 
always there when he was needed.
 He didn’t like rats.  Eight of us were sleeping 
in the loft of an old house and one night I awoke 
to find the Padre throwing the rays of his torch 
around in a circle.  On the circumference  of the cir-
cle was a score of rats, their beady eyes glittering 
in the light and the Padre saying things that came 
as close to cuss words as a Padre may properly use.  
One day we came under a spatter of machine gun 
bullets in front of the Petite Douve.  With the air of 
one conceding an important point he said, “I sup-
pose we will have to get used to that sort of thing.”
 And so I could go on but it is scarcely necessary.  
Just look at that face.  Pipe the cock of that cap, and 
note the 49th badge and the string of medals!  The 
word “the church militant here on earth” takes on 
a new significance.– G.A.W.

We do not know the identity of our author, G.A.W., but he 
clearly implies wide respect in the ranks for our padre.  
On release from hospital he did not return to dut-
ies at the front but was granted leave to Can-
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ada from 3 January to 17 March on compas-
sionate grounds and then assigned to various 
duties in England.  The Forty-niner No 3, 1915, 
p. 8, noted with regret his passing from the unit:

  Soon after arrival on foreign shores the Rev. 
Captain Buckland was attached to this battalion 
as Chaplain, and from the very start was “one of 
the men” and the men everywhere one went had a 
good word to say of him, and we were sorry that ill-
ness has deprived the battalion of this officer.  We 
hope that his sickness may be short, and that soon 
we shall see him with us again.

In January 1917 he was appointed Senior Chaplain, 
Canadian Troops, Shoreham.  In March his file notes 
“Brought to the attention of the Secretary of State 
for War for Valuable Services rendered in connec-
tion with the war”.  This type of citation often led 
to an award such as the MBE but not in his case.

Hon. Capt. Richard Macnamara arrived in the 49th 
as replacement for Padre Ball in June 1916.  He had 
been enrolled in Toronto on 22 Feb 1916 at the 
age of 45.  He was ministering to a parish in Col-
lingwood Ontario and on enrolment cited previ-
ous service as “Chaplain of the 77th Wentworth 
Regiment for ten years less one month”.  He was 
assigned to the 9th Brigade Canadian Field Artil-
lery on 16 March and then on 1 May to the 49th.  
Issue No 8 of the forty-niner published a two page 
article written by him “from the trenches, France, 
November 28, 1916, entitled THINGS AS THEY ARE 
– by the chaplain of the regiment.  One paragraph 
on the second page of the article merits quoting:

  Winter is here, and with it all the wet, cold, 
and mud with which our splendid men have 
grown familiar in the present trench warfare.  
Our noble comrades who have made the great 
sacrifice were heroes, the men who wear upon 
their breasts the decorations of their country are 
heroes, but so are the men who are enduring the 
privations and discomforts of the winter cam-
paign.  This, let me say, is where true manhood 
is found.  Someone has said that the closer you 
come to the firing line the nearer you are to true 
nobility, and that is true.  War creates myriads of 
parasites; creature for whom misery, suffering, 

and death of others is transformed into the very 
sunshine of their existence.  But it is at the front, 
on the firing-line, that life is stripped of selfish-
ness and self-interest, and true manhood is re-
vealed.  Here men reck [sic] nothing of danger as 
they bravely “go over the top.”  Here life itself is 
not considered as they stop to staunch the wound 
of a comrade, or calmly carry him to safety 
through a storm of shot and shell.

Our museum archives hold a unique volume, 
Honours and Rewards : 49th Canadian Battal-
ion (Edmonton Regiment).  It records all rec-
ommendations for awards including those 
that were not granted.  His citation states  

This officer had been attached to 
the Battalion, as chaplain since June 
1916, and upon all occasions has by 
his devotion to duty and gallantry 
under fire proved an inspiring ex-
ample to all ranks.

He was granted leave to Canada at his own expense 
from 3 March to 18 April.  The leave was extended 
and he resigned his commission on 3 May 1917 in 
Canada.  The Mention in Despatches was approved 
and published in the London Gazette on 1 Jun 1917.
Hon. Capt Frederick Lambert Stephenson was as-
signed as replacement vice Macnamara on 14 Mar 
1917.  He was born in Stratford upon Avon in 1863, 
his father died in 1876, his mother in 1880.  He 
emigrated to British Columbia in 1883, by 1889 he 
had been ordained and he then worked as a mis-
sionary in NW British Columbia and Vancouver Is-
land..  With a family of five children he was settled 
as a parish priest in Quamichan BC when he en-
rolled in Victoria on 27 March 1916 at the age of 52.  
According to a report in the July 1940 the forty-
niner gave some details about his enlistment.  In 
an article on the formation of the Victoria Branch 
of the regimental association the report notes: 
“Present at the dinner, Rev. F.L. Stephenson, chap-
lain of the battalion overseas, returned to his post 
as padre of the branch, amid acclamation.” and fur-
ther down “The padre told of his own attempts to 
enlist in the ranks, of being turned down because 
he was too old, and of joining as chaplain to go over-
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seas with the 103rd Battalion and later be drafted to 
the 49th—an immortal name in Western Canada.” 
He went overseas with the 103rd Battalion CEF em-
barking from Halifax 16 July.  On 14 March 1917 he 
was attached to the 49th until 24 October when he 
was admitted to No 14 General Hospital at Wimereux 
on 24 October 1917 diagnosed with bronchitis and 
heart problems.  He was evacuated to England but 
returned to France, back to the 49th, on 29 November.
The January 1934 issue of the the forty-niner 
published the diary of Pte.Thomas Mousey.  Dur-
ing a major raid launched at 23:45 on 8 June 
1917 he was wounded in the left shoulder and 
had to evacuate himself to seek medical help: 

. . . Just as we advanced, I got hit in the left shoul-
der.  The enemy was falling back and a lot of them 
gave themselves up, shouting “Kamerad, mercy!”.  
I took charge of these five and with them I got as 
many wounded men out as we could. . . . 
  After I got to the dressing station with my pris-
oners and wounded I had my shoulder dressed 
and walked over Vimy Ridge with other walking 
cases to a casualty Clearing Station to the rear of 
Neuville St. Vaast.  I believe the attack was made 
to draw the enemy’s attention while prepara-
tions were being made for the attack on Messines 
Ridge.  I think most of the casualties were caused 
by our men getting too close to our own barrage.
  When we arrived at the CCS we were inoculated 
and given a hot drink and something to eat.  The 
Chaplain of the 49th Battalion was there and I 
gave him my mother’s address and he wrote 
camher telling her how I was.
  After that we were taken to a C.C.S. at Barlin by 
motor lorry.  There we waited at the C.C.S. until 
the next day for a hospital train and then were 
taken to the base hospital at Etaples.

The“Chaplain of the 49th”in question would have 
been Stephenson.  The incident gives a good in-
sight into how prisoners and casualties were 
evacuated: walking wounded being used to es-
cort prisoners and prisoners being used to 
move the wounded.  The diary is well written 
for readers looking for “the rest of the story”.

He penned a marvellous article “Padre” dat-

ed 20 Dec 1917 for issue No 6 of the forty-
niner.  He portrays how a battalion coming out 
of the line wearied and battered goes into rest 
and training to reconstitute as a fighting fit unit.  

  To watch a battalion coming out of the line on 
relief after a tour of duty or action, perhaps pale, 
haggard and bedaubed from foot to head, laden 
with their equipment, you would think they would 
be unfit for any further duty at the front.  But look 
closer, and the appearance is not all.  Look into 
those tired eyes which night after night have kept 
faithful vigil gazing into the blackness of No Man’s 
Land, lighted only by the flash of guns or burst-
ing shell.  Look into those faces, work-bespattered 
with mud, streaked perhaps with sweat and blood 
and behind that apparent weariness, deep in 
those tired eyes, still burn unquenchable fires of 
determination, which speak the heart and soul 
of our troops, and only need rebuilding to blaze 
forth again in all their glow and intensity.  And 
how is this wrought?  How is this body of men to 
be rebuilt that it may be fitted again to face the 
hell they have come through. 

He goes on to depict the massive support organiza-
tion that allowed units to regenerate with particu-
lar mention of the key role played by the YMCA in 
the rebuilding process and concludes his column:

. . . The work of the Y.M.C.A. is magnificent, and 
the courtesy of their officers and helpers is un-
failing.  This, in brief, gives and idea and insight 
into how our men at the front are cared for and 
rebuilt from war-torn soldiers into the best fight-
ing material the world knows

The diary of Pte. F.P. Hasse, Chapter 10 pub-
lished in the January 1940 the Forty-niner, has 
an entry from Stephenson’s time as padre giv-
ing another insight into the chaplain’s work:

   Jan 28th[1918]—The Town gets shelled and 
considerable damage done, though nothing 
lands in our immediate neighbourhood.  Spend 
evening in Battalion Recreation Hut, which is 
run by the Padre.  A good place to put in an even-
ing for it is warm and well lighted, and there is 
a fair selection of books to read.  In addition cof-
fee, biscuits and cigarettes are dished out free 
of charge, though presumably the regimental 
funds foots the bill.

On 15 April 1918 he was admitted to 20 Gener-
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al Field Hospital, Camiers, again with bronchitis, 
evacuated to Royal Victoria Hospital Netley (near 
Southampton) and a Canadian convalescent offi-
cers hospital, Matlock Bath, Derbyshire.  On 13 July 
he was assigned to the Canadian Railway Troops 
Depot at Purfleet and then returned to France as 
chaplain for 4th Battalion Canadian Mounted Rifles 
on 8 October 1918.  The previous 4CMR chaplain, 
Hon. Capt. William Henry Davis MC, who enlisted 
from Edmonton where he had founded St. Peter’s 
Anglican parish, was killed on 9 August 1918.  In 
early January 1919 padre Stephenson was hospit-
alized for influenza and after a stay in a convales-
cent home returned to duty 12 February 1919 then 
home to Canada from Liverpool on 9 March 1919.  
the forty-niner No 11 of July 1930 reported:

  Captain the Reverend F.L. Stephenson, 
2068 Goldsmith Street, Victoria, B.C., has been 
laid up for some time but is now getting about 
again.  He was one of the cracking good chap-
lains we always seemed to have issued to us.  He 
can count upon our support when there are any 
bishoprics going.”

Padre Stephenson’s replacement, the last chaplain 
to serve the 49th, was Hon. Capt. George David 
Whitaker.  He came to Edmonton in 1910 as a mis-
sioner serving the Lac La Nonne area where he and 
lay missioner J. Burgeon Bickersteth established 
St. Peter’s church in 1911.  It is worth noting that 
the chaplains of the 49th recruited in Edmonton – 
Ball  and Whitaker – were both missioners sent out 
under the Archbishops’ Fund for Western Canada.  
Whitaker came out in 1910.  Ball came out in 1912 
and was assigned to a mission station carved out of 
Whitaker’s at Greencourt [Mayerthorpe].  A must 
read for anyone interested in the sod-breaking pi-
oneer era in Central and Northern Alberta is The 
Land of Open Doors : being letters from West-
ern Canada by J. Burgon Bickersteth.  He came to 
the Edmonton Mission as a lay missioner in 1911 
and was assigned to the area of Lac la Nonne for the 
first year to work with Whitaker and then for the 

second year ministered to the Grand Trunk West-
ern and Canadian Northern Railways then under 
construction from Edmonton to the west coast.  He 
wrote letters home recounting his experiences and 
Earl Grey, Governor General of Canada until 1910, 
chanced reading one of these while visiting in Glas-
gow.  He was immediately taken “for the artistic ex-
cellence inherent in a singularly clear and beauti-
ful handwriting, as well as for the marks of culture, 
accurate observation, and humour which were ap-
parent in every sentence.”  He suggested the let-
ters be kept carefully and published as a collection 
of letters.  Anyone who wants to understand how 
the people that built this province lived need look 
no further.  It is a book that is hard to put down.
Whitaker is listed in the Henderson’s City Dir-
ectory 1915 as residing at 11717 93rd Street, the 
Edmonton Mission House, the Headquarter for 
the Mission and residence for the itinerant priests 
ministering to various outlying areas.  In 1916 he 
embarked on the Allan Line ship Pretorian arriv-
ing at Liverpool 12 February.  Two days later, 14 
February, he was enrolled into the CEF in London.

He was assigned to various units in England until 19 
June when he was posted to 1 Canadian Stationary 
Hospital, Salonika, one of several Canadian medi-
cal units deployed in support of the Dardanelles 
campaign.  He embarked on Hospital Ship Letitia 
at Southampton en route to Alexandria, then on 9 
July to Salonika arriving 13 July.  By the time he ar-
rived 1 Canadian Stationary Hospital was well es-
tablished.  The unit had been in theatre since Au-
gust 1915 and its first few months had been very 
rough with poor rations, miserable weather, flies 
and dust, and dysentery.  Malaria was endemic in 
the theatre and Whitaker did not escape – his file 
indicates he had two occurrences of a few days 
each.  He embarked for the UK on 4 Sep 1917.  On 
5 October he was assigned to the Canadian For-
estry Troops depot at Sunningdale and then on 
27 December “proceeding overseas” to 3 Cdn Gen 
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Hospital in France.  On 22 February 1918 he was 
sent to the 7th Brigade, 3rd Division, assigned ini-
tially to the 7th Canadian Machine Gun Company.  
On 29 April he became chaplain to the 49th Battalion.  
On 3 October he was recommended by the 49th 
for the Military Cross for his part in the attack on 
Cambrai.  A unique and much cherished item in the 
archives of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military 
Museum is a remarkable volume, Honours and 
Rewards : 49th Canadian Battalion (Edmonton 
Regiment).  It records in very legible handwrit-
ten script records of all soldiers recommended for 
bravery awards.  Whitaker’s record states:

For conspicuous gallantry & devotion to duty 
during the operations inwhich the Battalion 
was engaged from the night 17th Sept to night 
of October 1st 1918.  Throughout the entire 
operations this officer as Chaplain attached 
to the Battalion went over with the successive 
attacks & displayed a coolness and disregard 
of personal danger that was inspiring to all 
ranks.  By day & night he was tireless in his ef-
forts to dress & tend the wounded in the open 
under a very heavy machine gun & shell fire.  
After the Regimental Medical Officer became 
a casualty he took over his duties until a relief 
arrived & succeeded in evacuating the whole 
of the Battalion casualties during two succes-
sive nights

The award was confirmed in the entry in the 
London Gazette No 31583, 4 October 1919, re-

peating the Battalion’s citation almost verbatim.
He was granted leave to England on 16 Octo-
ber rejoining the battalion on the 30th.  On 8 Feb 
1919  he shipped to England with the 49th and em-
barked for Canada with them aboard the H.M.T. 
Carmania on 8 Mar 1919.  His address on release 
effective 29 March was the Edmonton Mission 
House with the last Canadian address recorded in 
his service file being Togo Saskatchewan.  We do 
not know if this was a church or personal move.
He travelled from Quebec City to Liver-
pool arriving 8 December 1923 presum-
ably returning to England permently.  

The 49th Battalion CEF, Edmonton Regiment, was 
graced with the service of five chaplains: Ball, Buck-
land, MacNamara, Stephenson, Whitaker.  As re-
ported above, it was said of Stephenson that  “He 
was one of the cracking good chaplains we always 
seemed to have issued to us” thereby praising all.  

In the long hall however, war and peace, Ball stands 
out as the quintessential 49er.  He was an original, 
joining up in February 1915 in Edmonton, no doubt 
hand picked by Griesbach.  He had gone therough 
the entire training period with the Battalion in 
Canada and England.  He participated fully in bat-
talion activities and, for example, was a key player 
in the cricket matches between the 49th and various 
English teams prior to being committed to battle 
in France.  When sent to another unit in France 
in 1915, days before the Battalion itself shipped 
out, he was quickly reunited with the 49th when 
his replacement, Buckland, became a casualty.  
In the post-war period he actively sought and main-
tained connections with the 49th.  He became a life 
member of the 49th Battalion (Edmonton Regiment) 
Association and was cited in the July 1930 edition 
as one of 12 listed life members, mere months after 
life memberships were offered.  When the Regiment 
shipped to England in December 1939 it was good 
fortune for the Regiment and himself that he was 
living very close to where the it was billeted.  He im-
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mediately established connection and officiated at 
church parade services on more than one occasion.  
From the first post-war edition of the forty-niner 
in 1929 until his death in 1972 his name graced its 
pages on 27 occasions.  Nine of these were letters 
from himself and the frequency of communication 
increased with the passage time to the point that 
editions without a mention were exceptional.  Many 
were his comments on news of the death of veterans 
or himself reporting on deaths of veterans living in 
England for whom he continued to provide pastoral 
services.  A January 1960 letter sets the tone well.  
Commenting on the funeral of Capt. Alfred Petherick, 
M.C. Ball writes:  “Our numbers from World War I 
grow less in the Old Country, but our pride in the 
old FORTY-NINTH does not diminish.  Best wishes 
to you and all good friends.  Sincerely  W.A.R. Ball

References:
Unless otherwise specified details on military service are 
based on the chaplains service file available at https://
www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/discover/military-heritage/first-
world-war/personnel-records/Pages/search.aspx.  They 
have a plethora of information

Note: In the January 1971 edition of THE 
FORTY-NINER, pages 5-6 is a tribute to Canon 
Ball enumerating his service to the Church and 
the 49th Battalion. He was retiring from active 
duty in the church. His retirment was short-
“Greetings from Vancouver”, in the January 
1972 THE FORTY-NINER, page 12 announced 
“We regret the passing away of  other 
comrades” which included “W.A.R. Ball”. He was 
85
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Last Post Fund 
Unmarked Graves 
Program
By Retd L Col Hans Brink, Past President Alberta 
Branch LPF

Hello readers and fellow veterans.  I have two points 
I want to convey in this article today.  The first is the 
change in the definition of the term veteran, which will 
apply to many of you, and the second is the Unmarked 
Graves Program with the Last Post Fund (LPF).

When I mention veteran I want to make sure you 
are aware of the new definition of a veteran because 
it applies to many of you who served in the “Militia”, 
the Reserves in the 60s 70 and 80s.  Five years ago 
the definition excluded all serving members who 
did not serve in the Second World War or the Korean 
Conflict (I called it a war).  The new definition of 
a “Modern Day Veteran” is as follows: and this 
is from the Veterans Affairs of Canada web site:

A Veteran is defined as any former member of the 
Canadian Armed Forces who successfully underwent 
basic training and was honourably discharged.”

In my role as the President of the Alberta Branch, 
Last Post Fund I need to get that message out.  If 
you served in the Loyal Edmonton Regiment for 
a couple of years while in high school or while 
attending university in the 50’s 60’s 70’s 80’ 0r 90’s 
or know anyone who has you would be entitled to 
some benefits from Veteran Affairs Canada.  The 
one I want to bring your attention is the Funeral 
and Burial Program provided by the Last Post 
Fund.  The Last Posts mission is to ensure no 
veteran is denied a dignified funeral because they 
cannot afford one.  As we grow older our need 
may not be as dear, but we do know of those who 
could benefit from the services provided by the 

LPF.  The qualifying criteria has been updated 
and is also now indexed so it goes up every year.

Another program of the LPF is the Unmarked 
Graves Program (UMG).  This is where a veteran is 
buried and for some reason there was no marker 
or there was a temporary marker which has been 
lost.  Many were buried and marked with only a 
wooden cross and over the years it has decayed 
and is no longer there.  The LPF searches for those 
unmarked graves.  We usually do research via the 
internet, get help from the Find A Grave volunteers, 
or history buffs.  But sometimes it takes boots on 
the ground to find these unmarked graves.  This 
is where you can help.  Especially in the rural 
areas we need people to walk the ground of old 
cemeteries and look for the unmarked graves.  If 
you can locate cemetery records and find a name 
that makes it super easy for our researchers to 
determine if they are a veteran.  Maybe you know 
of a family member who lies in an unmarked graves 
and it would be nice to have a proper headstone 
placed to mark their service so their memory lives 
on.  Just let us know.  If you want to learn more on 
how to search or find an unmarked grave we have 
posted several how to videos on our Facebook 
page so visit our Facebook Page, Unmarked Graves 
and Cemeteries and Fields of Honour Projects.

A current success story of the LPF Unmarked 
Grave Program involves a WW2 veteran member 
of the Loyal Edmonton Regiment, Chief Warrant 
Officer Joseph T. P. Ferguson.  By the end of WW2 
Ferguson was the units RSM.  He was buried in 
Lethbridge for years without a marker.  His grave 
was found and a marker has been placed.  The 
researchers are volunteers with the Alberta 
Branch of the Last Post Fund, MWO Retd Glenn 
Miller, Yvonne Sugimoto and Kyle Scott.  Through 
their efforts a marker now indicates his resting 
place.  He will no longer be one of the forgotten.
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The second example involves Sergeant Leslie Wharton.  
He is buried in the Northern Lights Cemetery in Edmonton 
and his funeral and headstone was paid for by the LPF.

Our goal is to never forget, to remember their sacrifice and 
what they gave to ensure that we have the life we have to-
day.  The veteran definition has changed, any service in uni-
form counts, not just the major wars.  Lets find more of our 
unmarked 49ers and ensure that they too are never 
forgotten.

The newly installed headstone for RSM J.T.P Ferguson at the 
Lethbridge Cemetery.

 

Photo credit LER Museum. Then Sgt Ferguson, front 
row fourth from the left

Sgt Les Wharton.s headstone at the Nothern Lights Field of 
Honour in north Edmonton.
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DP1 Course held at Jefferson Armouries

Debbie Hockett, Cpl Angela Parker 1. Debbie Hockett

1. Below Jefferson Armoury from Helicopter
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C Coy, Ex Wolverine 
Bayonet 2, 23-24 
October
Pte Walker Redshaw

On October 23rd and 24th, 2021, C-Coy of the 
Loyal Edmonton Regiment conducted Exercise 
Wolverine Bayonet 2, outside of the city of 
Yellowknife, NT.  The event was a great success, 
owing to the professionalism and dedication of the 
members involved, and reflecting the changes in 
leadership of the last few months within the unit. 

C-Coy is unique among the various distinct 
units within the Canadian Armed Forces.  A 
detachment of the Loyal Edmonton Regiment, 
C-Coy is based in Yellowknife, NT and is the most 
remote Infantry Reserve unit in the country. 

Maj Conrad Schubert recently took over as Officer 
Commanding to give Captain Gerald Fillatre some 
time to focus on his career and young family.  
Maj Schubert intends to try to boost C Company 
strength which has seen a decline in membership 
in the past several years.  He begins each parade 
night with a few words on the importance of the 
infantry skills of “musketry, fitness, and battlecraft”. 
His approach is complemented by the CSM, WO 
Trevor Patterson.  WO Patterson, a regular force 
veteran, is a new addition to C-Coy and brings a 
wealth of experience.  A soldier’s soldier, he is a man 
of humour and patience but favours action over 
words.  He brings an inspiring level of enthusiasm 
and energy to C Coy. His latest contribution was 
the acquisition of the pop-up targets that were the 
highlight of the latest exercise.  The philosophy of 
these two men is to attract new members by hosting 
challenging and interesting events that highlight 
the fundamentals of the infantry soldier experience.  

Exercise Wolverine Bayonet, which focused on 
PWT Level 3 and pairs fire and movement live, was 
the culmination of several months of hard work 
and dedication by the members of the Company.  
The weekly meetings of C-Coy have included 
weapons handling practice (supplemented by 
the unit’s in-house SAT) and infantry theory 
and tactics.  A previous exercise, Wolverine 
Bayonet 1, refreshed the troops with C7 PWT 
1 and 2, as well as shotgun and pistol PWTs.   

Wolverine Bayonet took this foundation of training 
to the next level.  The twelve participants gathered 
well before dawn on Saturday, October 23rd and 
departed in a convoy down the highway.  Their 
destination was an open gravel pit 150km away.  
Reconnoitred by WO Patterson, Ops O Capt Louis-
Karl Hottin and CQ, Sgt Luke Duclos in the weeks 
leading up to the exercise, the area offered over 300 
metres of open gravel-covered ground, clear enough 
and remote enough to serve the Company’s needs.  
Safety was the first priority.  The area was templated, 
thoroughly marked with warning signs and patrolled 
by ATV to limit access by civilians or wildlife.  

The day before, on Friday 22 October, Capt Louis-
Karl Hottin and WO Patterson had run shotgun 
PWT 1 and 2 for 22 members of 440 Sqn RCAF.  
When C Coy members arriveded just after daybreak 
they were met by the CQ and Chief Clerk, Sgt 
Jeremie Jacquard who had stayed the night to 
secure the range, stores and administration area.    

The core of tactical experience and leadership within 
the Company came from MCpl Ryan Collier and Cpl 
Joshua Beland, who recently attended Exercise 
Western Sabre.  At Western Sabre, MCpl Collier 
had the opportunity to lead a section of troops 
in a live-fire platoon attack with pop-up targets, 
while Beland led a fireteam.  Their knowledge and 
experience were a great asset in instructing the 
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newer members of the company who were taking 
part in an exercise of this level for the first time.  

After Level 3 had been passed by all participants 
MCpl Collier led and instructed the troops first in dry 
runs with no ammunition, followed by several relays 
with blanks, and finally live ammunition on Sunday.   
Cpl Beland, the youngest member of the company, 
acted with great professionalism, charisma, and 
intensity.  He will soon be leaving the Company to 
join the regular force as a medic and said “I’m really 
going to miss these guys,” he said, at sunset of the 
first day.  “But I’m ready for a new challenge and 
to take my career to the next level.” C Coy will miss 
Cpl Beland but wish him great success in his career.  
The day ended with a bonfire under an overcast 
night sky and a comfortable night in crew tents.

The second day of the exercise opened with light rain 
and wind, but a bonfire was quickly raging and MCpl 
Collier treated the soldiers to excellent homemade 
breakfast sandwiches while Cpl Beland worked the 
coffee pot.  Live ammunition was issued and the 
Company made their way to the jump off point.  
“What I love about the reserves is the diversity of the 
soldiers,” explained Capt Kevin Sheedy, who works 
as an engineer for DND and volunteers as Company 
2i/c.  “Within this group there’s a firefighter, a pilot, 
a coast guardsman, a pharmaceutical executive.  
All of different ages and backgrounds.  Some local 
to Yellowknife and some not.  Officers working 
alongside new recruits.  Getting to know each 
other.  Everyone has valuable experience regardless 
of rank.  You don’t see that so much in the regular 
force and I think it’s a great advantage we have.” 

As pairs of soldiers took turns moving down the 
range, shooting at targets as they appeared, the 
comradery of the close-knit company was apparent.  
Everyone was given the opportunity to lead and to 
follow.  The Corporals patiently gave suggestions 
to the Privates.  The range staff allowed space 

for troops to learn within an envelope of safety.  
The Sergeants followed immediately behind, 
keeping a watchful eye on the soldiers as they 
advanced by bounds all under the practiced eye 
of WO Patterson who directed the targets. As the 
confidence of the newer members increased, they 
gave orders with greater clarity and assertiveness.  
Communication and organization had a marked 
improvement over the course of the relays.  

Back at the C Company armoury at the end of 
the day, Major Schubert thanked everybody for 
a job well done.  Turning to the Sergeant Major, 
Schubert asked if he wanted to contribute any 
closing words.  Looking around at the soldiers: wet, 
tired, dirty, and happy, Sergeant Major Patterson 
gave a characteristically stoic speech: “Go home!” 
Morale was high as we hung up our uniforms and 
went home for a restful Sunday evening before 
returning our various lives within the community. 

Pte Redshaw is a professional airline pilot.
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 WO Trevor Patterson briefs Pte Walker Redshaw with the 
control gear for the SIT targets as a pair moves down range.

 Pte Christian Marcoux  searchs his target for the hits to 
take him from qualification to marksman.  

Level 3 – On Saturday, participants fired Level 3 on the range 
surveyed and laid out by C Coy Ops staff.

Pair on Range -  A pair reacts to the appearance of a target 
directed by WO Patterson.  Sgt Duclos, left and Sgt Jacquard 
right follow the pair and monitor the arcs.
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JOHN McCRAEJOHN McCRAE
(1872-1918)

Most Canadians know John McCrae as a doctor 
and artillery officer who wrote the iconic poem 
“In Flanders Fields” In fifteen lines he captured 
the reality of the terrible fighting in World War 1 
and the need to never forget those who fought and 
sacrificed their lives. His three verses connect to the 
meaning, impact and memory of war.

Fewer people know that from his youth he 
demonstrated tremendous talents and abilities. 
Hew as born in Guelph, Ontario and won a 
scholarship to the University of Toronto at the age of 
16. He did his residency at the University of Toronto 
General Hospital. Following this he worked for a 
short period of time at John Hopkins University in 
the United States in Baltimore, Maryland with Dr. 
William Olser, one of the most recognized Canadian 
Doctors of his time.

He wrote poetry during this period. His poems were 
published in The Canadian Magazine, West Minister 
Magazine and Massey’s Magazine.

In 1899 he accepted a pathology fellowship at 

McGill University but postponed this opportunity to 
join a contingent of Canadian soldiers in the South 
African War. He was recognized for his bravery 
as an artillery officer. During his service there he 
saw the lack of medical support for soldiers in the 
battlefields.

In 1901 he returned to McGill University in 
Montreal to complete his specialist training. He 
was one of the first Canadians to receive formal 
training in laboratory research and invented 
new process to study how the body responded to 
bacterial infections. In addition to conducting a 
private medical practice, he authored more than 30 
research papers, held academic positions at McGill 
University and was invited to teach at the University 
of Vermont in the United States. McCrae’s medical 
work more than a century ago led to insights on 
diseases such as tuberculosis, scarlet fever and 
pneumonia.

““WE SHALL ALWAYS WE SHALL ALWAYS 
REMEMBER”REMEMBER”

His most significant contribution in the medical 
filed was a book he wrote called “A Textbook of 
Pathology for Students of Medicine” co-authored 
with a colleague at McGill, DR George Adami. It was 
so highly valued and respected that is was updated 
two years in 1914.

For these medical accomplishments he was inducted 
in 2015 to the Canadian Medical Hall of Fame.

In the fall of 1914 McCrae volunteered for service 
as both an artillery officer and unit Doctor overseas 
in the battlefields of France and Belgium. He was 
on the front lines of some of the worst fighting in 
the war. This is where he wrote the iconic poem in 
1915. He then served as the chief medical officer 
of the No. 3 Canadian General Hospital. He was a 
leader who worked to exhaustion for two and half 
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years before succumbing to pneumonia in January 
1918.

John McCrae was always dedicated to his family. 
During the war, he would write to his nephews and 
nieces about his cherished horse Bonfire and his 
dog Bonneau. Sometimes he would pretend to be 
Bonfire, signing the letter with a hoof.

McCrae was known for his kindness and compassion. 
In 1898 he cared for an ill child while working in 
a children’s hospital in Maryland. On the day she 
died, she asked a nurse if Dr. McCrae could remain 
with her. He held her up for over an hour to help 
her breathe until she passed away. His diary says his 
time with here was “no great sacrifice.”

John McCrae- soldier, doctor, medical researcher 
and innovator, poet, and a compassionate man., and 
a author of the poem that reminds us 

“WE CAN NEVER FORGET”“WE CAN NEVER FORGET”

John McCrae with his horse Bonfire and dog Bonneau
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THE POPPY
From its association with poppies flowering in 
the spring of 1915 on the battlefields of Belgium, 
France and Gallipoli this vivid red flower has 
become synonymous with great loss of life in war.

POPPY FACTS

- During the Napolenic Wars, the poppy 
drew attention as the mysterious flower that 
bloomed over the graves of the fallen soldiers.

- In the 2oth Century, the poppy again was widely 
noticed after solis in France and Belgium became 
rich in lime from rubble during the First World 
War. The little red flowers flourished around the 
graves of the war dead as they had 100 years earlier.

- In 1915, Guelph, Ontario native John 
McCrae, a doctor serving with the Canadain 
Forces Artillery, recorded this phenomenon 
in his famous poem in Flanders Fields.

- Two days before teh Armistice, Monica Michael, 
an American woman from Athens, Georgia, read 
the McCrea poem and was inspired to wear 
apoppy year-round in memory of the war dead.

-in 1920, Madam E  Guerin of France visited the United 
States and happen to meet Miss Michael at teh YMCA 
at Columbia University, where the MIss Michael was 
a volunteer. Madame Guerin then resolved to sell 
handmade poppies around Armistice Day to raise 
money for poor children in war-torn areas of Europe.

- in 1921, Field Marshall Earl Haig, the former 
Commander-In-Chief of the British Armies in 
France and Belgium and teh principal founder 
of teh British Legion, wa sold on Madam Guerin’s 
fundrasing idea and approved organization of 
teh British Poppy Day Appeal by the Legion 
to raise money for and disabled  veterans. 

Poppy designed and made by Anna Guerin in 1921 for the British Legion

- The same year, Madame Guerin visited 
Canada, and convinced the Great War Veterans 
Association(predecessor to the Royal Canadian 
Legion) to similary adopt the poppy as a 
symbol of remembrance in aid of fundraisng.

-Today, the Poppy Campaign is one of the Royal Canadian 
Legion’s most important programs. The money raised 
from poppy sales provides direct assistance for ex-
service people in financial distress, as well as funding 
for medical appliances and research, home services, 
care facilities, and numerous other purposes.
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The  POPPY LADIESPOPPY LADIES

                       Anna Guerin France

                 Moina Michael  United States

The scope of the poppy and its connection with the 
memory of those who have died in war has been 
expanded to help the living too. It was the inspiration 
and dedication of two women who promoted this 
same “Memorial Flower” as the means by which 
funds could be raised to support those in need of help, 
most especially servicemen and civilians suffering 
from physical and mental hardship as a result of war.

From Canadian,Colonel John McCrea, who wrote 
“In Flanders Filed” followed by  a French woman 
Madame Anna A. Guerin, and Monica Michael of the 
United States are better known as the Poppy Ladies.

For a complete history of the poppy which includes 
the dedicated work of the Poppy Ladies, please go 
to the following web site:

H t t p s : / / p o p p y l a d y m a d a m e g u e r i n .
wordpress.com
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DID YOU KNOW

On Monday, 2 July 1928, at half past eight in the evening, the very first -Last 
Post was played under the Menin Gate Memorial to the Missing. This was 
an initiative by the Association’s first chairman, Police Commissioner Pierre 
Vandenbraambusshe, who gathered around him a group of like -minded 
citizens with the aim of paying daily tribute to the soldiers of the Allied Arnies 
who had died in defence of the city during the First World War. Today 93 years 
later, this daily ceremony of gratitude still takes place, on Friday 2 July 2021 
for the 31,185th time. More information on the Last Post Ceremony can be 
found on their website www.lastpost.be.

Front cover of the University of Alberta Magazine-Summer 1995
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First World War 49th BN Machine Gun Section
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REGIMENTAL FAMILY 
SUPPORTS THE 
CHURCHILL SOCIETY OF 
EDMONTON
Written by: Rick Dumas

On 30 November 2021, The Churchill Society of 
Edmonton’s AGM was conducted at the iconic Prince 
of Wales Armouries Heritage Centre - at the Jefferson 
Room, compliments of The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment Military Museum’s sponsorship. The 
historic atmosphere provided a most unique 
ambiance – setting the tone for a great evening.

The door prize was donated by The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment – a unique bottle of prized Regimental 
scotch (commissioned by the late and exceptional 
philanthropist, Sandy Mactaggart, OC, AOE). It 
was dedicated to the memory of the late Walter 
(Wally) Ross – a passionate and prominent member 
of the Churchill Society, a former Commanding 
Officer of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment and 
member of the University of Alberta Senate. 
Donna Robison was the lucky winner. The Winner

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Military Museum 
tour capped off the memorable evening – visiting 
the 2 galleries and the collections facility. Board 
Member – Rick Dumas and Kathleen Haggarty – 
the Museum Collections Manager were respective 
hosts. Our Churchillian Dedication Display Case 
in the Griesbach Gallery was pointed out. It 
reflects a relationship between the Society and 
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment who had invited 
them to return to City Hall’s Remembrance 
Day Service, adjacent to Churchill Square.
Society Dedication Display Case - Ram’s Head 

Kathleen had complimented their Meet and Greet 
with the provision of an excellent and eclectic 
Churchill display. The arrangement was the focal 
point of the Board Group photo and backdrop to 
the AGM. Photographed from left to right is Navya 
Baradi, behind her is David Reed, next are Jill Wright, 
David Checkel, Sir Winston Churchill (who needs no 
introduction <WINK>), Lucas Robertson, Elisebeth 
Checkel, Will Randall, Diane Sweet, Bob Chaffee and 
Rick Dumas. Superb assistance was rendered by 
Kathryn Ivany, City Archivist, Supervisor Heritage 
Collection and Heritage Facilities. Our venue was 
selected because of its integral historic connection 
with our City. It was completed in 1915 as the 
Edmonton Drill Hall; just 5 years after Alberta 
joined Confederation – necessitated by the First 
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World War and was designed by the celebrated 
Canadian architect, E.C. Hopkins. It remains to this 
day, one of the most significant examples of period 
architectural styles. Many military units called 
it home. In 1921, it was renamed – the Prince of 
Wales Armouries. By 1982, the City of Edmonton 
took ownership, hosting many organizations 
and community groups like the food bank and 
cadets. Today it is home to the Edmonton Arts 
Council, Edmonton Heritage Council, Edmonton 
Historical Board, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
Military Museum and South Alberta Light Horse 
Foundation. Venues are available for corporate 
and social events. Their web site is very helpful. 

CHURCHILL SOCIETY BOARD
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The Edmonton City 
Cenotaph Rededication 
Ceremony
Captain (Ret’d) Rick Dumas, MMM, CD

“Svc Begins” – Heeding COVID restrictions, the Edmonton 
City Hall Cenotaph Rededication Ceremony commences 
within a 20-person “bubble”. The MC, HCol 408 Tac Hel J’Lyn 
Nye presides. It was a combined virtual/real-time event. 
Speeches were pre-recorded.

 On 13 June 2021, Edmonton City Hall 
unveiled AFGHANISTAN – engraved on our eighty-
five year old cenotaph. Eighty plus members of 
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment deployed during 
Canada’s twelve-year span of service in South West 
Asia. We were reminded that the 49th Battalion – The 
Edmonton Regiment was a participant on 13 August 
1936, as the then-new cenotaph was first unveiled 
by Lord Tweedsmuir, Governor General of Canada 
and again rededicated post- Second World War, 26 
August 1946. By then, the King had decreed that we 
would be known as The Loyal Edmonton Regiment.

Cenotaph Dedication Ceremony 1936 and Cenotaph ReDed 

1946. Note the Regimental presence at each ceremony.
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There were many members of the Regiment that 
helped mark this poignant event: the Vigil Party, 
the Regimental Piper and Mons Bugler. The MONS 
BUGLE was played at the First World War Armistice 
Ceremony, at Mons Belgium - 11 November 
1918. After being separated from its soldier and 
Regiment for decades, it was later discovered 
and at last brought home at The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment Museum - Prince of Wales Armoury. 
Military bugle calls for centuries were often used to 
issue orders in battle and within garrison routine.  

Committee Member Rick Dumas salutes to the Last Post as 
Committee Chair Carolyn Patton and Committee Member 
Roza Parlin observe. 

The Drumline had pre-recorded the piling of the 
drums. Spanning many centuries, regiments would 
use bugles, drums and colours (flag-like devices) 
to affect signals regarding battlefield maneuvers. 
In time, battle honours would be emblazoned on 
regimental colours and drums. Both would become 
revered, reflecting a regiment’s bloodline and most 
significant wartime achievements – at immense 
personal sacrifice. Eventually, piling the drums would 
be used for memorials and non-denominational 
church services in the field often near the battlefront, 
operational deployments and on lengthy training 
exercises. Piling the drums would provide for an 
improvised alter, as a focal point. Often regimental 
colours would be draped over the regimental 
drums. COVID restrictions had made the use of a 

Colour Party or a National Flag Party untenable.

Darcia Arndt, widow of Master Corporal Ray Arndt 
and Sarah Keller, window of Cpl Bryce Keller. 1VP laid 
a wreath with LCol Patton at the cenotaph on behalf 
of our Fallen and their Families. Of the 158 who 
died during the mission, 3 were Loyal Eddies. One 
valour medal was issued to an Eddie – the MMV.

A single large wreath was laid on behalf of those that served, 
sacrificed and those that lost family in Canada’s red and 
white colours.   

The ceremony paid tribute to more than 40-thousand 
Canadian Armed Forces members who served in 
Canada’s longest war – acknowledging them for their 
service and their sacrifice and that of their families 
as well. Speakers spoke from varying perspectives 
in the following order: Her Honour, the Honorable 
Salma Lakhani - Lieutenant Governor of Alberta;                                                   
                                                                                                                                 
Captain (Ret’d) Rick Dumas - Afghanistan Veteran 
and Committee Member;Edmonton Ward 3 City 
Councilor – Jon Dziadyk;
Brigadier General Bill Fletcher – 3rd Canadian Divi-
sion Commander;
Mayor Don Iveson; and 
Chaplain - Major (Ret’d) Larry Wright 
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Standing at the updated Cenotaph upon ceremonial 
conclusion and prior to campaign cocktails is from left 
to right: the Mons Bugler, the Mayor, the Vigil Party with 
Memorial Cross Recipients to their front, the MC, veteran 
Committee member, Regimental Piper and Wreath Bearer.

The following link  edmonton.ca/CityHallCenotaph 
provides ample backgrounders and the actual 
ceremony.  “To those that have served, to those 
that have fallen and to those that have lost loved 
ones; you were never alone and remain in our 
hearts. The torch was yours to hold high and you 
have done well by your country and the people 
of Afghanistan. May all Canadians remember 
and honour your eternal legacy. Pro Patria.” Program Outer and Program Inner Copies of the 

program have been archived at out Museum.
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Calagry Museum Afganistan Unveiling
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Regimental Museum
Submitted by:  Don Miller

Notwithstanding the fact that due to the COVID-19 
pandemic the museum galleries were either closed 
to the general public or open but with restrictions 
since mid-March 2020, there was plenty of behind-
the-scenes activity:

The Museum Foundation Board

Currently the board consists of 6 members:  Don 
Miller – President; Rick Dumas – Vice-President; 
Kaetlyn Corbould – Secretary; Terry Allison – 
Treasurer; John Matthews – Member at large; Tom 
Reaume – Member at large. 

In the interval since the last 49er there have been 
some members who have moved on. We thank Lee 
Ahlstrom, Chuck Marshall, Ian Taylor, David Haas, 
Brian Hodgson, Chris LaBossiere, and Ian Nicol 
for their commitment and efforts in advancing the 
museum. A special note, Lee and Chuck were both 
signatories of the museum’s original Memorandum 
of Association in 1985.  

New Vision and Mission Statements

In February 2021, members of the museum’s board 
and other involved individuals attended a virtual 
Visioning Exercise. They considered how to secure 
the legacy of what the museum has accomplished 
to date and look ahead for opportunities to sustain 
operations beyond the next generation. One result 
was the development of new vision and mission 
statements:

Our Vision:  Inspiring communities to dis-
cover and connect with their military heritage.

Our Mission:  Remember, Preserve, Educate, 
Entertain, Honour

Operations

The day to day operations of the museum are 

supported primarily by volunteers, two part-time 
paid staff members and occasionally short term 
contractors. 

Daily routines are managed by day officers:  John 
Matthews (Monday), Terry Allison (Tuesday/
Thursday, Executive Director), Rory MacDougall 
(Wednesday, filling in for Tom Reaume) and Don 
Miller (Friday). Darcia Arndt fills in when needed. 
They are supported by the staff:  Kathleen Haggarty 
(Collection Manager) and Alisha Lyrette (Archives 
Contractor). Added to that are a number of other 
volunteers:  Eva McPhee, Pat Grier, Lance Kelly, Ted 
Howard, Kate Goodhelpsen, Garnet Rooney, Ian 
Edwards, Joe MacDonald, Cedric Reiner, Maggie 
Bodnar and David Hockett to name a few. 

Collections

Under the guidance of Kathleen Haggarty (Collection 
Manager) the care, preservation, and accessioning 
of the artefacts is moving forward. While the issue 
of COVID has restricted access to the galleries and 
general office it has allowed a greater focus on 
catching up on the finer points of the collection 
and records. Also, artefact donations that meet our 
collection mandate have continued to come in. 

Archives

Alisha Lyrette (Archives Contractor) has continued 
her work with the preservation and accessioning of 
the archival holdings of the museum. Her biggest 
current project is the creation of archival fonds 
for the Alberta On Record database, which will 
eventually make our much of our archival holdings 
available to the public on line.

Tours

Even during COVID there were intervals when the 
museum could be open to tours. Initially we were 
locked down but as time moved forward and as 
restrictions eased the museum opened through 
various AHS phases: first there were small family 
groups by appointment; then tour groups and 
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individuals by appointment with QR passports; 
and finally masked and spaced. While the numbers 
coming through have been small, we still met the 
public’s needs. The largest group that we had in in 
that interval was a group of 60 personnel from the 
serving unit who toured on a Wednesday evening in 
the galleries and the storage area. 

Research

During the COVID interval research requests have 
come in at an even greater rate than previously. The 
research team (which includes all of the staff and 
many of the volunteers) have responded to over 115 
requests primarily received via email. Most of the 
requests are for information about 49th Battalion and 
Loyal Edmonton Regiment serviceman from both 
World Wars. For each of these requests we create 
a document file for future reference. Work also 
continues on adding to and editing Ted Howard’s 
regimental member information database.

External/Event Displays 

We have recently done several external or special 
event displays. One was a 75th Anniversary display 
for the Kingsway Legion. Another was a display of 
Churchill related items in support of The Churchill 
Society of Edmonton’s AGM which was conducted 
at the Prince of Wales Armouries Heritage Centre.  
A tour of our facility was included. We are in the 
process of updating our ongoing display at the 
Jefferson Armouries with an Afghanistan themed 
exhibit.

Remember 

Our museum magazine (which is published 
quarterly) continues to be produced by Don 
Miller, editor, and Ian Edwards, historian. Past 
issues dealt primarily with 100th anniversary 
events of the First World War, with emphasis on 
Edmonton’s 49th Battalion, and 75th anniversary 
events of the Second World War, with emphasis 
on The Edmonton Regiment/The Loyal Edmonton 

Regiment. Currently, while we still have articles 
related to people and events of the World Wars, we 
have also expanded our focus on the museum itself 
with articles related to more current events and 
with stories about some of the interesting artefacts 
and archival materials in our collection.

All past issues are available on line at https://www.
lermuseum.org/items-of-interest/27-remember-
newsletters, To receive future email copies send a 
request to lermusm@telus.net .

Projects

Some current projects our volunteers and staff are 
working on:

•	 Volunteer Joe MacDonald is a young history 
student with a great interest in WW I and espe-
cially the 49th Battalion. He has visited the battle 
sites while living in Europe and has found and 
collected artefacts which he has donated to the 
museum. He continues to contribute research 
material to us and the Military Collector Club. 

•	 Volunteers Pat Grier and Lance Kelly are clean-
ing their way through all of our firearms. 

•	 Volunteer Kate Goodhelpson, under the guid-
ance of Kathleen, is assembling a military nurs-
ing display. 

•	 Bandsman David Hockett is researching a his-
tory of the regimental band.  

•	 Darcia Arndt is continuing her work on digitiz-
ing and editing our war diaries from the Second 
World War as well as other archival documents.

Storage Room Flood

During the evening of Thursday, 16 July 2020, a flash 
rain storm occurred in the Edmonton area which 
caused basement flooding in the Prince of Wales 
Armouries building. This included areas occupied 
by the museum in the south east basement area 
including the entrance space to storage rooms, a 
side artifact room, the artifact processing area, and 
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the arms vault. The most serious damage occurred 
in the arms vault where many other artefacts are 
also stored. Significant damage was done in the 
rolled textile and oversized artefact area.  Immediate 
cleanup was done with the help of six soldiers from 
the unit while long-term cleanup was handled by 
Collections Manager Kathleen Haggarty assisted by 
Special Projects Contractor, Megan Klak.

Gallery Rework and Update 

During the period of the lockdown the museum 
applied for and was awarded a grant from the 
Edmonton Heritage Council. The grant has four 
phases with the first two primarily complete and 
the last two still ongoing. 

•	 Phase one was the sealing of any raw wood or 
wood products in the display cases. This was ac-
complished with the application of Varathane 
sealant or wrapping the item with an iron on foil 
clad sealer called Marvelseal. All of the cabinets 
were emptied, sealed and reassembled. 

•	 Phase two was the placing of LED lighting in the 
doorway cabinets. 

•	 Phase three is the replacement / upgrade of the 
descriptive wall boards, taking them to the new 
and more robust style. 

•	 Phase four involves the building of temporary 
dividers that will be used in the larger display 
cabinets when appropriate. 

Contact Information

The museum, located in the Prince of Wales 
Armouries Heritage Centre, 10440 – 108 Avenue, is 
open 100:00 to 4:00, Monday through Friday, except 
holidays. Contact us by phone at 780-421-9943 
during working hours or email at lermus1@telus.
net or visit our website at www.lermuseum.org.

DID YOU KNOW

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Museum produced 
31 quarterly newsletters todate originally 

recognizing 100th anniversary events off the First 
World War, with emphasis on Edmonton’s 49th 
Battalion, and 75th anniversary events of the 

Second World War, with emphasis on the Edmonton 
Regiment/The Loyal Edmonton Regiment.
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Afghanistan Exhibit Opens
Photo and article submitted by: Rick Dumas  

On 14 March 2022, after a few months of 
research and verification, writing and editing, 
presentation conceptualization, consultation 
with a professional graphic artist and a skilled 
collection manager, the Afghanistan Exhibit 
came into fruition. The inaugural display is at the 
Brigadier James Curry Jefferson Building – home of 
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, as pictured below. 

It was inspired and effected by Vice-President, Rick 
Dumas – Exhibit Curator and Kathleen Haggarty 
– Collections Manager, The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment Military Museum.  It is dedicated to all 
Canadians that served – as well as their families 
and to the 10s of 1000s of Afghan military and 
police that died in the service of their country. Its 
colourful story panels are quite informative and 
supported by an eclectic collection of artefacts.

The Museum is always happy to accept applicable 
artefacts and archival donations from any 
theatre of operation as a continued means of 
honouring the service of our military personnel. 
Better enhanced collections are a means to 
updating and expanding our Regimental story. 

Museum Staff Recognition
Article submitted by: Rick Dumas.
Photo by: Captain Rina Brideau-Thombs.

On 16 March 2022, in recognition of her 
Twentieth Anniversary and her outstanding 
service, professionalism and dedication to the 
Loyal Edmonton Regiment as our Museum 
Collections Manager, Ms Haggarty was awarded 
the Commanding Officer’s Commendation during a 
Regimental parade.

She has played a vital role in promoting the 
Regiment’s brand within the museum community 
and among Alberta citizenry – notably with the 
provision of significant products and services for 
events held at the Alberta Legislature, Government 
House, Edmonton City Hall, the Jefferson Armoury, 
The Winspear and the City of Grande Prairie. 
She has supported our Band and Regimental 
Association in addition to civilian institutions like 
the Edmonton Salutes Committee, the Edmonton 
Churchill Society, etc.

Her expertise and devotion to our members, 
veterans and their families and community 
relations - supporting operations and perpetuating 
our heritage at The Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
Military Museum is deeply appreciated.

Kathleen accepts her Commendation from the CO, LCol Chris Barr 
while the RSM, CWO Mark Denney looks on from the right.
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School Visits Museum
Article and Photos Submitted by: Rick Dumas.

A group visit by enthusiastic high school students from 
STURGEON COMPOSITE HIGH SCHOOL, on 18 March 
2022 marked the post-COVID springtime for Museum 
operations. School staff, volunteer parent supervisor 
and students were suitably impressed with the 
variety of activities ranging from two gallery visits, a 
video, a hands-on show and tell of actual artifacts and 
an opportunity to try on military kit and uniforms.   

Volunteer David Hockett uses the Museum environment to reinforce 
historical long forgotten realties.

Students were surprised to learn how much of today’s 
international goings-on, have historical connections 
to our past. As teachers are always on the lookout for 
new trip ideas, they were happy to learn that one-
of-Alberta’s 7 Victoria Crosses (Cecil Kinross) is on 
display at Edmonton City Hall and that Regimental 
Colours are on display at the Alberta Legislature.
Volunteers were important to this and many tours 
to come as we get over a two-year pandemic. Group 
and individual visits during normal hours are always 
welcome. Calling ahead for group tours is essential.  

Volunteer Kate Goodhelpsen explains the difference 
between medals and decorations. They walked away with a 
better sense of duty and commitment.
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Militia Needs New 
Equipment
 The appeal of the federal minister of defense 
for greater support of Canada’s militia deserves 
the favorable consideration of all to whom it 
is addressed. The government has expanded 
militia votes in recent years, but much remains 
to be done if members of the various units are to 
receive the training they desire. Equipment often 
is far from modern Alberta units, designated as 
“tank” battalions, never have seen a tank, others, 
supposed in be “mechanized.” have to use their 
imagination instead of motor equipment. Technical 
training is growing more and more complicated as 
machinery is made to play a larger and larger part 
in defense. This training cannot be given effectively 
from textbooks.

 As Hon. Ian Mackenzie said in his article published in 
the special supplement on Saturday. “Every soldier 
must have a thorough knowledge of his weapons 
and their use. He must be so practiced that he will 
instinctively use his weapons to the best advantage” 
whatever the circumstances. But it is impossible to 
give even the most ardent militiamen such Training 
unless units are supplied with adequate equipment. 
Light and heavy tanks, armored cars, mobile 
machine-guns, anti-aircraft guns, searchlights, 
modern quick-firing artillery, and a host of other 
material is urgently needed if the militiaman is to 
receive the training that he desires and deserves.

 Interest in the work of the non-permanent, 
active militia is growing, it is true. But the best 
means of arousing the active interest of the 
potential recruit is to let him see militia units at 
work with modern equipment. This is a matter 
to which the government might give more study.

 Although Canada is far-removed from the restless 
continents most people realize that she is not 
beyond the reach of invading air forces. Even from 
the narrowest viewpoints of home defense, it is the 
better part of wisdom to have men trained in the 
use of arms. The citizen who, for two or three years 
devotes a night or two a week to training with some 
militia unit, is helping to build up a civilian reserve 
that may prove of vital value at some future time.

 Young men, by joining the militia, employers, by 
making it possible for employees to attend summer 
training camps, and the public Federally by showing 
Interest, can help to build up in Canada a wholly 
admirable and efficient citizen force capable of 
elective service if the time ever comes when the 
peace and safety of the dominion is threatened.

Edmonton Journal 1938-06-27 Page 8
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A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE 
FROM THE FRONT 
Tis strange that a peacfull message

Should come from a land of strife;

‘Tis strange that from the form of death

Should spring the germs of life.

So spring the germs of life and joy

From the forms of grief and pain,

Which combined with love make the sweet alloy

Of the message we send again.

‘Tis the same old Christmas greeting,

But its meaning deeper seems

Because of that longed-for meeting

Which we picture in our dreams;

But with hope and love and courage

We shall surely reach the end,

When, Instead of a distant mirage,

We shall welcome the face of a friend.

Private J. Spittal, “C “ Company 1915

We regard with proud satisfaction 
the part we played in the Great War. 
We have no regrets and no illusions. 
We did not fight to make the world 
“safe for democracy” nor did we 
wage war to “end war”. Our lives, 
our liberties and our homes were in 
danger. We confronted our enemies 
on the field of battle and that is all 
there is to be said about it.

No nation ever attained to greatness 
without fighting and no nation 
today retains pre-eminence unless 
it is ready and willing to defend in 
arms what it believes to be its vital 
interests. That was the spirit of 1914-
1918 and we are the exemplars of 
that spirit.

 

Editor – Newly Formed 49er 
Magazine 1929
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Covering the Events of the 101st Edmonton 
Fusiliers for 1910 is the subject of this article. 

Officer’s mess at the 101st Fusiliers Officers 
mess Late April 1911

Adams, William Holloway: Back in the 
mess again, it has been a long day up at 6 and 
work till five, Home eats, dress and be on parade 
at 8 pm sharp. No rest for the wicked, I guess.

Fox, Frederick George:  How do you like now 
working for Peter Anderson. You’re his manager 
at the Brick yard, now. What do you think of him?

Adams, W. H.: Peter, is Ok but hard to catch, not only 
my boss at work, but my boss in the regiment. I have 
to remember when to call him Peter and when to give 
the sir response. Peter is hard to catch, I swear should 
he ever be captured by the enemy, they could not hold 
him. There one moment, gone the next. (Peter Ander-
son of the 101st Fusiliers was the first officer to escape 
from a German POW Camp successfully – Long 
articles available contact the Museum for PDF 
Fox, F. G.:  At least we have a few minutes to have 
a drink or two before we rush home to do it again. 
Last week we talked about 1909 and the happen-
ings, what do you remember about 1910.

Adams, W. H.: What as your life like in the 
militia of 1910?

Fox, F. G.:  My days of innocence when I only 
had to worry about myself. Although my scores 
were slightly above average, I thought I would be the 

top shot in the regiment soon. Started the year as a 
Corporal but by mid-April a third hook and I joined 
the Sergeants Mess. A short time as a Color Sergeant 
in the fall and elevated to Lieutenant by the end 
of September. They needed a Signals officer more 
than a rife shot so now I work on communications. 

Adams, W. H.: Any thoughts on your year of 
the rifle? 

Fox, F. G.:  Yes a few. I shot for the McDougall 
Match, and the Ramsay cup. Every Saturday 
I would cross the river on the ferry and go to 
the range. Some days were oh so cold. Our 
targets were 200, 300, 400 and 600 yards and 
some would disappear after the time was up.

Adams, W. H.: Competition was keen that year 
between the companies. That was the year R.H. 
Stewart returned from the Musketry at Long Brand 
and became our Regimental Musketry officer.

Fox, F. G.:  We were limited. They would not let 
us use the wind adjustment on the Ross Rifles. But 
at least we had gotten them back after they having 
being withdrawn from issue to fix some issues. 

Adams, W. H.: Issues that needed to be 
fixed, no one wants the bolt to come flying 
back and break ones’ cheek bone, do we?

Fox, F. G.:  Enough of the free ammunition 
the most important thing about 1910 that I 
recall was the death of the king and his service.

Adams, W. H.:  In common with every other 
town and city and village in the Dominion and the 
Empire, Edmonton will observe the day of Edward’s 
funeral as a day of mourning and all business will 
be suspended while loyal Edmonton mourns the 
loss of the great ruler who’s untimely, death the 
whole Empire laments. The service was held in 
our armories. There was a parade with over 4,700 
taking part in the march. The population all came 
out to see the bands and parade march past. 

Fox, F. G.:  I well Remember the words 

101 EDMONTON FUSILIERS

Adams,William Holloway
KIA France 1918-04-17
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describing Edward’s reign – By Dr. Tory said on May 
20, 1910. “When Edward the Seventh ascended 
the throne of his ancestors there were many who 
predicted that the decline of the British Empire had 
begun. The glories of the Victorian era had dazzled 
the eyes of the world and it was thought that the 
prestige of the empire had reached its zenith. We 
were just emerging from a cruel colonial war in 
South Africa, which had tested the resources of 
the empire and the fidelity of its citizens. Some of 
the nations of Europe were anxious to find a cause 
for forming a league against us, believing that the 
time was ripe to deal us a deadly blow. What a 
change has been wrought! In the nine short years 
of his reign not only has British power and prestige 
increased beyond that of any former period in our 
history, but there never was a time when the empire 
was so trusted by the nations of the earth as today.
These changes were brought about to a large extent 
by the personal efforts of Edward VII. He had not 
been long upon the throne when men recognized in 
him a force for peace and goodwill. He set himself 
to show the world the true attitude of the British 
people.

He was the Pacemaker.
Adams, W. H.: God save the King – A toast. 

Fox, F. G.: The regiment did the first camp at 
Cooking Lake starting 1 Aug 1910 for a 4-day camp. 
It was a blast but there were other camps that 

summer as well, but not everyone could get a week 
or more off work. The problem of being a citizen 
soldier.
Adams, W. H.: We learned a lot on how to put together 
a camp under our own resources. The right  supplies, 
equipment and munitions when exact attendance 
could not be gauged. But we got it right and had a lot 
of fun. I recall most about the camp of the stories of 
the operation in the South African war in which some 
of the officers and senior N.C.O.’s had taken part in.

Fox, F. G.:  On with the training for the year. 
Adams, W. H.: To me though the high light of 

the year was the Sham Battle we conducted in the 
river valley on the Thanksgiving weekend. Everyone 
got involved. All of the active militia, but also the 
veterans drew uniforms, and rifles for the day, and 
even the Cadets joined in. I still laugh at the Scottish 
farmer who though we would shoot his cows with 
our blank ammunition.

Fox, F. G.:  It is fun to recall where we came 
from but so much work to get the battalion up to 
strength and trained for future training.

You may request a printout from the Museum 
which covers the period which included many 
articles from the newspapers of the year. This would 
be an excellent resource for those writing papers 
for educational purposes.

Ted Howard CD, ESM (Corr.) 

Fox, Fred George
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The 101st Fusiliers

There is no sound of the booming guns,

To startle the peaceful air,

But we do by the maxim our fathers formed,

 “In the midst of peace prepare.”

For we are sprung of an old land

And our own war lords have wisely planned,

 When they gave us the Hundred and First.

Our sires of old they were island bore.

 And held from the world aloof.

they were all to the hardness of war inured.

 And of that they gave good proof.

And we are trained to the arts of peace.

 And not as our fathers erst

Yet the breed of the bulldogs shall not cease.

 While we hold to the Hundred and First

Our fathers clung to a rock-girt isle,

 But they reached their hands for more.

When the Lion growled on the white chalk cliffs

 There was never a death of war.

They Trained good men for the land and sea.

 Or ever the war-cloud burst.

And blood was no better, now hears more free.

 Then here in the Hundred and First.

We have spread in the lands our fathers won.

 We have welcomed the stranger in.

To share in our freedom of laws and thought.

 And be to ourselves akin

But we have not forgot that freedom costs.

 In blood martyrs immersed.

And the sense of true honor shall never be lost.

 To the men of the Hundred and First.

We reach our hands for a generous clasp.

To men of an alien birth

Men of a swart of sallow skin.

 From the utmost parts of Earth.

And we only ask that they heed the laws.

 And they do not need them rehearsed.

For we’ve men to back up our country’s cause.

Like those of the Hundred and First.

The old red hunting is out in the breeze.

 The men are out on the plain.

It is well to prepare in means of peace.

 Ad tis for ourselves we train.

Lads be true to your own true selves.

 And you never will be reversed.

To God, and your Liege, and the land we love.

 And the O.C. Hundred and First

Gaily the bugles are blowing now.

 But not for the fields of war.

Still, we have not forgot what our fathers taught.

Tho’ the world is teaching us more: 

 And if ever a sullen foe appears

 To try what they’ve seldom durst. 

It may meet with the Edmonton Fusiliers - 

 The gallant Hundred and First

 - Robert T. Anderson

Edmonton, April 15th, 1909
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U.S. Army Fliers Leave Prince George for 
Yukon; In Edmonton 40 Hours

Squadron is Pick of American Fighting Air Fleet

3,000 GREET PLANES

Mass Flight Through Mountains Made in Under 3 
Hours. Ten great bombing aeroplanes rose from 
Edmonton airport at 8:55 a.m. Monday, the roar of 
their 20 engines setting the ground a-quiver.

They circled the field once, and in farewell salute 
dipped their wings bearing the insignia of the 
United States Army Air Corps.

Then they headed westward, and the 40-hour 
Edmonton visit of the United States Army Alaskan 
flight was ended.

The aeroplanes set their noses for Prince George, 
B. C., 450 miles away through the mountains, and 
faded from sight.

Two hours and 55 minutes later the squadron 
landed at Prince George, having made phenomenal 
speed over the 450-mile route through the 
Athabasca and Yellowhead passes of the Rockies. 
Weather along the route was described as 
excellent. The fleet passed over Jasper at 10:23 
a.m.

The fliers were guests of Prince George board of 
trade at lunch and at 2:00 p.m., lifted their big 
ships from the narrow airport and headed them 
for White Horse, Yukon. Weather is reported good 
along this 825-mile route also, and it is expected 
that the squadron will follow the Yukon Telegraph 
trail north of Hazleton, B.C. The flight from White 
Horse to Fairbanks, Alaska, is scheduled for 
Tuesday morning.

In Edmonton early morning fog threatened for a 

time to postpone the take-off for several hours past 
the scheduled time of 8:30 a.m.    As the fog lifted, 
the starboard engine on the lead aeroplane faltered 
in its warming-up process and engineers were sent 
to work on it as its skipper. Lieut. Col. Henry H. 
Arnold, commander of the squadron, stood by.

 The take-off was as perfect as was the landing on 
Saturday. First to roar down the field in single file 
was number one flight, comprising Col. Arnold’s 
machine and three others. They took the air and 
swung around, and as they cleared the airport 
boundary flight number two rushed down the 
runway, rose and followed. Flight number three 
ate up their wake a minute later. Flight by flight the 
whole squadron circled the field, then the city. Col. 
Arnold’s machine came back alone to dip its wings 
in salute, and the whole squadron turned into the 
west.

Although the machines are capable of maintaining 
an altitude of 21,000 feet. Col. Arnold elected 
to follow the treacherous mountain pass route 
through, the mountains to Prince George rather 
than climb to the necessary 15,000 feet and fly 
over the peaks direct to the goal.

The high-altitude direct flight would be shorter by 
100 miles, but poor visibility during the morning 
caused the decision to follow the pass.

 This route follows flat country to Edson and 
rolling country to Obed. then over the summit 
and into the Athabasca valley, leading up the river 
course to Jasper.

Down Valley of Fraser

At Jasper the route branches off the right into the 
Yellowhead Pass over the summit, under the lea 
of great Mount Robson which towers to 13,000 
feet, and down the valley of the Fraser River, which 
varies from a quarter mile to four miles in width as 
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it nears Prince George.

In taking off, Col. Arnold said that the squadron 
expected to reach Prince George by 11:30 a.m., 
stop there for lunch, and then take off again for 
an afternoon flight of more than 700 air miles to 
White Horse, Yukon territory, to rest during the 
night.

At the take-off from Edmonton, several officers 
of the Edmonton garrison, a few commercial and 
aero club fliers, a handful of policemen on guard 
duty. United States Consul H. M. Collins, and a few 
hundred citizens were on hand to wave farewells 
to the American fliers and cheer them on their way.

Ships Refueled

The fliers were at the field at 7:30 a.m. to inspect 
their machines, make last-minute adjustments and 
check the gasoline and oil supplies

During Sunday 2,342 gallons of gasoline and 52 
gallons of oil had been placed in fuel tanks and 
reserve tanks aboard the big ships by the Imperial 
Oil company, by Fred J. Norris, manager of the 
Imperial Oil company branch here.

 Just before the takeoff it was discovered that the 
carburetor needle valve on the right engine of 
Col. Arnold’s ship had in some manner become 
reversed, throwing practically all the load on one 
motor.

The discovery was made by a noncommissioned 
officer after the motors failed to warm up properly.

“I don’t know how in the world I ever got off from 
the field at Dayton or Winnipeg.” Col. Arnold said 
with a broad grin. “It must have been like that 
during the whole trip.”

Preparation Move

The squadron, made up of machines and men 
selected from Army Air Corps fields in all part of 
the United States, is en route to Fairbanks, Alaska, 
from Washington to undertake an aerial survey of 
the territory with a new to establishing a land base 
which American military strategists have declared 
necessary in the event of future warfare on the 
Pacific.

The army air squadron is expected to rendezvous 
in Alaska with the United States Navy Air Corps 
squadron which is now on its way up the Pacific 
coast from Seattle.

On its return flight to Washington, the Army 
squadron expects to hop from Juneau, Alaska, 
down the coast to Seattle non-stop, without 
touching Canadian territory.

When the 10 big army bombers arrived in 
Edmonton from Regina Saturday, 3,000 men, 
women and children were at the airport to greet 
them, thousands more were crowded at vantage 
points in the city’s streets, and hundreds clustered 
roofs, while 10,000 persons at the exhibition were 
given the first close view as the squadron flew low 
over Exhibition Park on the way to the airport.

From the airport, the planes were first lighted at 
4:25 p.m. as a single speck in the southeastern say. 
A minute later that single speck had disintegrated 
into 10, and the 10 specks developed rapidly into 
dots, squares, and then into glistening wings and 
fuselages. At 4:35 the 10 planes, flying in three 
cone-shaped flights of three machines each with 
the tenth bringing up the rear alone, crossed the 
airport boundary at a 400-foot altitude, swung 
briefly to northward and into single file, and then 
spiraled downward to the left.

As they spiraled, they released their retractable 
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landing gear ready to touch the airport, as they 
drew closet a firetruck down on the ground moved 
into strategic position to be ready for action in case 
there should be a crash.

At an altitude of 40 feet, they filed eastward down 
the field, circled at the far boundary again and 
came in toward the club house, settling to earth 
one by one and taxiing up beside the hangars in 
line abreast they drew up, facing the road at the 
western end of the field.

Great Reception

A mighty cheer went up from the crowd as the 
engines were shut off and another roared forth as 
Col. Arnold, office, commanding, climbed out of the 
first machine and was followed by his officers and 
men.

The crowd lining the field started to break in 
a dash for the machines as they landed but a 
mounted force of 10 Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police galloped along the edge of the runway and 
headed off the throng of spectators, turning it 
back to safety. City police, commanded by Chief 
Constable Shute personally, maintained the lines 
where the machines came to rest.

Ten minutes before the aeroplanes were sighted 
a Moth machine belonging to the Edmonton and 
Northern Alberta Aero club, piloted by F. V. Burton, 
club engineer, took to the air and flew out to head 
the visiting squadron to the airport. Helmuth 
Goertz, Journal photographer, was in the machine 
with Burton.

Once Burton sighted the incoming flight, he turned 
back toward the airport and took his machine up a 
few hundred feet to a position above the arriving 
bombers. He returned to the ground after leading 
them in “S” turns over the airport.

First to greet Col. Arnold as he stepped front his 

lead aeroplane was United States Consul Collins, 
who introduced the commanding officer to Mayor 
Knott and other civic and military officials who 
comprised the reception committee.

Ald. Margaret Crang and Ald. Rice Sheppard 
represented the council.

Military authorities were represented by Col. H. 
Watson, V.D., commanding the Edmonton garrison. 
Col. A. W. Bannard, M.M. commanding the 29th 
infantry brigade, Lieut. Col. W. L. Oliver, M.C., 
commanding the 19th Alberta Dragoons.

Lieut.-Col. E. Brown, M.M., commanding the 
Edmonton Fusiliers: Lieut.-Col. L. C. Harris, V.D., 
commanding the Edmonton Regiment (49th 
battalion).

 Lieut Col. H. C. L. Gillman, V.D., president of the 
garrison officers’ mess; Lieut. Col. A. E. Ladler, 
V.D., president of the Edmonton Military Institute. 
Among the other military officers present were 
Capt. W. B. Shaw and Lieut. J. Doucette.

Representing the Edmonton and Northern Alberta 
Aero club were President Frank E. Brown and 
members of the executive.

Down to Business

 After the handshaking’s, Col. Arnold, looking 
the picture of military smartness and flashing his 
genial smile asked about the radio broadcast that 
had been arranged.

Where is the microphone? Let’s attend to this 
first,” he said.

Guided by G. R. A. Rice, manager of C.J.C.A. the 
Journal’s radio station, the party pushed through 
the crowd to the microphone placed on the field 
near Col. Arnold’s machine.

Mayor Knot: introduced the American 
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commandant to the radio audience.

“It gives me a great deal of pleasure to welcome 
Col. Arnold and the Alaskan flight to Edmonton.” 
said the mayor. “We have looked forward to this visit 
to our city with a great deal of interest, occupying 
as we do an important point on the air route of 
this country. We hope that the visit here will be 
enjoyable, and we extend our best wishes for the 
success of the flight.”

Col. Arnold, speaking with characteristic military 
brevity and clarity, said:

 “I wish to thank you on behalf of the United 
States government and army for this welcome and 
bring you the best wishes of the secretary of war.”

With greetings over, the officers were taken 
to waiting automobiles provided by officers of 
Edmonton military institute and driven to the 
Macdonald.

Police on Hand

Long before the machines arrived there was a 
stream of motor cars heading along portage Ave. 
and coming from side streets, all bound for the 
airport to see the visitor’s land.

Police were on hand early to see that orderly 
parking was carried out, so that dangers of a 
traffic jam would be avoided. By 4:00 p.m. 700 
cars had been parked at the airport and thousands 
of people had gathered in the infield and around 
Edmonton flight, about 475 miles, in two hours 
and 35 minutes, making well over 200 miles an 
hour at times as they were pushed along by strong 
tailwinds.

The trip was “bumpy” in places, the fliers said, 
as the squadron ran into patches of threatening 
weather, and through areas where the blue sky was 
dotted by clouds, causing vertical air currents.

For most of the visiting airmen it was the first trip 
across the prairies, and they described the country 
as “intensely interesting.”

The squadron had flown from Winnipeg to Regina 
Saturday morning, making that trip in one hour 
and 45 minutes, and stopped in the Saskatchewan 
capital for lunch.

Premier John Bracken of Manitoba was a passenger 
on the Winnipeg-Regina hop, making the trip on 
the invitation of Col. Arnold after arrangements 
with the war department in Washington.

At the Winnipeg take-off, one of the ships failed 
to rise with the rest but followed the others into 
Regina by one hour, after repairs had been made.

The squadron had arrived in Winnipeg Friday noon 
from Minneapolis. It left Washington Thursday.

Reception at Armories

 First large reception in Edmonton for the visiting 
fliers was that held at the Prince of Wales armories.    
Saturday evening, when they were supper guests 
of the Edmonton Garrison officers mess.

 A round of courtesy calls was on the program for 
Sunday.

  At 10:00 a.m., Col. Arnold, accompanied by Major 
Hugh J. Knerr, executive officer, Major Ralph Royce, 
operations officer, Capt. Ray A. Dunn, adjutant, and 
American Consul Collins, called upon Hon. W. L. 
Walsh, lieutenant-governor, at Government House.

The party proceeded to the parliament buildings 
at 10:30 a.m., where a call was made upon Premier 
Reid at his office.

 Next there was a call upon Mayor Knott by all the 
officers at 11:30 a.m., followed by a courtesy call 
upon Col. Watson, commander of the garrison at 
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his residence on 127 St.

Meets Countryman

 Sunday afternoon all the visiting airmen and 
all the officers of the Edmonton garrison were 
guests of Mr. Collins, C. D. Jacox and Julian Garrett, 
all Americans and leaders in Edmonton life, 
at a reception given in the flier’s honor at the 
Edmonton club. Mayor Knott, also attending, 
proposed the toast to the American airmen and the 
reply was made by Col. Arnold.

Later the fliers were guests of Mayor Knott at a 
private reception at the MacDonald hotel and in 
the evening, they were dinner guests of Mr. Jacox at 
his home on 112 St. 

Of the 14 officers in the Alaska flight’s 
complement, two saw lengthy service during the 
war with the Royal Air Force and the Royal Flying 
Corps in England and at the front.

Major M. C. Grow, flight surgeon, enlisted at 
Toronto and was sent to England early in the war. 
He saw service on the Russian front and was a 
surgeon in the Hussar hospital at Czarsky Celo. He 
was transferred to the American forces in April 
1918.

Lieut. John S. Griffith, assistant operations officer 
with the flight, also joined the British colors in 
Canada and was sent to England to join the flying 
forces there. He also got a transfer to the American 
forces after the United States entered the war.

 Other officers of Col. Arnold’s squadron, with 
Major Knerr, Major Royce and Captain Dunn, 
Capt. H. M. McClelland, Capt. W. T. Larson, Capt. J. 
D. Corkill, Lieut. Hez McClellan, Lieut. Lawrence, 
J. Carr, Lieut. Charles H. Howard, Lieut. Ralph A. 
Snavely and Second Lieut. Leonard F. Harman. 
Sixteen noncommissioned officers complete the 
complement, allowing three men to each machine.

Machines Inspected

A11 day Sunday crowds thronged around the 
big bombers at Edmonton airport while flight 
engineers inspected and reconditioned the 
machines for Mondays intended treacherous flight 
through the Rockies to Prince George.

Lined across the field to the north of the airport 
offices, the big trim all-metal ships were objects of 
wonderment to Edmontonians.

  The machines, all exactly the same, are considered 
the latest in military bombing construction. They 
are of a semi-low wing type and are constructed 
entirely of aluminum alloy.

Each has a gross weight, including 2,260 pounds of 
bombs and a full wartime crew of four, of 12,850 
pounds.

Double Motored

Each is powered by two Wright Cyclone motors of 
675-h.p. each. Once in the air one of these motors 
will fly the machine, although both are needed to 
take off with a full load.

 The wingspan is 70 feet, six inches, and the 
maximum speed is 210 m.p.h., with a cruising 
speed of 175 m.p.h.

There are three blades to each of the two 
aluminum propellers and the latest self-starting 
equipment is installed.

 Each machine is equipped with two-way wireless 
telephone apparatus and four of the ships have 
long range sets of a normal range of 500 miles.

The gas tanks are located in the wing and 452 
gallons. United States measure, can be carried, 
giving a cruising range of 1,000 miles under 
normal weather conditions.
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 In battle trim, a machine gun is mounted on a port 
at the nose of the ship. The pilot sits in an open 
cockpit amidships. Beneath him. in the enclosed 
metal cabin are sleeping quarters for the crew, four 
bunks, and a separate compartment for the radio 
operator. Beneath this section is the compartment 
in which the bombs are stored.

Retractable Gear

The bombs are released through a clam-shaped 
door on the bottom of the ship, operated by a lever.

A feature new to the heavy type of bomber is the 
retractable landing gear. The wheels are folded up 
when the machines are in the air, and this gives 
an additional 40 m.p.h. speed, due to the wind 
resistance on the gear being eliminated.

The maximum altitude of which the machines are 
capable is 21,000 feet. For such heavy machines, 
their climbing speed is extremely fast: 1,200 feet 
per minute.

Officers Entertained

Col. Arnold and his 13 officers were the guests of 
honor at the supper tendered by the Edmonton 
Garrison offices mess at the Prince of Wales 
armories Saturday night. Col. Gillman presided, 
and including the visiting airmen there were 110 
men present.

His Honor W. L. Walsh, lieutenant-governor of 
Alberta, and Mayor Knotz arrived after the supper 
to be present for the toasts. They had attended the 
dinner of the Edmonton Fusiliers earlier.

Major-General the Hon. W. A. Griesbach, C.B., 
C.M.G., D.S.O., V.D., K.C., proposed the toast to the 
United States Army fliers.

“You men.” General Griesbach told the guests, “Are 
flying over our country in a matter of minutes what 
it took our immediate ancestors a matter of weeks 

to cover. We wish you the best of luck, and we 
congratulate you.”

He jibed the Americans laughingly on several 
points.

“You are flying to Alaska.” he smiled, “which 
should be Canadian territory, to make a survey of 
Alaska, which I repeat should be our country. And 
you will help to establish there a fighting base in 
contemplation of expected warfare on the Pacific. 
Without endangering my neutrality, I wish to 
say that we hope you use our country then to fly 
over, and that we of Canada may be able to profit 
tremendously.

“We in Canada are in an enviable position 
compared to that great republic to the south 
- which by the way is a beautiful phrase,” he 
offered. “We have none of the evils from which 
that great republic to the south is suffering no 
strikes, no bandit gangs, no drought - or not much 
- and no grasshoppers - except some American 
grasshoppers which are over here visiting us. Of 
course, that great republic to the south has put a 
heavy tariff on our steers, and 45 cents a bushel 
on our wheat, but we still have no problem of 
prosperity.”

Quirk with Comeback

   Col. Arnold made quick rejoinder.“I noticed in 
flying over some of your beautifully-burned fields 
that you have no problem of drought.” he smiled. 
“And I am glad to hear that you have no grasshoppers, 
except the few millions that almost, took the wings 
of my aeroplane today

“I noticed, too, gangs of men at work doing 
things which in the ordinary’ course of events 
would not be done, except that employment must 
be provided. In the United States we call it relief 
work. But I am glad to hear that you have no 
unemployment problem in Canada.”
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 He expressed the pleasure of himself and his men in 
their trip across the prairies, and their appreciation of 
the welcome accorded them.

“We are going to Alaska for a purpose that is 
twofold.” he said “One side of it is that we are 
messengers of goodwill, visiting you in your country 
and expressing the hope that someday soon you win 
visit us in our country. We bring the good wishes of our 
government to your government, and of our people to 
your people.

 “The other side of our purpose is an effort to 
determine the feasibility of taking a tactical Flying unit 
from the United States proper to the territory of Alaska. 
We are going to make an aerial survey, with the idea of 
establishing a base in Alaska for our fighting forces.

 “I am sorry that we will not be passing through 
Edmonton on our way home again. General Griesbach 
makes reference to our passage over your country. On 
the return trip, we intend to jump from Juneau, Alaska, 
on a non-stop Eight to Seattle, and we will not touch 
Canada at all. We all regret that, for since we have been 
in Canada your people have made us feel more at home 
than we feel at home.”

 In presiding. Col. Gillman welcomed the visitors to 
Edmonton and to Canada.

 “The trend toward mechanization has reached 
national defense.” he commented.” and the air services 
are to pla yan increasingly large part in the prevention 
and the conduct of warfare. It may be unpleasant for 
the groundling fighting man to contemplate, and most 
of us may deny it. But here are samples of the men who 
will hive tremendously important parts to play in any 
future warfare.”

   Capt. Maurice Burbidge, as senior officer present 
of the British aerial fighting forces during the war, 
welcomed the Americans on behalf of Edmonton 
veterans of the Royal Air Force, the Royal Flying Corps 
and the Royal Naval Air Corps.

Re-Publishing of 49er 
Magazine
The 49er magazine is an excellent source for 
information on the unit’s history.

A project has been on going for a few years 
now to re-produce the magazine so that it is 
clean text and better photos.

Updated magazines are published in the Loyal 
Edmonton Regiment Association Web site.

In the last year we have upgraded 49er No. 8 to 
No. 29

No. 30 to No. 68 have been upgraded and 
await audit. To be published when ready.

Our Thanks to

Donna Howard – Auditor/Editor

Hans Brink - Proof Reader
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VETERANS FOOD BANK ASSOCIATION
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Edmonton Veterans Food Bank

Edmonton Veterans Food Bank

Edmonton Veterans Food Bank
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Volunteer Rick Gill Front Entrance Edmonton Veterans Food Bank

Front Entrance Edmonton Veterans Food BankFood Hampers ready to shipped out

Volunteers Chris Hunter and Daniel Venick organizing 
shipping of food hampers

Volnteer driver Simeon Parsons waiting to load food 
hampers to deliver
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Volunteer driver Leo Boyd

Volunteer Douglas Peard getting 
food hampers ready

In the spirit Volunteer Michel Lavoie

NOTICE

EDMONTON VETERANS  ASSOCIATION FOOD 
BANK HAS RELOCATED  TO :

18408-111 AVE.
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 Militia needs More Trained Officers

Major-General Baden-Powell Says it is at 
the Top that Canadian Forces need Fixing.

GERMAN’S ARMY MECHANICALLY PERFECT

 British General Says we must Look Out 
for the Teutons, as They are Real Soldiers.

 “What the Canadian Militia needs at present 
time to make it efficient, is not new material. 
because that is excellent, but a new organization, 
and a staff of trained officers at its head.”

 In these words, this morning, Major General Sir 
Robert Baden-Powell, hero of Mafeking and one of 
Britain’s Greatest soldiers, expressed his opinion 
as to the needs of the Canadian Militia, wo recently 
inspected and criticized by General sir John French.

 Major dash general. Bait and ash Powell reached 
the city this morning from the South and is 
a guest. At the Alberta Hotel. He is traveling. 
Unostentatiously dressed in ordinary blue Serge. 
With no mark or rank. Or wearing anything that 
would distinguish him as one of the most famous 
soldiers. Britain has ever turned out. Well-built 
athletic looking. Slightly over medium height., Sir 
Baden Powell, is a fine specimen of middle-aged 
manhood. He is accompanied by his secretary. N. 
Van Raalte and his chief staff officer, Captain Irving.

 Sir Baden Powell entire trip. Through Canada is 
being devoted to the interests of the Boy Scouts 
organization. Which organization he founded 
and eventually retired from the British Army to 
devote his life to its development all over the 
Empire. The Major General has just come from 
Victoria and Vancouver where he inspected the 

large force of Boy Scouts already formed there and 
delivered lectures on the work of the organization.

morning, the Major General talked at length on the 
movement of which he is head. “The great object of the 
Boy Scouts movement is to develop individualism in 
the youths of the country. To teach them to use their 
own judgment and to do everything for themselves. 
The organization is entirely separate from any 
military organization, and it does not pretend to 
give the boys military training alone. In fact, it is 
rather the object of the movement to keep out 
militarism. In military training. The soldier is taught 
to be part of 1 great machine. And he is trained to 
act mechanically. Without recourse to his own wits.

 In the following. Out of this objective of devoting the 
individualism of the boys, another object is attained. 
The best and brightest site of a youth is developed. 
He is taught to do things for the public good. And 
in that way, he foundation for good citizenship is 
established. In Britain we have 200,000 members 
of the organization. In many places, the boys have 
formed Fire Brigades and lifesaving corps. And are 
doing good work. They have been 150 cases of light 
saving for by the boys, and in every case where the 
boys risked their own lives, they are given Metals.

 Add Vancouver. Where there is a large corpse. Life 
Saving Corps have been organized and the boys 
had even formed a fire ranging corps. There have 
been two cases in British Columbia where the boys 
have assisted to stop Forest fires and they have 
received the public thanks of the municipalities.

There are also Naval Training Corps being 
established. Two men in Vancouver have 
already promised to build a training ship for 
the training of the boys in the Naval Service.

Sir Robert is very enthusiastic over the movement 
and is delighted to see that it is gaining a 

Baden Powell
              by Ted Howard
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strength in Canada. He was glad to hear that 
Edmonton had formed a corps of boy Scouts 
And stated that Calgary also had a large corps.

Lookout for Germany.

We must lookout for Germany, Sir Robert. When asked 
regarding the war scare in England, the Major General. 
Evidently believes that the scare is not all false alarm.

 The German army, although only mechanical 
machine, is a very perfect machine. And 
that with the strengthening of her Navy, 
Germany is becoming a very strong nation. 
And we in England must keep our eyes on her.

Sir Robert hopes to see the new naval policy in 
Canada worked out to completion. He believes 
that the establishment of a Navy by Canada 
is a good thing, and he hopes that someday 
some of his Boy Scouts in Canada will be 
trained in the new Canadian Naval Service.

 This evening’s Sir Robert will inspect the Boy 
Scouts in Edmonton and the Cadet Corps as well 
and will deliver an address to them tomorrow. He 
will attend the opening luncheon  of the directors 
of the Exhibition Association on the Grounds 
and on Wednesday morning will leave again 
for Calgary, from where he will continue east.

 Edmonton Journal 1910-08-21 Page 1

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          City of St Albert celebrates
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Regimental  Directory

Public Relations

C.J. Chodan and Assoicates Ltd.
Phone: 780-700-3596

Email: cchodan@telus.net

Residential and Commercial Security

Capitol Security 
Website: capitolsecurity.ca
Email:  info@capitolsecurity.ca
Phone: 888-291-0020

Safety and Rescue

Arctic Rescue 
Website: www.arcticrescue.ca
Phone: 1-855-777-3568

Jennifer Gilson

Jen Den Quilts

Facebook: Jen Den Quilts

Email: quilts@jeneric.ca

Cell: (780) 919-8096

Address: 48 24119 Township Road 554

Sturgeon County, AB  T8T 1X7
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RSM J. Turgeon

RSM R. PratleyRSM F. Marshall

RSM A. Oldham

RSM C. MacDonald

RSM A. Francis

RSM Douglas

 RSM L. Monson

RSM R. Bowen

RSM D. Miller

49th Battalion’s RSMs

 Compiled By: Capt (Ret’d) Jack Bowen
President’s Note: Rearrange the RSMs in chronological order (and include the names) to win a $100 gift certificate to 
the Kit Shop. Please send your entry to president@49ler.com. The first correct entry will receive the gift certificate. 
This contest is open to all members of the regimental family and will close on July 31, 2022.
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RSM A. RobinsonRSM A. Sachse

RSM H. Hobbs

RSM N. Arnold

RSM W. McVee

RSM A. Hobbins

RSM C. Laubman

RSM O. Muckleston

RSM  I. Bernie
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CWO M. Denney
RSM

 RSM D. Shaw RSM G. Jones

RSM B. Wall

RSM W. Pruess RSM C. AtkinRSM J. BowenRSM W. Johnston

RSM B. Read RSM G. Descoteaux RSM K. MundorfRSM K. Jacquard

RSM M. Bludd

RSM B. Deegan

RSM J. Reinelt

RSM L. Grimes

RSM N. Walsh

RSM R. Williams
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MGen(Retd) Satbin Singh, SM

In all military funerals The Last Post is played;

We have all heard the haunting song, ‘The Last 
Post.’

It’s the song that gives us the lump in our throats 
and usually tears in our eyes.

But, do you know the story behind the song?

If not, I think you will be interested to find out about 
its humble beginnings.

Reportedly, it all began in 1862 during the 
American Civil War, when Union Army Captain 
Robert Ellicombe was with his men near Harrison’s 
Landing in Virginia .. The Confederate Army was on 
the other side of the narrow strip of land.

During the night, Captain Ellicombe heard the 
moans of a soldier who lay severely wounded on the 
field. Not knowing if it was a Union or Confederate 
soldier, the Captain decided to risk his life and 
bring the stricken man back for medical attention. 
Crawling on his stomach through the gunfire, the 
Captain reached the stricken soldier and began 
pulling him toward his encampment.

When the Captain finally reached his own lines, he 
discovered it was actually a Confederate soldier, but 
the soldier was dead..

The Captain lit a lantern and suddenly caught his 
breath and went numb with shock. In the dim light, 
he saw the face of the soldier. It was his own son. 
The boy had been studying music in the South when 
the war broke out. Without telling his father, the boy 
enlisted in the Confederate Army.

The following morning, heartbroken, the father 
asked permission of his superiors to give his son 
a full military burial, despite his enemy status. His 

request was only partially granted.

The Captain had asked if he could have a group of 
Army band members play a funeral dirge for his son 
at the funeral.

The request was turned down since the soldier was 
a Confederate.

But, out of respect for the father, they did say they 
could give him only one musician.

The Captain chose a bugler. He asked the bugler 
to play a series of musical notes he had found on 
a piece of paper in the pocket of the dead youth’s 
uniform.

This wish was granted.

The haunting melody, we now know as ‘The Last 
Post’ used at military funerals was born.

The words are:

the last post story

Day is done. 

Gone the sun.. 

From the lakes 

From the hills. 

From the sky. 

All is well. 

Safely rest. 

God is nigh.

Fading light. 

Dims the sight. 

And a star. 

Gems the sky. 

Gleaming bright. 

From afar.. 

Drawing nigh. 

Falls the night..

Thanks and praise. 

For our days. 

Neath the sun 

Neath the stars. 

Neath the sky 

As we go. 

This we know. 

God is nigh
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PRESIDENT’S WANDERING

President jack Bowen delivering food hamper to a veteran 
from the Veterans Food Bank Association

President Jack Bowen volunteering for the 
Salvation Army Kettle in St Albert

Afghanistan Memorial Victoria, BC L/R CWO(Ret’d) Gord Descoteaux, President Jack Bowen 
and  CWO (Ret’d) Mike Bludd attending PPCLI Association 
Christmas Dinner
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President Herb Kenny, PPCLI Association Edmonton Branch and President 
Jack Bowen, 49th Battalion, The Loyal Edmoton Regiment Association 
attending The PPCLI Association Christmas Dinner

L/R Dick Greuter, President Jack Bowen, Fred Goldring, Bob Hidson, Kim Whitaker, Gord Descouteux, Rick 
Dumas, Mike Bludd, All a long History with the Eddies.

The above plaque dedicated to Cyrus Wesley Peck, VC, DSO & Bar is 
found on a building in Sidney , British Columbia.
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REMEMBRANCE

“Fortyniner”, No. 21, July 1935, page 38.

There’s a beautiful mound, with maples around,
And ‘tis wreathed with the flowers of home;

It stretches so far, from the sea to the Sarr
In a land far away o’er the foam.

‘Tis our holiest shrine, that meandering line,
And we bow with the reverence we owe

To each cross on its crest where our truest and best
Gave their lives for their faith long ago.

‘Tis a bit of our heart, in a realm far apart,
And in homage we kneel on that sod.
To those heroes who fell for this land 

where we dwell,
And the altars we raise to our God.

      W.C. Skinner
                                                49th Battalion “Poet Laureate”

‘A Field of Poppies,’ photograph taken by Association President, Capt (Ret’d) Jack Bowen while in Italy.
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Last Post

Private William Blaylock, Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment. Born on 24 September 1905 in Hayton, 
Cumberland, England and KIA 22 July 1943.

William Blaylock’s age on his headstone is 18 
which isn’t correct and should be 38. William died 
during the advance towards Leonforte where he 
was initially buried. 

William came to Canada in February 1924 and 
lived with his uncle in Vancouver. He enlisted on 
the 13th of October 1942 in Vancouver. His parents 
had already been deceased and his four sisters 
lived in England.

Agira Canadian War Cemetery

In memory of all ranks of the 49th Battalion and  
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment who gave up their 
lives for Sovereign and Country in the cause of 
Freedom and to commerorate the actions fought by 
the Regiment.

Act of Remembrance

They shall not grow old

As we are left grow old

Age shall not weary them

Nor the years condem

At the going down of the sun

and in the morning

WE WILL REMEMBER THEM.
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LCdr Daniel Kim

September 15, 1976 - October 21, 2020

Daniel Kim, died at the age of 44 on the 21st 
of October, 2020. He will always be lovingly 
remembered by his wife, In-Sun, Mother, Yang-
Ja, Father Jun-Ki, brothers Henry (Jongsun) and 
Edward, cousins, niece and nephews, friends and 
colleagues.

Daniel was born on September 15, 1976 in 
Edmonton, Alberta. He was known to his family 
and friends to be generous, courageous and loyal. 
He used these traits serving the Armed Forces, first 
as a reserve infantryman in The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment, 4th Battalion PPCLI in 1994 and then 
joined the Royal Canadian Navy as a Naval Combat 
Systems Engineering Officer in 2004.

Lieutenant-Commander Daniel Kim’s deployments 
include Operation Altair with HMCS Calgary in 
2008, a tour in Afghanistan in 2009-2010, sailing in 
HMCS Ottawa and another deployment with HMCS 
Calgary in 2015. He was a highly decorated officer. 
His awards include the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee 
Medal and a Command Commendation for his 
efforts as HMCS Calgary’s Boarding Party Officer, 
among others.

In accordance to COVID 19 guidelines and 
precautions, attendance is limited and all guests pl-

anning to attend must individually register. Please 
click on the “Register” button under the “Service” 
tab above and follow step required to complete 
your registration.

In lieu of flower, cards and letters are welcome.
  follow step required to complete your registration.
In lieu of flower, cards and letters are welcome.

When we were on crse in WW. Dan Kim , Ben Kosman and I 
( Mario Morin) would make the other MCpl from the other 
units laugh by taking an English joke and translating the joke 
into French , German and Korean. Dan always got the biggest 
laughs with his Korean rendition and facial expressions.  
 
In 2001 once again the thee of us Dan Kim, Ben Kosman, and 
I (Mario Morin) went on Small Arms Instructors crse. And 
Dan convinced us to buy these yellow sun glasses that we 
proceeded to call “shooting glasses” which we wore on every 

range which drove the WO and the CSM absolutely crazy.

Here is an anecdote from January, 1997

We were in Wainwright on an exercise involving 
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FightingPatrol in January, 1997.  The weather 
was extreme to say the least.  Heavy snow falling 
and   -51 with the windchill.  The drifts were as 
deep as 4 Feet in places making it difficult to move 
without skis or snowshoes.  Dan was part of the 
recce party and we were trying to move quickly 
to get eyes on the objective but the going was 
arduous.  Infantrymen are always worried about 
their feet in conditions such as these and Dan had 
a bright idea of how to keep his warm and dry – he 
was wearing electric socks.   Most of the troops 
were complaining about their frozen toes while 
wearing snow shoes but not Dan.  His were toasty 
warm due to the electric socks and he’d say to 
the other guys, “I got electric socks! I got electric 
socks!  What’s it like to want?  Ha Ha!”  He made us 
all laugh and everyone was jealous of those socks!  
Eventually Dan’s feet over heated miles away from 
the objective and the sweat shorted out the socks.   
Due to the extreme cold, his sweat soaked socks 
quickly froze and Dan went down as a No Duff 
casualty and had to be medi- vac’d out via snow 
machine.   As the Dan was hauled away in a towed 
tobaggon, somebody yelled out, “Hey Dan!  What’s 
it like to want?”
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     Commanding Officerommanding Officer
                        The Loyal Edmonton Regiment                         The Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
                        4                        4thth Battalion, Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry) Battalion, Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry)
                         Brigadier James Curry Jefferson Armoury                         Brigadier James Curry Jefferson Armoury
                         11630 109th Street NW                         11630 109th Street NW
                           Edmonton, Alberta  T5G 3H6                           Edmonton, Alberta  T5G 3H6

5090-1 (Adjt)

     November 2020

Mrs. In-Sun Kim
63D Young Street

 Ottawa, ON
K1S 5T5

Dear Mrs. Kim,

On behalf of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, I wish to extend to you my deepest condolences, over the 
loss of LCdr Daniel Kim. Before his service with the Royal Canadian Navy, Daniel served as a member of 
our regiment. Those who knew him have many fond memories of his time spent as an Eddie. From frozen 
electric socks to yellow lensed “shooting glasses” and jokes translated into Korean, Daniel’s sense of 
humor was always a boost to morale.

Having once been a member of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, Daniel will always remain a part of our 
Regimental Family, and will be remembered as such. His passing has had an effect on all of us who served 
and trained alongside Daniel, whether here in Edmonton, or out in the elements of Wainwright. As I am 
sure you can imagine, those kinds of experiences have a bonding effect and Daniel will not be forgotten.

I also hope that you are holding up well during this difficult time. Family was always an important part 
of Daniel’s life. Please do remain strong and proudly uphold the legacy and memory of Daniel, he will be 
missed.

Yours truly,

C.B. Barr
Lieutenant-Colonel
Commanding Officer
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
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It is with great sadness that we announce the passing 
of Stanley A. Milner on April 21, 2021. Stan was a kind 
and generous man who loved life and the people in it. 
He always had a smile on his face. He leaves behind 
his sister-in-law, three sons, their families, many 
nieces, nephews and their families and countless 
people whose lives he touched throughout the years. 
Stan was born in Calgary and grew up in Turner 
Valley, the youngest of four brothers. He attended 
the University of Alberta where he earned an 
engineering degree while working in the oil and gas 
business. He went on to form Chieftain Development 
in 1964 and Chieftain International in 1988. 
 
Stan enjoyed his time on the Boards of Directors 
of several Canadian and US companies 
including Alberta Energy Company Ltd, 
Banister Continental, Canadian Imperial 
Bank of Commerce, Canadian Pacific Limited, 
Delhi International Oil Corporation, Southern 
Union Company, Supron Energy Corporation, 
Wardair, Inc. and Woodward Stores Limited. 
 
Throughout his life, Stan took a keen interest 
and active part in civic and charitable activities. 
His commitment to the community and strong 
belief in being involved saw him serve as an 
Alderman and on several community boards 
including Edmonton Community Foundation, 
Junior Achievement of Northern Alberta and 
the Edmonton Eskimo Football Club. He was an 
Honorary Colonel (Ret’d) South Alberta Light 
Horse (RCAC), Founder and President of the South 
Alberta Light Horse Regiment Foundation, Founder 
and President of the Rocky Mountain Heritage 
Foundation and Board Chair Emeritus, University 
of Alberta. Stan endowed the Stanley A. Milner 
Chair in Leadership in the Faculty of Business. 
He was a proud supporter of the Salvation Army. 
 
Throughout his career, Stan remained dedicated 
to Edmonton. He was the Chair of the Edmonton 
Public Library Board of Trustees from 1963 

Stanley A. 
Milner 
OC, AOE, MSM, CD, 
BSc, LL.D (Hon) 
 

Timothy Andrew Mann
 4 April 1959-8 March 2021

Tim was a Corporal in the Loyal Edmonton Regiment 
and was a good soldier.
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to 1968 and during that time spearheaded the 
construction of the main library as a project to 
celebrate Canada’s 1967 Centennial. His years of 
work on behalf of the Edmonton Public Library 
were recognized when the downtown Library 
was named in his honour in 1996. In naming the 
building, the Library’s Board of Trustees stated 
it was acknowledging Stan’s years of dedicated 
service to promote libraries and lifelong learning. 
 
Over the years Stan remained committed to the 
Library. He served as Honorary Chair of the Library’s 
first capital fundraising campaign, “Foundations 
of Learning”. The campaign enabled the building 
of three new libraries in Edmonton. In 1999, Stan 
agreed to chair a campaign to raise funds for 
major interior renovations to the Library named 
in his honour. The renovations to the Children’s 
Library are a result of a generous donation made to 
honour the memory of his daughter Shelley Milner. 

Stan’s interest in the military began with his 
service in the cadet corps, the reserve army and 
the Canadian Officer Training Corp (COTC). His 
belief in the military’s importance led to his 
appointment as Honorary Colonel of the South 
Alberta Light Horse (RCAC) and Honorary Member 
of the Loyal Edmonton Regiment. In 1998, Stan 
was made an Honorary Canadian Peacekeeper. 
Stan received numerous awards and honours 
including the Order of Canada (OC), the Alberta 
Order of Excellence (AOE), Meritorious Service 
Medal (MSM), Canadian Forces Decoration (CD), 
an Honorary Doctor of Laws from the University 
of Alberta (LL.D), 125th Anniversary of the 
Confederation of Canada Medal, the Queen Elizabeth 
II Golden Jubilee Medal, a Canadian Business Leader 
Award from the University of Alberta and the Northern 
Lights Award of Distinction - Edmonton Chamber of 
Commerce. He was inducted into both the Canadian 
Petroleum Hall of Fame and the Business Hall of 
Fame - Junior Achievement of Northern Alberta.

McEwan, Robert

Robert passed away on November 19, 2021 at 
Willow Creek Manor in Swift Current, SK. Robert 
leaves to mourn his passing his children Joyce, 
Jack (Glenna) and Wayne (Colleen); grandchildren 
Daryl, Lee, Shauna, Glen, Deven and Shayla; five 
great grandchildren and one great great grandchild; 
sister Eva; and brother-in-law Bob; and numerous 
nieces and nephews. He is predeceased by his 
wife Edith; brother Lloyd; sister-in-law Jessie; 
sister Edna; son-in-law Don; brother-in-law Herb; 
nephew Jim; and niece Val. He was such a kind and 
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gentle man. He turned 98 on October 4 and was born 
in Govenor, SK. Robert was the oldest of 4 children. In 
1942 Robert was called in to War. He took his basic 
training at Camp Shilo in a Canadian Forces Base in 
Manitoba. At this time he contracted the German 
Measles. His Regiment was called Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment; Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry. 
He was a Corporal in the infantry as a foot soldier in 
Sicily, Africa, England and the Baltic Sea. While he was 
in North Africa in 1943, he contracted Yellow Jaundice. 
While in Sicily, Italy he then contracted Malaria. They 
wanted Robert to be trained for MP and other officer 
ranks; but he didn’t want anything to do with that. All 
he wanted was to serve his country and come home 
to be a farmer. Wow!! I am so in awe of his life!! This 
is what makes us proud to be Canadian; and we will 
never forget what our Veterans did to fight for this 
country!!! Such strong, yet gentle man, that fought 
for our country. Robert did road construction for 
different RM’s including Maidstone and Loon Lake. 
He also had a Corral cleaning business, that took him 
all over Saskatchewan for about 15 years including 
Maidstone, Cadillac, Neville, Vanguard, Rosetown 
and Pense and retired in Swift Current. As most 
men do; they try to find a partner; and Robert met 
the love of his life; Edith at a dance in Loon Lake 
(where Robert was working at a Lumber mill). 
They married on August 20th, 1942. They then over 
the years had 3 children; 6 grandchildren, 5 great 
grandchildren and one great great grandchild. 
Edith passed away in 2005. Robert has led a very 
interesting and fulfilling life; he has put his mark on 
so many hearts over the years. He enjoyed Fishing, 
spending time at the cabin in Loon Lake, fishing up 
North, and visiting with friends and family. He was 
such a true man and gentleman. A very big Salute 
to our Veterans everywhere and to Robert McEwen 
for fighting and making our country what it is 
today! Donations in Roberts memory may be made 
to Willow Creek Manor - Memorial Donation 700 
Aberdeen Street East Swift Current, SK S9H 3E3 or to 
Stars Ambulance 2640 Airport Road Regina, SK S4W 
1A3. Arrangements entrusted to Warren’s Funeral 

Home. For further information please call 1-306-
773-8831 or 1-800-267-6606, or visit our website 
at www.warrensfuneralhome.com and express your 
sympathy to family members on the tribute wall.

To send flowers to the family or plant a tree in memory 
of Robert McEwen, please visit our floral store.

Alexander Donald McKay 

April 18, 1925 – Moosejaw, Saskatchewan

March 21, 2022 – Calgary, Alberta 

 Alexander “Don” McKay, beloved husband of the 
late Louise McKay (nee Ouellet), of Calgary, passed 
away on Monday, March 21, 2022, at the age of 96 
years. 

 Don was raised and educated in Saskatchewan 
and British Columbia; in 1952, he married Louise 
Ouellet of Quebec in Hanover, Germany, with 
whom he shared fifty-six wonderful years until 
her passing in 2008. Combat service in WWII and 
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Korea placed him in “The Greatest Generation”, a 
distinction which he believed better described his 
fathers’ 1914-18 “Band of Brothers”. Post-war, Don 
pursued a career in the international field and with 
Louise, travelled widely and lived and worked in 
many locations in Canada and abroad. They shared 
a love of family, friends, entertaining, hiking, skiing, 
canoeing, and exploring the world. 

 Don was predeceased by his beloved wife Louise, 
daughter Heather (Tom Henderson of Mallorytown, 
ON); and survived by his son Gordon (Cheryl) of 
Calgary, as well as his cherished grandchildren, 
Reid of Toronto, Lauren of Squamish, and Scott of 
Calgary. 

 Pursuant to Don’s wishes, recognition of his life will 
be celebrated privately with family and friends

Ken Dilley
1920-  22 September 2021

Ken passed away  just before his 101st birthday. 
Ken was a volunteer for many years  with The 
LEDMNR museum. Ken’s father Frderick George 
Dilley enlsied as a provate with the 66th battalion 
in 1915 and transferred to the 49th Bn where 
he was wounded at the Battle of the Somme in 
September 1916

McGarvey, Donald John  
1936 - 2022  
On May 7, 2022, Donald John McGarvey of 
Edmonton passed away at the age of 86 years. 
He is survived by his loving wife and best friend, 
Anne, to whom he was married for over 60 years; 
one son, Don (Lynn) McGarvey of Edmonton; 
one daughter, Jill McGarvey of Edmonton; one 
granddaughter, Dr. Tess (Brandon) McGarvey of 
Calgary; and one grandson, Matthew McGarvey of 
Edmonton.  
Don, together with his wife, Anne, daughter Jill, 
and his parents Don and Kay McGarvey, owned and 
operated Foster & McGarvey Funeral Directors for 
52 years. Over that time, Don served thousands 
of families, often generation after generation, in 
their time of grief. He did so proudly and with 
dignity, something that is often commented on to 
this day by members of the families who he served. 
Don’s own family is extremely proud of the tireless 
dedication he demonstrated to those he helped in 
their time of need.  
Don was very well read and enjoyed consuming 
information on a vast array of topics which allowed 
him to carry on a knowledgeable conversation 
with anyone he encountered. He also loved to 
spend time in the outdoors, especially hiking and 
fishing, which was how holidays were spent when 
Don and Anne were raising their young family. 
Many cherished memories were made during 
those times.  
Don was a past Director of the Canadian Forces 
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He went into the army when he was just short of 
18 years. Maurice served in The Loyal Edmonton 
Regiment and the First Special Service Force during 
the Second World War.

Maurice is survived by his wife Elsie Irene Gueffroy 
who he married on January 31, 1950. He is pre-
deceased by his two sons, Douglas. M. White and Bruce. 
E. White.                            

Maurice will be remembered by his remaining siblings; 
brother Morley White and three sisters, Helen Smith, 
Myrna White and Vivian Diane Harrison. Sadly Pre-
deceased by Hazel Payne, Oscar(Alex)White, Alberta 
Hafner, Lillian Foss, Norman White, Westley White, 
Edna(Jill) Horsleben, & Jack White, Walter White, 
Irene Knadle, and Marie White.

Maurice was awarded the Bronze Star, France/
Germany Star, Italy Star, Legion d’Honneur, CIB, 39-45 
Star, Volunteer Service Medal, Defense Medal, Queens 
Jubilee medal, Congressional Gold Medal, Canadian 
Recognition Medals, Italian Recognition and FSSF 
Honorary Medal.

Maurice was a volunteer for many years at The Loyal 
Edmonton Regiment Museum and he also served 
on the executive of The 49th Battalion, The Loyal 
Edmonton Regiment Association.

Upon Maurice’s request his body was donated to The 
University of Alberta Anatomy Department.

A celebration of life will take place at The Prince of 
Wales Armoury,10440-105 Ave, Edmonton, Alberta, 
date and time to be determined.

Elsie  Irene (nee Gueffroy) White
Wife of Maurice White passed away in Edmonotn 
on 30 November 2021

Liaison Council, an Honorary Captain in the 
Loyal Edmonton Regiment (4 PPCLI), a 63-year 
member of Temple Centennial Lodge #167 AF 
& AM, a Founding Charter Member of Al Shamal 
Shriners, an Honorary Member of the Edmonton 
Shrine Motor Corps., and a past Director (1994) of 
Edmonton Court #190 Royal Order of Jesters.  
A private family service, officiated by Rev. John 
Burrill, has already been held at Foster & McGarvey 
Funeral Home, which was followed by interment at 
Edmonton Cemetery. In lieu of flowers, donations 
may be made to the charity of one’s choice.To send 
condolences, please visit www.fostermcgarvey.com 

 

Douglas Maurice White

The family of Douglas Maurice White, and his 
regimental family (The Loyal Edmonton Regiment) 
are sadden of the passing of Maurice White. Maurice 
was born in Coldwater, Ontario on January 2, 1925 
and passed away in Devon Alberta on Sunday, 
January 12 ,2020. Maurice was one of sixteen 
children from parents, Alexander White and Velma 
McKenzie. He spent most of his childhood on the 
farm at Grassland Alberta.
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JUST A COMMON SOLDIER
He was getting old and paunchy and his hair was falling 
fast

And he sat around the Legion telling stories of the past.

Of war that he had fought in and the deeds that he has 
done

In the exploits with his buddies; they were heroes, 
everyone.

And tho’ sometimes to his neighbours, his tales became 
a joke,

All his Legion buddies listened, for they knew whereof 
he spoke.

But we’ll hear the tales no longer, for old Bill has passed 
away

And the world’s a little poorer, for a soldier died today.

He will not be mourned by many, just his children and 
his wife,

For he lived an ordinary and quite uneventful life.

Held a job and raised a family, quietly going his own 
way.

And the world won’t note his passing, though a soldier 
died today.

When politicians leave this earth, their bodies lie in 
state,

While thousands note their passing and proclaim that 
they were great.

Papers tell their whole life stories from the time they 
were young;

But the passing of a soldier goes unnoticed and unsung.

Is the greatest contribution to the welfare of our land

A guy who breaks his promises and coms his fellow 
man?

Or the ordinary fellow who, in times of war and strife,

Goes off to serve his Country and offers up his life?

A politician’s stipend and his style in which he lives

Are sometimes disproportionate to the service that he 
gives.

While the ordinary soldier., who offer3ed up his all,

Is paid off with a medal and, perhaps , a pension small.

It’s so easy to forget them for it was along time ago

That the old ”Bills” of our Country went to battle, but 
we know

It was not the politicians, with their compromise and 
ploys,

Who won for us the freedom that our Country now 
enjoys.

Should you find yourself in danger with your enemies 
at hand,

Would you want  a politician with his ever-shifting 
stand?

Or would you prefer a soldier who has sworn to defend

His home, his kin and Country and would fight until the 
end?

He was just a common soldier and his rans are growing 
thin

But his presence should remind us we may need his like 
again.

For when countries are in conflict, then we find the 
soldier’s part

Is to clean up all the trouble that the politicians start.

It we cannot do him honour while he’s here to hear the 
praise

Then at least let’s give homage at the ending of his days.

Perhaps just a simple headline in a paper that would 
say,

Our country is in mourning, for soldier died today.

-from the Southwest Quebec Dialogue_

Author- Larry Vaincourt
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Proposed New Logo of The 49th Battalion,
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Association






